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Abstract

The graduation project that is described in this report was performed at PricewaterhouseCoopers. The

project is mainly concerned with the development of a quantification instrument, which is to be used to
quantify the effects of changes to a set of business process control activities in the context of Internal
Controls Optimisation Projects. It is expected that a suchlike instrument could become of great value to
PricewaterhouseCoopers in the future, as the market for Internal Controls Optimisation services matures.
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Preface

This report describes the graduation project that I conducted at PricewaterhouseCoopers and which

concludes my time as a student of Industrial Engineering and Management Science at the Eindhoven
University of Technology.

The graduation project is mainly concerned with the development of a first version of a quantification
instrument, to be used in order to quantify the effects of changes to a set of business process control
activities in the context of Internal Controls Optimisation projects. It is expected that a suchlike
instmment could become of great value to PricewaterhouseCoopers in the future, as the market for
Intemal Controls Optimisation services matures.

Overall, T experienced working on the graduation project as enjoyable and I am satisfied with its results.
However, these results would not have been obtained without the support of a number of people, which I
briefly mention below.

In the first place, I would like to thank my colleagues at the business unit Systems and Process Assurance,
both in Eindhoven and in Amsterdam, for making me feel welcome and thus creating a pleasant working
atmosphere.

Secondly, my gratitude goes to my coach at PricewaterhouseCoopers, Robert van Vianen, for he dedicated
his precious time to providing me with the necessary guidance and information.

Thirdly, I would like to thank my first and second coaches at the Eindhoven University of Technology,
Monique Jansen-Vullers and Jan Goossenaerts, for their patience and for the critical reviews of the
intermediate results, which certainly contributed to the quality of the eventual report.

Most of all however, my gratitude goes to my parents and two sisters, \vithout whose love and support I
would have never been able to complete this project.

Pepijn Maas

Tanuarv 2008. ,



Management summary

This summary provides a brief overview of the graduation project described in this report. The following

parts of the project are consecutively addressed: the project's background and problem definition, the
analysis phase results as well as the conclusions and recommendations that follow from those results, and
the design phase results and accompanying conclusions and recommendations. In addition, although not
discerned as a separate section, the research method employed in both of the project's phases is succinctly
considered.

Background and problem definition
The busincss unit Systcms and Process Assurancc (abbrcviatcd SPA) is part of PricewaterhouseCoopers'
Assurance branch and provides both audit (in a broad sense) and consultancy services in the field of
internal control, particularly W'1thin information technology intensive environments.

Fairly recently, SPA introduced a new selvice area termed Internal Controls Optimisation (abbreviated
ICO). The service area ICO is concerned with the identification, evaluation, and improvement of (pan oi)
an organisation's internal control system in terms of its effectiveness and efficiency in controlling the
multitude of risks that the organisation is exposed to.

Projects on the latter service area (termed T~O projects) are comprised of - as are all projects for that
matter - a proposal phase (also denoted as TCO proposal process) and an execution phase. Tn the context
of this report, an ICO proposal process is considered to start w'1th the preparation for a client meeting that
is focussed solely on the possible provision of ICO services, and to end before the potential work is
actually performed. Usually, the latter moment relates to the signing of the contract by the customer and
additionally marks the start of the project's execution phase.

In discussing the potential provision of ICO services with clients, PWC representatives are often
confronted with the question of how the advantages and disadvantages related to proposed changes in the
organisation's system of internal control will be measured or calculated. Since the ICO project method
and accompanying supporting tools, which have been introduced recently, are qualitative in nature, PwC is
currently unable to provide such insight.
According to the company, it is not performing optimally 'within the ICO proposal processes as a result of
this recurring issue, since a certain number of ICO projects have been terminated while still in this initial
phase.

Therefore, PwC considers attempting to develop a so-called quantification instrument as a complement to
the existing qualitative method and tools in the near future.
A suchlike instrument would serve to provide more insight into the effects of proposed changes (both
individual ones and the whole of them) in the set of control activities that ought to reduce risks relatcd to
the work pcrformcd as part of a particular business process. In addition, the quantitication instrument
should do so in a way that is undcrstandable to both cvcryonc within PWC and the customer.

Thc starting point for the graduation project described in this report is constituted by the follow'1ng
problem definition:

Problem definition:
A relativelY (relative to lvhat Jhould be pOJJible) high number ifICO prqject.r is terminated during theirpropoJalphaJe.

The lauer problem is defined in the above way so as to validate the supposed cause-effect relationship
between the quantification issue and the premature ending of TCO proposal processes, and in order not to
exclude other possible causes prior to a sound examination.

Analysis phase



The main research question, which is derived from the above-defined problem and is answered through
the research conducted as part of the graduation project's analysis phase, reads as follows:

Are a reJatiz'eIY (relative to what should be possible) high number ~flCO projects terminated during theirproposalphase?

Ana{vsis phase - results
The main research question defined above is deemed to be cornprised of four sub-questions. These sub
questions are described below, together with their answers. Remark that the latter answers are
predominantly obtained through a high num.ber of interviews. In addition, answering sub-question 3
requires consideration of scientific literature. Purthermore, note that PwC decided that customers should
not be involved.

ReJearch queJtioti 1: How .Iigtlifimtlt iJ theproblem d~fined hefore?
In the first place, out of the total of eleven leo proposal processes started until now, four did by no
means result in an actual project. Three ICO proposal process initially ended prematurely, but were
succeeded by successfully completed proposal processes at the same customer later on.
Secondly, the possible problem's consequences are:

• Loss of relatively many opportunities to create reference material. Thus far, six out of a total of ten
opportunities were lost. This in turn results in relatively high probability of future reference material
not being optimal.

• Relatively much time is invested without financial compensation. Until now, around 21 1/2 hours were
spent on ICO proposal processes that had no relation whatsoever with successfully completed ones.

• Loss of relatively much revenue. Thus far, an estimated amount of between 80.000 and 1.000.000
euros of potential revenues was lost. Yet, it is possible that the latter was compensated to a degree.

• Relatively many opportunities for competitors to conduct ICO projects. Subsequently, this results in a
relatively high probability of losing ICO markeL share on the long tun. entil now, one of the
unsuccessfully conducted leO proposal processes resulted in a competitor performing the project.

ReJearch que.rtiotl 2: TFhat lJariah/eJpotentia/1Y itlfluetlce the dedrion to either wmplete orprematurelY end an TeO
propo.ralproceJJ?

The following variables are considered to be relevant:

• Proposal process starting point: refers to a typology of ICO proposal process starting points
according to the expected effort required to develop customer awareness of the ICO related issues. In
addition, the reasons PwC had to assume momentum for a possible ICO project existed are included
under the same heading.

• Customer representatives involved: relates to the customer representatives involved in the TCO
proposal process, classified into the standard categories of problem owner, decision maker, and
influencer. Tn general, one would expect at least one or more decision rnaker(s) and problem owner(s)
to participate.

• Nature of relation between PwC and the customer organisation: chances of success are expected to be
positively correlated with the closeness and duration of the relation between both organisations. In
addition, specific issues with respect to this variable could be of influence as well.

• Nature of relation between PwC and customer representatives involved: see previous variable.

Re.reardl que.rtion 3: IFhat lJalues did tfme lJariah/eJ halJejor hoth the untimelY etlded atld the wtltinued Teo pmjedr, atld
what eauJed the particular TeO pmjedJ to he terminated?

Since none of the premahlre endings appeared to be related with the variables described before, and no
salient differences with respect to these variable's value between the successfully and unsuccessfully
completed ICO proposal processes were found, the table below only summarised the causes of
termination for the seven untimely ended ICO proposal processes. l'ote that CE X stands for untimely
ended ICO proposal process X.



Process Cause(s) of termination
UEI Upcoming cost reduction and SOX compliance projects. Customer's Dutch branch taken out of SOX scope.
UE2 High level of uncertainty resulting from upcoming merger with another firm.
UE3 Customer decided new internal audit division should perform project. Eventually, PWC did need to provide support.
UE4 Customer decided to perform the project itself. Client's budget for PwC services reduced prior to proposal process.
UES In light of upcoming reorganisation, customer did not want to embark on any additional projects.
UE6 Project ended at beginning of execution phase due to inherent lack of risk awareness within customer organisation.
UE7 PwC lost project to K.PMG, because KP~fG had previously provided similar services to same customer.

ReJean-!J queJtion 4: U;;Thatpattern ofcau.reJ can be di.rtilledjiWll the individual caJeJ?
No pattern of causes seems to underlie all of the premature terminations. However, two similarities can be
observed. One relates to the customer deciding to perform the project itself (two cases), the other to the
customer not wanting to embark on any additional projects in light of impending, comprehensive changes
,vithin its organisation (three cases).

Analysis phase - conclusions and recommendations
The analysis phase results presented above lead to the conclusion that the number of lCO projects that
are untimely ended is not relatively high. After all, the improvement potential in each of the lCO proposal
processes that were terminated prematurely thus far is minimal.

Yet, two ways in which PwC's future performance in the lCO proposal process might be slightly
improved can be derived from the similarities described at research question 4:

• Turning untin1.ely ended lCO proposal process 3 into reference material to be used in times to come,
should PwC again be confronted ,vith customers that consider performing an lCO project
themselves.

• Developing something like a SWOT analysis of a situation in which a customer is confronted with the
opportunity to purchase lCO related services while expecting large-scale changes within its
organisation.

Design phase
Although the supposed lack of quantification has in no way been shown to have had any direct influence
on the premature lCO proposal process endings that occurred until now, incorporating quantification into
lCO projects could well become of great value to P",-C as the market for lCO related services matures.
Therefore, the graduation project's design phase is focussed on contributing to the development of the
quantification instrument introduced before in the two ways, as define below:

Assignment definition:

• Develop a characterisation of the redesign issue around which the kind of leo project that
qualifies for the application of the future quantification instrument evolves.

• Design a first outline of the quantification instrument based on that characterisation.

Design phase - results
Fulfilment of the above-defined assignment is considered to resuIL from tIle answering of three research
quest.ions. These research questions are described below, along with their answers. Remark that the latter
answers are obtained primarily based on scientific literature. The answer to research question 1 is however
discussed with PwC's Eurofirm representative with respect to TCO, in order to test its validity to some
extent.

Research queJtion 1: What is the nature rif the redeJign iJJue that iJ central to the application rif the quantijication
inJtrument?

The nature of the redesign issue that is central to the application of the quantification instrument largely
overlaps with that of more conventional business process redesign projects with respect to the



performance measures and accompanying performance indicators that are potentially affected. The main
element on which the former issue distinguishes itself from the latter relates to the manner in which these
measures and indicators are influenced, namely through - among other things - the extent to which risks
related to the work performed as part of the process under consideration are mitigated.

Rmarch question 2: In what wqys could the quantification instmment'spurpose befu/filled, and which r.ifthose should be
emplqyed?

Some of the performance indicators that partly characterise the redesign issue that is central to the
application of the quantitlcation instrument do not depend on the operation of the process in question.
IIence, they can be evaluated directly based on tlle system designs under consideration, although that is
not straightfonvard for all of them.
Yet, the majority of indicators are operations-dependent. Consequently, their computation requires the
behaviour of the system under consideration to be examined. This can be done either through
experimenting with the system itself, or by experimenting with a model of that system. Furthermore, a
suchlike model is either physical or mathematical in nature.
Tn the context of the quantification instrument, the studying of the operation of a particular system can
only be performed based on a mathematical model of that system. Furthermore, performance
computation based on suchlike mathematical models is expected to require simulation in most cases,
although analytical techniques might be of use if the system in question is not too complex.
Note however, that the effect of changes to the set of preventive controls on the likelihood dimension of
the risks to which they pertain cannot be determined based on simulation.

Research question 3: Tf7hat speCIfic steps should be completed as part qfthe i17Jtmment and hOJl! can that be done?
As a result of the conclusions drawn on the nature of the redesign issue, a simulation study conducted as
part of applying the quantification instrument is similar to regular process simulation studies to a
considerable degree. Consequently, both types of studies require the same global steps to be completed.
The main difference between a simulation study performed in the context of the quantification instrument
and a more conventional one relates to the fact that risks need to be incorporated into the mathematical
models in the former case. This difference primarily manifests itself in the steps that relate to the
collection and analysis of data, and to the actual performance of the production runs. The latter is
explained below.

The materialisation of a particular risk is represented in a simulation model by the occurrence of the
events with which that risk is associated. For each of those events, one needs to specify its occurrence
related uncertainty. Furthermore, an event can be accompanied by a so-called local impact (such as the
magnitude of an individual information processing error), with respect to which uncertainty will exist as
well. Both of the aforementioned types of uncertainties are aleatoty in nature, since they are only
quantified by probability distributions and not attempted to be reduced - should that be possible at all.

However, since the concept of risk is associated with events that are relatively rare, the data that is
required to specify a probability distribution (including parameter values) to represent these aleatory
uncertainties, will seldom be available or collectable. This results in considerable epistemic uncertainties,
which are uncertainties about the true values of parameters, or the appropriateness of the structure or
mathematical form of the model. In case the event properties with which these uncertainties are related
can significantly affect simulation output results, they prevent the simulation model from being valid.

In principle, the level of model validity - as far as related to the representation of the system's input
processes - can be formally accounted for in the simulation study results. The latter flrstly requires the
relevant epistemic uncertainties to be quantified by probability distributions through Bayesian statistical
inference. This is done as part of the step that relates to the collection and analysis of data.
Subsequently, the actual production runs can be performed according to two distinct algorithms, which
are termed the RMA-nested and BJ'vfA-simple approach. Only the use of the RMA-simple approach in the
context of the quantification instrument is considered to be potentially feasibly at the moment. As part of
the latter approach, the probability distributions that caphlre the epistemic uncertainties are sampled once
prior to every simulation replication.



Yet, the BIvLi\-simple approach also has some significant drawbacks, which mainly concern the potentially
large amount of time that is consumed by the Bayesian inference process and the running of the
simulation model due to the relatively large number of simulation replications required. \X'hether these
drawbacks actually impede this approach's use in the context of the quantification instrument can only be
determined by applying it to real-life cases.

Design phase - conclusions andrecommendations
From the above, it can be gathered that simulation based on the BMA-simple approach will be required in
most situations in order to quantify the effects of changes to a set of business process control activities. In
that case, the application of the quantification instrument might well become time-consuming (as is
corroboratcd - to somc cxtent ~ by a casc study performcd to illustrate thc first version of thc
instrument). Yct, this is not thc only potcntial problem associated 'W~th thc lattcr approach.

Recall that the quantification instrument should not mcrely enable quantification of the effects of changes
to a set of process control activities, it also ought to do so in a way that is understandable to both
everyone within PwC and to the customer. As stated before, the nature of the redesign issue is such that
simulation is probably needed in most situations to fulfil the quantification instrument's purpose. Since
performing a simulation study requires specific knowledge of math, statistics, and computer science, the
attainability of complying with the aforemenuoned requirement is questionable in itself. Adopting the
RMA-simple approach significantly adds to the complexity of applying the instrument.

Rased on the aforementioned, il is considered highly unlikely thal simulating according (0 the RMA
simple approach ~~ be practicable in the context of the quantification instrument. Therefore, PwC might
consider using the instrument only to obtain a rough sense of the effects of changes to a set of process
control activities, instead of attempting to perform a full performance analysis from which statistically
justifiable conclusions are to be drawn. A suchlike approach would soften demands on model validity, and
could still provide enough insight into the potential benefits ofICO services.
In addition, the problem of having to specify the aleatory occurrence-related uncertainty associated with
events could be circumvented by using simulation solely to illustrate the effects of the materialisation of
single risks, i.e. single event sequences, without considering that risk's likelihood dimension.
It ought to be noted however, that developing valid simulation models to determine the effects of changes
in resource consumption related to the execution of detective control activities that are part of the regular
process flow, may well be possible in a high number of situations.

Furthermore, a number of recommendations are presented below.

In the first place, the first version of the quantification instrument developed as part of the graduation
project should be enhanced through future research on:

• The potential use of analytical techniques, which is not addressed in this report.

• The consequences of different levels of risk control effectiveness when considering risk and control
from an information processing and supply perspective.

• The collection of generic data on the probability or frequency of occurrence and the possible local
impact of events that are associated with comrn.only encountered risks. In particular, PWC might
consider adopting a method similar to those used in the field of human reliability assessment, which
could allow for an approximate consideration of the effects of changes to the set of preventive
control acUvities on the likelihood dimension of the risks to which they pertain.

• The specification of prior distribution functions, which constitutes part of the Bayesian inference
process, and the potential dependencies between different aspects of risk-related events, in case PwC
decides to further explore the use of the BMA-simple approach or Bayesian inference in general.

Secondly, the further development of the instrument is to be supported by its application to real-life cases,
so as to validate the feasibility of its use and identify opportunities for improvement.

Finally, PWC should considcr dcsigning gcncraliscd vcrsions of conccptual models and accompanying
simulation models in ordcr to make thc usc of thc quantification instrument less timc-consuming.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This report describes the graduation project that was conducted at PricewaterhouseCoopers, and 1S

organised as follows.

In the fIrst place, information on PricewaterhouseCoopers (on both a national and an international level),
its main competitors, and the business unit Systems and Process Assurance is provided in chapter 2.

Secondly, chapter 3 contains a description of a number of the graduation project's fundamental concepts,
goes into the project's origin, discusses the general structure of an Industrial Engineering and
Management Science graduation project, and defmes the problem that constitutes the project's starting
point.

In the third place, both the research method employed and the research results obtained during the
graduation project's analysis phase is covered in chapter 4.

Fourthly, chapter 5 is concerned with the diagnosis of the problem dlat is defIned in chapter 3.

In the fIfth place, both the assignmem defmition on which the project's design phase is based, and the
research method used during the latter phase is explicated in chapter 6.

Sixthly, chapter 7 contains the results dlat followed from the research conducted as part of dle graduation
project's design phase.

Furthermore, an ovenriew of the project's main conclusions and recommendations is provided in chapter
S.

Tn addition, a number of appendices containing information that is complementary to the remainder of
the report are included.



Chapter 2: Company description

As stated in the introduction, this chapter contains succinct descriptions of respectively

PricewaterhouseCoopers international, the company's Dutch branch, PricewaterhouseCoopers' main
competitors and the business unit Systems and Process Assurance. The latter includes general information
on the field in which Systems and Process Assurance operates, as well as a more in-depth consideration of
the service area that is most relevant to the graduation project.

Section 2.1: PricewaterhouseCoopers international

PricewaterhouseCoopers - named PwC in the remainder of this report - is a multinational concern
providing accountancy and advisory (i.e. professional) services, which is comprised of a global network of
distinct, independent organisations in 149 countries (771 offices) and a total number of employees topping
140.000. The independent national entities are united through their membership of PwC International
Limited Ltd., domiciled in the United Kingdom. This membership creates both prerogatives and
obligations. On the one hand, members are allowed to use the name PwC and employ the knowledge and
other resources that are shared through the worldwide network. On the other hand, affiliates are bound
by certain standards and procedures.

Table 1 below contains an overview of net revenues over the last few fiscal years, calculated on the basis
of the average exchange rates over those respective years. As can be seen from this table, the absolute
figures show an upward trend, while growth seems to have declined over fiscal year 2006. It should be
noted however, that the significance of suchlike conclusions is severely restrained by the limited amount
of data. The same goes for similar statements regarding comparable tables included in this document.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004- 2003
Net revenues

20,8 19,0 16,3 14,3
(billions of U.S.$)
Growth rate

9,5 20,2 14.0
(~/o w.r.t. preceding year)

n.a.

Table 1: J'afeJ/lt,ures ofPwC international

Regarding the type of service provision, PwC internally (and - per country - also legally) discerns the areas
Assurance, Advisory, and Tax, with Assurance representing the largest part of total global net revenues
with 54,4% (over fiscal year 2006), versus 21,1% and 24,5% by respectively Advisory and Tax (again over
fiscal year 2006),
The Assurance division logically encompasses - among other things - PwC's auditing activities, Advisory
covers areas such as performance improvement, crisis management, human resource services and
transactions. 'lhe Tax division engages in activities in fields such as the planning for and compliance with
local and international tax laws and transfer pricing. This subdivision into focal areas may vary slightly
across certain territories however.

The present Advisory branch was founded - as an independent entity - at the end of 2004, which marked
PwC's return on the consultancy market after selling P,,{.; Consulting to IBM in October 2002. Both the
split of PWC Consulting from the Accounting division (which initially formed a unity) in June 2002 and
the aforementioned sale were a direct consequence of the increasing pressure to avoid conflicts of interest
- by not providing consulting services to audit clients - to which PwC was subjected from the beginning of
the millennium in particular. This pressure originated from America, but spread to the rest of the world
rapidly (though not directly in a legislative fornl) and was caused by stringent rules on - and growing
concern over - auditor independence imposed by the United States SecuriLies and Exchange Commission
(SEC), as a means of administering the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX, in which auditor independence is just
one of many topics covered) that was adopted by the I Tnited States Congress in July 2002. Public concern
as well as law and regulation were sparked off by a number of major accounting scandals, particularly
those at Enron (2001) and Worldcom (2002), which led to the collapse of the accountancy-consultancy
ftrm Arthur Andersen that had part in the fraud.



Aside from the division into Assurance, Advisory and Tax, the organisation is specialised according to
industry, as far as one can discern relevant areas of branch-specific expertise. In practice, this has resulted
in the follo'.V1.ng categorisation, with each category being directed by an industry leader:

• Consumer and Industrial Products (eIPS)

• Energy, Utilities and 1-fining (EU&M)

• Financial Services (FS)

• Technology, Information and Communication, Entertainment and Media (TICE)
However, the classification above is only applied to the so-called Public Interest Entities (PIE) segment,
which mainly consists of organisations that are quoted on a stock exchange. Two other segments are
distinguished on that same level, namely:

• Private Companies, or 1-fiddle Market segment - comprised of cornpanies that are not quoted on a
stock exchange.

• Public Sector segment - made up of governmental organisations, semi-governmental organisations
and the healthcare sector.

\\!bile responsibility for managing the relation of the company to the market in the PIE segment is
assigned to the industry leaders, office leaders are accountable on the last-mentioned area in the Private
Companies segment (because fIrms '.Vithin that segment exhibit a relatively high geographical
concentration).
The whole of PwC's clientele is characterised by a large diversity in terms of size (ranging from regionally
focused companies to multinationals), nature (organisations from all industry sectors (primary, secondary,
tertiary and quaternary)) and operating branch (aerospace and defence, automotive, chemicals, real estate,
metals, pharmaceuticals, etcetera).

Finally, in order to facilitate the notion of auditor independence, PwC distingwshes between so-called
Channel 1 and Channel 2 clients, a classification that is particularly relevant to the PIE segment due to
relatively stringent regulation. Channell clients are companies which are legally compelled to be subjected
to an audit and for which PwC functions as an external auditor. Channel 2 clients are organisations that do
not meet the Channel 1 criteria. \Vhile the additional consultancy services that PwC can provide to
Channel 1 clients are severely restricted by applicable laws and regulations, the entire spectrum of available
advisory offerings can be conducted at Channel 2 clients.

Section 2.2: PriccwatcrhouscCoopers's Dutch branch

PwC's Dutch branch has a total of 19 off1ces in 18 cities and employs something over 4.500 people. Net
revenues have increased over the preceding six fIscal years, as can be seen from table 2 below.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001
Net revenues

654,8 626,3 583,2 573,3 549,8 534,4
(millions of euros)
Growth rate

4,6 7,4 1,7 4,3 2,9
(% w.r.t. preceding year)

n.a.

Table 2: salesfigum ifPJJJCj' Dutch branch

The judicial strucmre of the organisation - as already partially described in the previous section - is
depicted in appendix A.
Besides being a member of the organisation PwC International Limited Ltd., the holding PwC Nederland
B.V. (see appendix A) is - in a similar manner and like a large number of other European divisions 
affiliated to the company PWC Eurof:trms, domiciled in Belgium. This cooperative partnership with limited
liability has been founded to facilitate the service provision to clients through stimulation of collaboration
between European branches. T otalnet revenues over fIscal year 2006 equalled 4,5 billion euros.
Furthermore, a difference in nuance exists with regard to the division into lines of service between the
internationally propagated standard and the simation within the Dutch branch, in that human resource
services activities are part of the Tax division in the Netherlands. Therefore, the Duteh division



distinguishes between Assurance, Advisory and Tax & Human Resource Services. Logically, these service
areas are subsumed under the respective partnerships PwC Accountants N.V., PwC Advisory N.V. and
PwC belastingadviseurs N.V. (confer appendix A). Apart from the three aforementioned lines of service,
PwC Netherlands discerns a fourth one named Firm Services. However, this division solely exists to
support the other three in several fields and does not relate to any external customers.

Section 2.3: PricewaterhouseCoopers' main competitors

PwC's main competitors, at least on an international level, are Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Ernst & Young
and KPMG, all of which can be considered similar to PwC with respect to organisational stmcture and
core activities. Each of them is described in appendix B in teuns of some key t1gures, in order to roughly
establish their relative size.
\V'hen comparing the figures depicted in the latter appendix with those of sections 2.1 and 2.2, PwC
appears to have been the largest company worldwide over the past three years - in terms of (net) revenues
- and in addition employed the largest number of people during fiscal year 2006.
Over the fiscal year 2006, differences between the four competitors ,vith respect to (net) revenues of the
respective Dutch branches were fairly small, while Deloitte's Dutch division founs the only notable
(upward) deviation from average regarding total number of employees.
Finally, all four competitors exhibited growth in (net) international and national revenues over the fiscal
years depicted in the tables, with the exception of Deloitte's Dutch branch. However - in some cases 
growth rates varied considerably from year to year.

Section 2.4: Systems and Process Assurance

The business unit Systems and Process Assurance (named SPA in the remainder of this report) is part of
PwC's assurance division, exists - in its present form - from December 2004, and provides both audit (in a
broad sense) and consultancy services in the field of internal control, particularly 'ovithin information
technology intensive environments. Over the fiscal year 2006, SPA generated 28 million euros of net
revenues, a growth of 48% compared to the preceding year.

Activities on the area of internal control over financial reporting in particular have boomed over the last
few years under the influence of the large accounting scandals (that were brought up previously), resulting
in the creation and sharpening of mles and legislation for - as well as stricter supervision on (notably) 
companies that are quoted on a stock exchange.
i\. highly important legislative example in this context is the United States' SOX act of 2002, of which
sections 302 and 404 pertain to the area in question. These sections compel t1uns, among other things, to
include in their annual report an internal control report, in which management's responsibility for
establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting is explicated. In addition, a
suchlike report needs to contain an assessment - conducted by management - of the effectiveness of the
latter part of the company's system of internal control. The outcOll1e of that assessment is required to be
positive. Furthermore, each registered public accounting f1t1Tl that prepares or issues the audit report for
the organisation in question, is enforced to attest to and report on dle last-mentioned assessment in
accordance with certain standards. This attestation is not allowed to be part of a separate engagement
between both.

The majority of companies, accounting firms (including PwC), and legislative bodies use the theoretical
framework on internal control developed by The Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the
Treadway Commission (abbreviated COSO) as a standard regarding the definition of the concept. In
addition, the latter framework is accompanied by relatively practically oriented volumes, such as those on
application techniques and evaluation tools, which serve to support the development, implementation, and
evaluation of an organisation's internal control system.
COSO (1992) defines internal control as follows:

"A procm, ejfe,ted by an entity's board of directorJ, mana,gement and other pmonnel, deJigned to proziide reaJonable
aJJurance regarding the achievement ofobjectiveJ in thefollOJlJing categorieJ:



• EffictiveneH and effidenry r:foperatiollJ.

• Reliability ofjinandal rep0l1ing.
• Compliance with applicahle lawJ and regula/ioni' (page 9).

Furthermore, that same organisation issued another framework in 2003, which evolves around the notion
of enterprise risk management (abbreviated ERlvI). ERM encompasses the concept of internal control and
is defined as:

"A process, effected ~)' an entity's board ofdirectors, management and otherper.ronnel, applied in strategj setting and aiTOSS

the enterprise, designed to identify potential event.r that mqy ailect the enti~y, and manage risk to be JlJithin its riJk appetite, to
provide reasonable aHurance regarding the achievemelJt ofentity obje,tilJeJ" (COSO (2003), page 6).

The latter objectives are set forth in four categories:

• Strategic objectives (high-level goals, aligned with and supporting the entity's mission).

• Operations objectives (effective and efficient use of resources).

• Reporting objectives (reliability of reporting).

• Compliance objectives (compliance with applicable laws and regulations).

Some more information on the notion of ERM is provided in appendix C.

In the context of the concepts of internal control and thus of ERlvI, information technology systems are
increasingly important, both as a means of internal control and as a subject to it. After all, business
processes rely on information systems for their execution to an ever-growing extent. In addition,
information systems nowadays produce reports, including operational, fmancial and compliance-related
information that support managers in running the business, preparing periodical fmancial statements and
complying "ith applicable laws and regulations.

\v'ithin its general field of operations - as outlined above -, SPA discerns and markets a number of
specific service areas. The graduation project described in this report principally relates to the service area
termed Internal Controls Optimisation (abbreviated ICO in the remainder), which is concisely described
below. Succinct characterisations of the other service areas are provided in appendix D.

The service area ICO is concerned with the identification, evaluation, and improvement of (part of) a
firm's internal control system, ultimately aimed at assisting the client in establishing a continuous process
purported to optimise the aforementioned system in terms of both its effectiveness and efficiency in
controlling the multitude of risks that the (respective part of) the company is exposed to.
Until recently, examinations of (parts of:) a tirm's internal control structure explicitly targeted at improving
both its effectiveness and efficiency, were conducted within the scope of projects related to other service
areas, such as ERP Security & Control (refer to appendix C). The identification of lCO as a separate
market theme started in the United States, and took place only one year ago. Therefore, the ICO service
area is still in the process of maturing towards a situation characterised by a fully developed, globally
recognized project approach and other best practices.
The first stage of the latter development process has been completed however, meaning that a first
version of a high-level project m.ethod, as well as a number of supporting tools, and training and
marketing materials have been constructed and are being put into practice. The worldwide rollout of these
instruments has started as from May first 2007 with a number of training sessions that preceded their
actual application.
The next chapter firstly provides infornlation on - among other things - the specifics of projects on the
above-described service area, and additionally addresses the relation between the graduation project and
the ICO service area through a description of the graduarion project's origin and problem definicion.



Chapter 3: Project origin and problem definition

In accordance with what is stated in the introduction, this chapter is essentially concerned with three

things: the project's origin, the general structure of an Industrial Engineering and Management Science
(abbreviated IE&MS) graduation project, and the definition of the problem that ought to drive all
activities performed as part of the project. 'fhe latter topics are considered consecutively in sections 3.1
through 3.3.
Yet, prior to addressing these subjects, section 3.0 firstly defines the notions of risk and a control activity.
Furthermore, the concepts of an ICO project and of the ICO proposal process (and thereby that of an
ICO project's execution phase) are demarcated. In addition, tlle latter section elaborates on the steps of
which an ICO proposal process consists, as well as on the recently introduced qualitative ICO project
method.
The latter notions are central to the graduation project. Hence, the aforementioned information is
provided at this point to avoid any misconceptions and to facilitate the reading of the remainder of the
report.

Section 3.0: Background information

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, tllis section provides information that is purported to avoid
any misconceptions regarding a number of the project's key concepts, and to facilitate the reading of the
remainder of the report. It is structured as follows:
In the first place, subsection 3.0.1 defines tlle notion of risk (within the context of an organisation).
Secondly, the concept of a control activity is explained in subsection 3.0.2.
In tlle third place, subsection 3.0.3 delineates the notion of an lCO project.
rourthly, the concept of an lCO proposal process, and thereby that of an TCO project's execution phase,
is demarcated in subsection 3.0.4.
Furthermore, subsection 3.0.5 contains a description of the steps of which an TeO proposal process - as
demarcated in subsection 3.0.4 - consists.
Finally, the recently introduced qualitative lCO project method, which largely relates to an leo project's
execution phase, is elaborated on in section 3.0.6.

Subsection 3.0.1: Risk

As described in section 2.4, the tlleoretical frameworks developed by COSO are used as a standard
regarding tlle definition of internal control and the encompassing concept of ERevf by the majority of
companies, accounting firms (including PwC), and legislative bodies. Since the notion of risk (within (he
context of an organisation) is key to both the concept of internal control and that of ERM, the COSO
definition of risk is adopted by the majority of the aforementioned parties as well.
Therefore, the latter definition is discussed in appendix E. In addition, this appendix provides coso's
risk definition with a more solid conceptual underpinning through positioning it with respect to one in
mathematical parlance that appears to be relatively ,~ridespread in scientific literature. The results of this
examination are summarised below.

In this report, the notion of risk (within the context of an organisation) is regarded as construct that is
constituted by an impact dimension, a likelihood dimension, and a dimension pertaining to the element to
which the other two dimensions are attached. The latter element consists of a set of undesirable
developments - through time - in the state space of the system (in this case: organisation) under
consideration, termed scenario set. Suchlike developments are induced by so-called initiating events, and
possible marked by subsequent events.
Furthermore, the impact dimension is considered to be related to an organisation's objectives, that is, the
occurrence of a particular risk's event(s) will prevent the organisation from fully achieving its goals.

Subsection 3.0.2: Control activities

Another concept that is of importance in both of the COSO frameworks, and is actually part of the
notions of internal control and ERM (see appendix C), is that of a control activity. Consequently,
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ReJearch queJtir!n 3: j,f:That lJalueJ did theJe lJanableJ ha1Je jOr both the untimeb ended and the continued TeO p1Y!jedr, and
what cauJed the partimlar TeO Jm!jedJ to be terminated?

Answering this research lluestion pertains to determining what caused each of the individual leo projects
in question to be ended untimely, and to what extent these causes relate to the previously identified
variables. The leO projects for which the proposal process was performed successfully are included as a
point of reference, i.e. to highlight possible recurring differences in values of the respective variables
between successfully completed and prematurely terminated leO proposal processes, which could signify
structural causes of termination.

Re.cearch queJtion 4: UJThatpattern ofcaUJeJ can be diJtilledjiYJm the indi1Jidual caseJ?
On the basis of the information about each of the individual leo projects, obtained as a result of
answering the preceding research question, an aggregated view should be developed by searching for
communalities in causes of termination among the different projects, so as to provide direction \vith
respect to what could be done to resolve the graduation project's basic problem.
The combination of the above and the conclusions drawn on the problem's significance as part of the
answer to the Erst research question constitutes the problem diagnosis.

Subsection 4.1.2: Research techniques

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, this subsection covers the way in which the research
questions listed in subsection 4.1.1 are answered, as well as the considerations behind the latter. Both are
provided below for each of the research questions.

ReJearch queJtion 1: How JigI1!/icant iJ the graduation prqject's baJicproblem?
In the first place, the more quantitative formulation of the graduation project's basic problem is developed
through an interview \vith Robert van Vianen, because he is the only one within PwC's Dutch branch who
was involved in all of the ICO proposal processes in the Netherlands. In fact, the involvement of each of
the other PwC employees was restricted to a single ICO proposal process. Furthermore, the company's
database in which information on completed, running, and terminated proposal processes is stored docs
not contain information on the type of project at a level that allows for the distinguishing between leO
and other types of projects. Therefore, Robert van Vianen is the only possible source of information \vith
respect to this particular issue.
Secondly, the identification of the problem's consequences is firstly performed based on an interview with
a Performance Improvell1ent (abbreviated PI) advisor, who was involved in Six-Sigma projects (including
accompanying proposal processes) aimed at achieving process improvements in the past. These projects
are to some degree comparable to leO projects. The aforementioned interview is mainly putported to
generate ideas. These ideas are then verified and possibly complemented based on logic reasoning and
subsequently validated by means of an interview with Robert van Vianen.
Note that Robert van Vianen is chosen as an interviewee for the reasons already mentioned above, and
for the fact that he is the Eurofirm representative in the rco development process. After all, this - in
combination with the previously described arguments - implicates that he should be considered the most
knowledgeable with respect to Teo within the '\Jetherlands. The latter applies to all other cases requiring
involvement from the pwe employee in question. Therefore, no further remarks in this respect are made.

Furthermore, remark that validation based on the collection and analysis of quantitative data is not an
option in this case, since the problem's short term consequences are obvious to an extent that they do not
need additional validation, while the longer term consequences have not arisen yet due to the relatively
recent introduction of reo as a separate market theme in the Netherlands. On the other hand, these
longer-term consequences could - in theory - be validated to some degree based on similar situations in
the past. However, the fact of the matter is that these consequences are by nature (in this case) difficult
if not impossible - to measure. Furthermore, gathering the information on these similar situations would
most probably cost an amount of time that exceeds the available amount considering the other activities
that should be performed as part of the examination. Moreover, it would be complex to determine the
properties that make a particular situation well comparable to the one that is analysed.



Chapter 4: Analysis phase - research method and results

As described before, this chapter is concerned with the research method employed during the graduation

project's analysis phase, as well as with that phase's research results. Both are covered consecutively in
sections 4.1 and 4.2 below.

Section 4.1: Analysis phase - research method

As described in section 3.3, the research conducted as part of the graduation project's analysis phase
should eventually lead to the answering of the following main research question:

Are a relatively (relati2'e to what should be posJible) h{~h number oflCO projedJ terminated during theirpropoJaIphaJe?

The method used to answer this question is considered to be comprised of a 'what' and a 'how'
dimension.
The "what" dimension pertains to what should be done, which is embodied by a collection of research
questions that ought to be answered. Based on the answers to these research questions, it is deemed
possible to answer the main research question explicated above.
The "how" dimension refers to the manner in which the latter research questions are answered, i.e. to the
type of research techniques employed and the manner in which those types of techniques are applied.
Besides explicating the above dimensions, this section is concerned with the reasons for the choices made
\vith regard to both of these dimensions, which can be denoted as the "why" behind the "what" and the
"hO\\T".

The collection of research questions as well as its rationale is covered in subsection 4.1.1. Subsection 4.1.2
considers the techniques that arc employed to answer the latter research questions as well as the way they
are applied and the grounds for the choices made "vith respect to this dimension.

Subsection 4.1.1: Research questions

The collection of research questions of which the answering is considered to result in a scientifically sound
analysis is provided below in a point-by-point manner. Aside from the research questions themselves, each
question's purpose in light of the examination is described so as to cover their rationale.

Research question 1: How Jigniftcant iJ the graduationprOJed~, baJicproblem?
As a starting point to the analysis, the answer to this question concerns the determination of the extent to
which the graduation project's basic problem can justifiably be called an actual problem, through the
identitication of its consequences and their magnitude. Determining the magnitude of the problem's
consequences in this case requires a more quantitative formulation of the prob1cm itself, i.e. specifying
exactly how many reo projects were prematurely terminated out of the total number of leo proposal
processes started.
The above provides insight into the value of a possible solution to the problem for the company - value
that is not directly related to the resolution of tlle problem left aside.

ReJean); queJtion 2: U7hat vmiables potetltialfy influence the decision to either complete orprematurefy end an lCO prOJ'ect'J
proposalprocm?

Based in part on an in-depth examination of the reo proposal process (the results of which are included
in appendix H), answering the research question above refers to the identification of the variables that
have a bearing on whether the reo proposal process is completed, or terminated prematurely. The latter
collection of variables should act as foundation for the examination of each of the individual Teo
projects.



In addition, the main research question, which is derived from the above-deflned problem and is
answered through the research conducted as part of the graduation project's analysis phase (see the
preceding section), reads as follows:

Are a relativelY (relative to what should be pOJJible) high number ?fICOprrijects tenninated during theirproposalphase?

As a conclusion to this section, it ought to be noted that the graduation project's analysis and design
phases do not relate in the conventional way described in section 3.2. This results from the fact that the
research conducted as part of the project's analysis phase shows that the above-deflned problem should
be considered insigtllflcant, since the improvement potential in the ICO proposal processes that were
prematurely ended dlUS far 2 is nllnimal.

Furthermore, no indications are fOLlfld of the quantification issue introduced in section 3.1 having had any
influence on those premature endings. Yet, one must take into account the fact that the market for ICO
services is still relatively immahlre. It is expected that incorporating quantiflcation into ICO projects could
become of great value to PwC in the fUhlre, due to an expected rise of inIportance of ICO service
characteristics that set PwC apart from its competitors. The recurrence of the customer question
pertaining to beneflts quantiflcation in the context of an ICO project could be considered indicative of the
quantiflcation instrument's potential as such a service characteristic. The anticipated increase of
signiflcance of discerning service attributes logically results from expected future market developments,
which are briefly discussed in the next paragraph.

According to PwC, competitors currently lag behind in the development of ICO as a distinct service area.
Assuming that, in line "lith PwC's experiences, ICO truly addresses a signiflcant customer need,
competition on the area of ICO will therefore likely increase in times to come. This would provide the
client ",jth more alternatives to chose from, which influences the balance of power between buyer and
supplier in favour of the client. Therefore, that client could be expected to become more demanding in
the future. Note however, that the latter effect is nlitigated to some degree by the importance of high
quality, long-term relationships between buyer and supplier in the professional services market (see
appendix F).

Consequently, the project's design phase is focussed on contributing to the development of the
quantiflcation instrument that is introduced in section 3.1.

Finally, note that - as a result of the above - the deflnition of the assignment on which the project's
design phase is based is not provided at this point. In addition, the research method employed for the
analysis phase, and the research method used in the project's design phase are explicated in separate
chapters as well.

In accordance with what is stated in the introduction, the next chapter goes into the analysis phase's
research metllod and results.

2 Remark that 'thus far' refers to around May 2007. The same goes for similar remarks made in the remainder of this
report. Therefore, this comment is not repeated in what follows.



Figure 2: the regulatilJe !)ide (adoptedfmm Van Strien)

An important characteristic of a business problem-solving project is that it is design oriented (refer to Van
Aken, Berends, and Van Der Bij).
In the fIrst place, the latter implies that the work performed as part of suchlike projects is governed by a
sound project plan, rather than improvisation. A project plan (denoted research method henceforth) is
developed in the early stages of the project, but can be changed or detailed further based on the insights
obtained along the way.
Secondly, the property refers to the centrality of the so-called object design and change process design
that are to be developed as part of the 'plan of action' step. An object design concerns the design of a
solution to the problem that is defIned at the 'problem definition step', and analysed in the context of the
'analysis and diagnosis' step (termed analysis phase in the remainder). A change process design is the
design of the process through which the object design ought to be realised.

Finally, remark that the 'plan of action' step is henceforth referred to as design phase.

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the next section is concerned ,vith the project's problem
defInition.

Section 3.3: Problem definition

)\s mentioned before, each ICO project's execution phase is preceded by a so-called proposal stage. The
latter phase is concluded with a decision - usually made by the potential client - on whether the project's
execution stage is actually to be started.

PwC feels that it is not performing optimally within these proposal processes, since a certain number of
ICO projects have been terminated while still in this initial stage. According to the company, the
aforementioned is caused by the fact that PwC is currendy unable to meet the apparent customer need of
a more precise insight into the advantages and disadvantages related to the changes proposed as part of
suchlike projects.
However, the latter cause-effect relationship should be tested in order to determine if this lack of
quantifIcation indeed has these consequences. Furthermore, other possible causes of the ICO projects'
preliminary ending should not be excluded prior to a sound examination. Therefore, the problem that
constitutes the foundation of the graduation project is deEmed as follows:

Problem definition:
A relativelY (relative to what Jhould be pomMe) high number o..fICO projectJ iJ temJinated during theirpropoJalphaJe.



• Through use of the instrument in the context of a pilot project, which is a small-scale project that is
primarily performed to convince the customer to purchase larger-scale ICO services.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the term 'control', as used in the above, ought to be interpreted
broadly. As described by Vaassen (2002), the notion of internal control originates from the accounting
profession, but has transcended that realm to become ''a tool ifmanagement" (Vaassen, page 18) in a general
sense. The latter also follows from the fact that COSO (1992) distinguishes the effectiveness and
efficiency of operations as an objectives category in relation to the concept.
Yet, remark that SPA - being part of PwC's assurance division - traditionally focuses more on areas
\1,,1.thin organisations that are most relevant to (fmancial) reporting and applicable rules and legislation
thereon. PwC's advisory branch is more knowledgeable about the effectiveness and efficiency of
operations, albeit not primarily from a risk control perspective.

In light of the above-described quantification instrument that ",1.ll possibly be developed, PwC considers
the concepts of Six-Sigma and process simulation to potentially be of value.

According to De Koning and De Mast (2006), Six-Sigma is ':1 now widelY applied programme for compaJ?ywide
quali{Y improvement" (page 766). It originated in industry more than twenty years ago and was popularised
through its adoption by several large companies during the last decade of the twcnticth century. Among its
most salient properties arc a focus on thc customcr, ccntrality of proccsscs, an cmphasis on data drivcn
dccision making and a rcsulting rcliancc on statistical tcchniqucs, and priority on bottom-linc results.

Kcttingcr, Tcng, and Guha (19')7) identify process simulation as a technique that is commonly used in the
context of business process reengineering (abbreviated BPR). Jansen-Vullers and Netjes (2006) adopt the
latter principle and note that process simulation "provides quantitative estimates if tbe impact tbat a process design
is likelY to bave on proceJS peJjOrmance" (page 77), on the basis of which ':1 quantitativeb; suppotted cboice for tbe best
design can be made" (page 77).

PwC's interest in the concept of process simulation explains the connection with the sub-department
Information Systems (department of Technology Management at the Technical University Eindhoven),
since research and education within the research group Business Process Tvfanagement (part of the sub
department Information Systems) are principally concen trated on the modelling, analysis and
improvement of processes, with simulation of alternative process designs (including accompan}1.ng
statistical analysis) constituting one of many research topics within the latter field.

Section 3.2: The regulative cycle

Students of IE&MS are - in contrast to students of sciences that employ other research paradigms 
pruTlarily trained to becofn.e professionals, rather than scientists. The term professional is - in a general
sense - considered to refer to someone from a well-defined occupational group that uses scientific
knowledge to solve real-world problems, which requires special skills (refer to Van Aken, Berends, and
Van Der Bij (2007)). In case of IE&MS, those problems relate to organising and managing companies,
which is regarded as IE&MS's formal and material object of study (see Van Aken (1994)).

Consequently, IE&TvfS graduation project are oflen aimed at solving a real-world problem of the
aforementioned type using scientific knowledge. Suchlike kinds of projects are termed business problem
solving projects by Van Aken, Berends, and Van Der Bij, and are conducted according to the so-called
regulative cycle (confer Van Strien (1997)) that is displayed below in figure 2. Yet, it should be noted that
the 'intervention' and 'evaluation' steps are usually not performed as part of an IE&MS graduation
project, often due to time constraints.



Step 5:prot/ide controls rationaliJation recommendation.!":
Refers to providing advice on how the company's system of controls could be improved in terms of both
its effectiveness and efficiency, based on the mapping performed in the former step.

Step 6: implement controls rationalisation remmmendations
Pertains to reaching an agreement with the client on the recommendations that are to be implemented and
on the prioritisation of these recommendations, to developing an implementation plan - in collaboration
with the customer - that includes a statement of the expected benefits, to executing the latter plan, and to
designing training in case the changes in the system of control activities require so.

Step 7: implement operational infrastructurefor the J'YJ'tem ~rmntrol.r
Concerns the design and implementation of a cost effective operating, maintenance, and monitoring
structure for the system of control activities 'W1.thin the area of consideration.

Note that only steps 1 through 5 are allowed to be conducted for Channell clients (refer to section 2.1).
Besides, SPA - being part of PwC's Assurance branch and haying extensive experience in supporting
financial audits and thus in working with Channel 1 customers - intends to focus primarily on performing
those first five steps.

Furthermore, the execution of steps 3 through 5 will in future tin1.es be supported by a software tool that
makes use of the results of a currently conducted global project called \'{;orld Class Control. The latter
project is focussed on the identification of commonly encountered risks within certain administrative
processes, as well as on the development of best practices of the combination of control activities that
cover these risks effectively and efficiently. In practice, the latter project's results naturally need to be
complemented with risks and control activities that are specific to e.g. the industry the customer is part of,
the country the client is located, or the type of information system employed. However, tlle degree of
standardisation should increase with the experience gained from conducting TeO projects in years to
come.
The aforementioned software tool is able to automatically identify potential improvements in the
effectiveness and efficiency of (part of) a company's system of controls, based on a comparison of the
best practices with the customers' current set of control activities.

Section 3.1: Project origin

Tn discussing the potential provision of ICO services 'W1.th clients, P",rC representatives are often
confronted 'W1.th the question of how the advantages and disadvantages related to proposed changes in the
organisation's system of internal control \,1.ll be measured or calculated.
Since the project approach and supporting tools that serve to conduct ICO projects, which have been
introduced recently, are qualitative in nature, PwC is currently unable to provide such insight.

Partly due to this recurring issue, the company thinks that a so-called quantification instrument might
embody a unique selling point and therefore considers attempting to develop it as a complement to the
existing qualitative method and tools in tl1.e near future.
A suchlike instrument would serve to provide more insight into the effects of proposed changes (both
indiyidual ones and the whole of them) in the set of control activities that ought to reduce risks related to
the work performed as part of a particular business process. In addition, the quantification instrument
should do so in a way that is understandable to bofu everyone within PwC and the customer.

In addition, remark that fue 111strument is expected to support the selling of lCO services in three ways:

• Through its very existence as a service characteristic that can be employed in an TeO project's
execution phase to obtain insight into the effects of several proposed changes. Based on that insight,
those changes can be prioritised, or the customer can decide on which of them are to aCDlally be
implemented.

• By applying the instrument to a number of illustrative example processes, the results of which can be
used in subsequent leo proposal processes.



As a conclusion to this subsection, remark that appendi.x r covers the most significant possible deviations
from the regular process flow that is outlined above.
The next subsection goes into the recently introduced qualitative rca project method, which is largely
applied during an rca project's execution phase.

Subsection 3.0.6: Qualitative reo project method

As noted in section 2.4, a first version of a high-level rca project method, as well as a number of
supporting tools, and training and marketing materials have been constructed and are being put into
practice. The latter project method is qualitative in nature, meaning that no quantification is employed as
part of it, and predominately covers an rca project's execution phase. The steps of which it is comprised
are succinctly considered below.

Step 1: pelform controls diagnostic:
Concerns the application of an Excel-based tool that is designed to identify the parts of a company's
system of internal control that require improvement, by letting the customer complete query sheets
containing questions on its position on the path to controls optimisation and on its control environment's
current and desired levels of maturity and complexity. The diagnostic can either be performed for the
enterprise as a whole, for a specific function within the enterprise (e.g. a business unit or a department), or
for a particular process.
Yet, remark that the aforementioned tool is applied during an rco project's proposal process 1 (refer to
subsection 3.0.4), as a means to create awareness for the rca related issues that the client is presumably
facing, prior to the potential signing of tlle engagement letter. Therefore, in case customer awareness
already exists to a sufficient degree or can be created rather easily (corresponding to tlle proposal process
starting points of C and D, and in some cases B, as defined in subsection 3.0.5) the controls diagnostic
might not be performed at all.

Step 2: determine (Ontrol., ' mrrent Jtate:
Refers to the identification and documentation of the conlrol activities within the areas that are parl of the
agreed upon project scope.

Step 3: conduct nJk aJTeJJment:
Pertains to the identification of the risks to which the customer is exposed within the areas that are part of
the agreed upon project scope, as well as a qualitative assessment of their severity. Risks are identified
based on an explication of business objectives, which is symptomatic of the adoption of the COSO (2003)
definition of risk (confer appendix E), in which risk impact is associated with the objectives to be
achieved.

Step 4: mapping ofnJkJ and controls:
Concerns the establishing of relations between risks and control activities in the present situation, i.e.
detetnlining which risks are currently covered by which control activities to what extent. The therefrom
ensuing residual risk is - sinlilar to the inherent risk in the preceding step - expressed in qualitative terms
such as 'high', 'moderate', or 'low'.

Note that in case the rca project is conducted directly after completion of a controls audit project (e.g. a
SOX compliance project), the execution of steps 2 through 4 logically draws heavily on the results of the
latter.

Note that the control's diagnostic tool was introduced only after completion of the graduation project's analysis phase
(see section 3.2). Conseqnently, it is not included in the detailed description of the ICO proposal process steps provided
in appendix I I and did not need to be taken into account in the analysis of the problem which constitutes the
graduation project's foundation (confer section 3.3).



Steps 2,4, and 6: CondUit intake meeting, mnduct second meeting, and conduct workshop
First of all, PwC should develop customer comnutment to the ICO related issues tllat his or her
organisation is possibly facing. The effort lliat is required to attain the latter logically depends on the
client's level of awareness prior to tile meeting. As noted in appendix F, a dislinclion between four
situalions can be made with respect to the aforementioned (ordered from highest to lowest degree of
expected effort):
A. The intake meeting takes place without previous higher level identification of one or more ICO

related issues, and without PwC having a concrete reason to assume that customer awareness already
exists or can be created fairly easily.

B. One or more lCO related issues have been identified on a higher level before the proposal process
started.

C. PwC has a concrete reason to assume that client awareness already exists or can be created fairly
easily. The strongest possible indication for the presence of customer awareness is embodied by the
situation in which a client contacts PwC regarding one or more lCO related needs.

D. A combination of sihlations Band C.
Secondly, the customer needs to be persuaded, possibly both in absolute and in relative (to PwC's main
competitors) terms, of the competence ofPwC in dealing with the ICO related issues that are identified.
In the third place, the lCO related needs are investigated further, resulting in an agreement on the scope
and objectives associated willi a possible ICO project.
Finally, llie project approach (including a rough planning) and resulting deliverables are negotiated.

Steps 3 and 5: Prepare second meeting andprepare workshop
Firstly pertains to establishing an agreement with the client on who will participate in the second meeting,
that meeting's objective, and - in case of a workshop - the workshop's scope, desired results, and agenda.
Because this part of llie preparation is actually performed during the meeting that precedes the step that
needs preparation, it is not depicted separately in figure 1.
Furthermore, PwC needs to decide on a strategy to be applied during the meeting and (potentially) the
workshop, and develop materials to be used in the workshop (if executed).

Step 7: Compose prqject team
Concerns llie composing of a project team based on: the estimated number of people needed to conduct
the possible lCO project, the knowledge and skills or experience that is required, the importance of the
possible project relative to other (possible) projects, and the future availability of potential team members.

Step 8: Write and submit m!t&'lJptpropo.ral
Refers to writing and subnlitting a concept proposal, based in part on agreements established previously.
A suchlike document is usually composed of llie following sections:
1. Engagement letter
2. Project background
3. Project objectives and scope
4. Project approach (including the planning) and deliverables
S. Project staffing, completion deadline, and costs
6. General conditions that apply to the perfonnance of llie project

Step 9: Difcux.r conceptpmpo.ral
Pertains to explicating the parts of the cuncept proposal w1th which the customer disagrees - if any -, and
subsequently reaching an agreement on the necessary changes through negotiation.

Step 10: Write and xubmitfinalpropoJal
Concerns the adaptation of the concept proposal- if required - according to llie changes that were agreed
upon as part of the previous step, and subnlitting the final proposal to llie client.

Step 11: Sign mntract
Refers to the signing of the engagement letter by llie customer in case he or she agrees with the contents
of the final proposal.
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relevant considering the quantification matter introduced in section 3.1. As is clear from the above, six out
of the total of ten distinguishable leo projects that Pv,rC intended to conduct thus far, are also lost as
potential reference material. Remark that the two proposal processes (one successful and one
unsuccessful) which related to two leO projects which equalled in (intended) scope and involved the
same customer, are viewed as one in this respect.
Although enough leo reference material is available at the moment according to pwe, the loss of
relatively many opportunities for future leO reference material - resulting direcdy from the basic problem
as described before - leads to a relatively high probability of the future reference material not being
optimal. After all, the more projects can be considered to be turned into reference material, the more
likely it is that one or more will be found that are better than one or more of the ones that are currendy
employed. In addition, the presendy available leo reference material mainly concerns projects that have
been executed in the United Kingdom, which are less valuable for PwC's Dutch branch than in case those
projects were executed by the latter branch itself. Logically however, it is impossible approximate this
consequence's magnitude quantitatively.

In the second place, the time that is invested by PWC employees in an leO proposal process naturally
goes without fmancial compensation. Should the proposal process result in the actual execution of the
leO project in question however, this time could be argued to have yielded money indirectly. IIowever, if
an leO proposal process is terminated untimely, the time invested in it is neither directly nor indirectly
compensated for financially. Therefore, if relatively many leO projects are ended in their proposal phase,
relatively much time is spent without project revenue being generated at a later stage. As can be concluded
frorn the beginning of this section, at least four out of the total of eleven leO proposal processes started
did by no means result in an actual project.
These four proposal processes included three meetings thaL each involved two PwC: representatives, two
meetings that each involved one PwC: representative, a presentation that involved one PwC: representative,
and the composing of a project team and writing of a concept proposal that was perfomled by one PwC:
representative. Based on an average (meeting and presentation) throughput Lime of one and a half hours
and an expected amount of one day to compose a project team and write a concept proposal, an
approximate number of 21 1/2 hours were spent in these proposal processes, excluding the necessary
preparation for the meetings and presentation. Should these hours have been spent on the execution of
other projects in stead, they are estimated to have yielded between 4.000 and 8.000 euros, which comes
down to an approximated average amount per untimely ended leo proposal process of between 1.000
and 2.000 euros.
These average numbers should, however, not be considered as representative of the amount of money
that is wasted on any untimely ended leo proposal process in the future for a combination of two
reasons.
Firstly, the number of hours spent on a prematurely terminated leO proposal process can vary
considerably, mainly depending on whether or not a concept proposal was written. After all, the
composing of a project team and the writing of a concept proposal takes an estimated amount of 8 hours.
In addition, the number of leO proposal process that were ended untimely (and are not related to any
successfully completed proposal processes) thus far is rather small, so the present proportion of
prematurely terminated leO proposal processes that included the writing of a concept proposal (one) to
those that did not (three) can not justifiably be considered as representative of times to come.
Therefore, the average amount of wasted money per untimely ended leo proposal process of between
1.000 and 2.000 euros should be interpreted merely as a very rough indication.

Thirdly, the premature termination of an leO proposal process logically leads to the loss of revenues that
would have been generated through the execution of the accompanying leo project. Since the amount of
revcnues that are gcnerated through the execution of an leO project is highly dependent on its scope,
which can potentially vary significandy from leo project to leO project, expressing the average amount
of revenues related to an leo project in terms of a single number would be insensible. However, the
minimum and maximum revenue associated with an leo project are estimated to be respectively 20.000
and 200.000 euros.
Up until now, four leO proposal process were untimely ended and did not relate to any successfully
performed proposal processes. Tlus means that at least 80.000 euros of potential revenue were lost tlms
far.



On the odler hand, out of dle total of seven lCO proposal processes that were terminated prematurely,
two were succeeded by a successfully completed one which equalled or included the intended scope of the
projects related to their unsuccessful predecessors, meaning that the revenues associated with these
projects cannot be considered lost Therefore, the theoretically maximum amount of lost revenues up
until now is 1.000.000 eums.
However, remark thal it is possible that the above minimum and maximum amounts of potential revenues
lost thus far were compensated to a certain degree by the revenue of projects that could not have been
performed in case the aforementioned (four or five) ICO proposal processes were not ended untimely.
Yet, attempting to establish even a rough indication of the degree of this compensation is impracticable.

In the fourth place, every single time an ICO proposal process that is conducted by PwC is ended
untimely, potential competitors are presented \vith an opportunity to try to perform an lCO project at the
particular customer themselves, provided that it concerns a sales opportunity that is viable in theOl;' In
fact, competitor involvement could actually be the cause of me premature termination of an ICO proposal
process from PwC perspective in me t'irst place.
Thus far, the untimely ending of one out of the total of seven ICO proposal processes resulted from the
presence of a competitor. Furthermore, two out of the seven customers decided to perform the project
themselves, of whom one revised its decision and requested PwC's support. In addition, three other ones
could in meory have led to a competitor eventually performing me projects. \v'hether this actually
happened is not known, however.
Furthermore, if competitors are presented with relatively many opportunities to conduct lCO projects, the
chances of losing leo market share on me longer tcrm will naturally bc relatively high. Similar to me
longcr tcrm consequencc related to thc refcrence material, it is impossible to dcvelop a quantitativc
estimate of its magnitude though.

1\ point by point summarisation of the above is provided below.

• Seven out of the total of eleven ICO proposal processes that were started up until now, were
prematurely terminated. Three out of these seven are - more or less directly - related to three
successfully performed proposal processes that succeeded the former three.

• Out of the total of tcn opportunities to crcatc referencc material thus far, six werc lost.

• Around 21 '12 hours were spent on untimely ended ICO proposal processes that had no relation
whatsoever w-ith successfully completed ones. Should these hours have been spent on the execution
of other projects, they would have approximately generated between 4.000 and 8.000 euros, which
averages to 1.000 to 2.000 euros per proposal process.

• Up until now, an estimated amount of between 80.000 and 1.000.000 euros of potential revenues was
lost on prcmaturcly tcrminated leo proposal processcs. Yct, it is possible that thc loss of thcse
potential rcvenues was compensated to some extent.

• One out of the total of seven unsuccessfully conducted TCO proposal processes resulted in a
competitor perfonn1ng the associated ICO project.

Out of the consequences described above, the ones pertaining to me loss of revenue and the loss of
potential reference material (in the context of the quantification matter discussed in section 3.1) seem to
currently be the most relevant. After all, the potential revenue that was wasted as a result of the time that
was spent on untimely ended ICO proposal processes likely pales into insignificance in comparison to the
total loss of potential revenue (minus possible compensation) as a result of not executing me respective
ICO projects. Furmermore, competitor influence seems to have been rather small thus far. However,
according to PwC, the company's main competitors lag behind in meir development of ICO as a separate
market theme. Therefore, competitor influence might be expected to increase in times to come.

Remark mat a final conclusion on the problem's significance is not drawn until chapter 5. The rationale
for me latter decision is explicated below.

In mc first place, it should bc noted that in me definition of thc graduation projcct's basic problem, thc
adjcctivc 'relatively' is intcrpretcd as 'relative to what should be possible' (refcr to scction 3.3). This implics



that the actual magnitude of the problem is dependent on what should have been possible. In turn, what
should have been possible is determined by the extent to which PwC is to blame for the premature ending
of the ICO proposal processes, which is discussed in chapter 6. Logically, the same goes for the
magnitude of the problem's consequences, which is why the term 'relative' was used in the description of
each of them as well.
Secondly, assuming that more would indeed have been possible in the collection of ICO proposal
processes that have been conducted thus far, the probability of this problem continuing to exist over time
depends on whether there is a pattern within PwC's shortcomings that (partly) caused the preliminary
endings, which is examined in subsection 4.2.3. The latter implies that the significance of the longer-term
consequences that are depicted in figure 3 is partly determined by the possible presence of the
aforementioned pattern as well.

Subsection 4.2.2: Variables

As described in the introduction to this section, this subsection contains an overview of the variables that
are considered to potentially influence the decision to either complete or prematurely terminate an ICO
proposal process, thereby answering the third research question, as defined in subsection 4.1.1.

First of all, as stated in subsection 4.1.2, the abovementioned variables ought to be identified based partly
on scientific literature. However, the literature did not prove to be a very valuable source of information
to employ in the answering of the third research question More comments on this issue are provided in
appendix].

As a result of the above, the aforementioned variables were primarily derived based on logic reasoning
and several interviews (confer subsection 4.1.2). Eventually, the following variables were identified as
being potentially relevant:

• The proposal process' starting point, including the reasons PwC had to assume that momentum for a
possible ICO project existed.

• The type(s) of client representatives involved in the proposal process.

• The nature of the relation between PwC and the customer organisation

• The quality of the relation between the representatives of both parties that were involved in the
proposal process.

The above variables are discussed in turn below.

In the first place, considering the facts that almost all of the ICO proposal processes were started by PwC
and that competitors did not seem to be involved in most of the cases, the proposal processes' initial
phase (steps 1 through 6 out of the process model included in subsection 3.0.5), or more specifically the
development of customer commitment to the ICO related issues that supposedly exist, is crucial to its
success.
As noted in appendix F, a precondition to the latter commitment is awareness of the ICO related issues
that the client is presumably facing. The effort that is required to create this awareness and thereby the
chances of successfully doing so, is - as described before in that same subsection - dependent on the
perspective from which the leU proposal process was started, for which a typology consisting of four
differcnt starting situations (A, B, e, and D) was designcd.
Furthermore, the extent to which PwC is able to establish a connection between the ICO related issues
and the strategic priorities of the customer, i.e. the degree to which momentum for a possible ICO project
exists, is considered to be crucial in developing commitment to the issues at hand.
Therefore, both the extent of ICO awareness prior to the start of the ICO proposal process and the
reasons PwC had to assume that momentulTl for a possible ICO project existed are recorded for every
ICO proposal process under tlle heading 'Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D),.

Secondly, the degree to which PwC succeeds in developing support for a potential TC:O project within a
cllstomer organisation is considered to depend on the client representatives involved in the proposal
process. With regard to the latter, the standard categories of a problem owner, a decision maker and an
influencer can be discerned.



rirsdy, a decision maker is someone with the audlority and accompanying f11lancial means that allow him
or her to purchase a particular PwC service.
Secondly, an influencer is someone - as might be clear from tile teITn itself - who has significan t influence
on one or more decision makers.
Thirdly, a problem owner is someone who directly experiences the negative consequences of the TCO
related issues that the organisation is supposedly facing.
In general, one would expect at least one or more decision maker(s) and problem owner(s) to be involved
in the proposal process.

In the third place, both the nature of the relation between PwC and the customer, and the quality of the
relation between the representatives of both that are direcdy involved in the proposal process is deemed
to potentially be of influence on the proposal process' chances of success. After all, it seems reasonable to
assume that customers willi which whom PwC has developed a close, long-term relationship are more
likely to be open for suggestions by PwC than are relatively new clients. The same applies to people within
a customer organisation ,"vith which PwC representatives have established a good bond. Furthermore, the
relation between relationship quality and sales success in services settings is - to some degree
corroborated in literature, as remarked in appendix J.

As stated in the introduction to this section, llie actual descriptions of each of the individual leO proposal
processes on - among other things - the above variables and the causes of termination (for the leo
proposal processes that were ended untimely), arc provided in appendix K.

The next subsection is concerned 'with the pattern that can be distilled from the individuallCO projects'
termination background.

Subsection 4.2.3: Pattern of causes

The termination background of each of the ICO proposal processes that were prematurely terminated
llius far is summarised in table 3 below. Remark that lJE X stands for untimely ended leo proposal
process X (confer appendix K).

Process I Cause(s) of termination
UE 1 Upcoming cost reduction and SOX compliance projects. Customer's Dutch branch taken out of SOX scope.
UE2 High level of uncertainty resulting from upcoming merger with another firm.
UE3 Customer decided new internal audit division should perform project. Eventually, PwC did need to provide support.
UE4 Customer decided to perform the project itself. Client's budget for PwC services reduced prior to proposal process.
UES In light of upcoming reorganisation, customer did not want to embark on any additional projects.
UE6 Project ended at beginning of exeClltion phase due to inherent lack of risk awareness within customer organisation.
UE 7 PwC lost project to KPMG, because KPMG had previously provided similar services to same customer.

Table 3: SummariJation ofthe termination barkground !ifearh ofthe untime!J' ended feO propoJalproteJJeJ

Considering the contents of the above table, no pattern of causes seems to underlie all of llie premature
endings. However, two similarities can be observed. Firsdy, in two cases the untimely termination was
caused by the customer deciding to perform the project itself. In the second place, three proposal
processes were ended because the client did not want to embark on any additional projects in light of
impending, comprehensive changes within its organisation.

As stated in the introductory chapter, the next chapter provides an answer to the main research question
identified in section 3.3 and therefore draws a final conclusion on the problem's significance.



Chapter 5: Diagnosis

As can be inferred from the above, this section is concerned with providing an answer to the main
research question presented in section 3.3, and dravling a final conclusion on the problem's significance.
Prior to successively presenting the latter t\vo elements however, the potential relation between the
variables identified in the previous section and the termination of the respective proposal processes is
briefly discussed. Furthermore, some additional comments on the quantification matter described in
section 3.1 are provided at the end of this section.

First of all, an overview of the variables that exhibited undesired values for each of the ICO proposal
processes that were untimely ended thus far is provided in table 4 below. Remark that an 'X' denotes that
that particular variable did not have an undesired value for the prematurely terminated ICO proposal
process in question (refer to appendix K for more information). The rest of the notation is considered to
speak for itself.

Process I Starting point Client representatives Relation org. Relation people
LEI X X X X
LE2 X X X X
L:E3 X X X X
LE4 X 1\"0 decision maker involved X X
liES X No problem owner involved X X
UE6 X No problem owner involved X X
LE 7 X X X X

Table 4: vuntlble value.r.fOr the untimefy ended TeO propo.ralproal,HeJ

As follows from this table, no indicaLions for deficiencies within the relations between PwC and Lhe
client's organisation, and between the people involved in the proposal process on behalf of both parties,
were found in any of the cases. Furthermore, PwC appears to have had good reasons to assume that
customer awareness already existed prior to, or could be created rather easily during the prematurely
terminated proposal processes, and momentum for a potential ICO project could justifiably be stated to
exist in all cases.
On the other hand, the untimely ended leo proposal processes 4, 5, and 6 lacked the involvement of
either a decision maker (untimely ended leo proposal process 4), or a problem owner (untimely ended
ICO proposal processes Sand 6).
Considering the termination background of processes 4 and 5 however (refer to table 3 in subsection
4.2.3), it is safe to state that involving the respective people would not have had influence on their
outc01ues.
In case of process number 6, the absence of one or more problem owners could be argued to have
contributed to the lack of support for the eventual ICO project. After all, the latter people were
confronted with an external party (pwC) conducting a project that pertained to their area of expertise only
after the accompanying contract was signed. The latter is acknowledged by pwe, as noted in appendix K.
Yet, there were political reasons for not involving anyone but the decision maker. Doing so anyway could
have caused disturbances in the relation between Pw-C and the customer. Furthermore, the lack of risk
awareness has - to a certain extent - proven to be a fundamental property of the customer involved
(confer the respective table in appendix K).
In addition to the above, remark that there are no salient differences \vith respect to the values on the
proposal process attributes between the successfully and unsuccessfully completed ICO proposal
processes.

Secondly, the extent to which PwC is to blame for the premature termination of the seven ICO proposal
processes seems to be rather low. Below, comments regarding the latter topic are provided per proposal
process (see appendix K for more information).

• Untimely ended leo proposal process 1:
There seems to be nothing that PwC could have done to prevent the premature termination of this
proposal process. PwC was not aware of the parent company's influence prior to the ending and



apparently was not allowed to contact any of its representatives. Furthennore, considering the reasons
for refusing to conduct the leO project, the involvement of the particular representative would most
probably not have made a difference.

• Untimely ended leo proposal process 2:
In view of its termination background, PwC was not to blame for this ICO proposal process'
premature ending.

• Untimely ended leO proposal process 3:
PwC itself is actually of tlle opinion that this process' termination was based on a reasonable
argument. Furthermore, this particular situation seems to fit the general market trend of companies
establishing competent internal audit divisions themselves in order to save professional service
provider costs.

• Untimely ended ICO proposal process 4:
As noted before, PwC should have started tllis proposal process earlier. However, it seems justit1ed to
state that chances of success would have been rather low anyway, since the company in question
possessed the necessary knowledge and skills to conduct the leO project itself.

• Untimely ended ICO proposal process .3:
In this case, it is remarkable that the impending reorganisation was part of the reason for PwC to
assume that momentum for an ICO project existed, while it led the client in lluestion to terminate the
proposal process. However, it does not seem like PwC could have done anything to prevent the
process' ending, since the customer - according to PwC - did not seem to even really want to start a
discussion in the first place.

• Untimely ended ICO proposal process 6:
As mentioned before, PwC should have conducted IDe workshop in a different manner. Yet, as
discussed above, the premature termination of the project seems to be related to a fundamental
shortco11llng at IDe client's side as well. Note that the involvement of problem owners in the proposal
process is already discussed above, and therefore not elaborated on further.

• Untimely ended rca proposal process 7:
This process does not seem to exhibit much improvement potential either, since both PwC and the
customer did not know of the previous ICO related work IDat was perfonned by KPMG until after
submitting the concept proposal.

Furthermore, recall that the main research question identified in section 3.3, reads as follows:

Are a relatil1e[y (J'elative to what should be pOSJible) high number ofICO projects terminated during their propoJ'al phase?

The above, in combination with the contents of subsection 4.2.1 leads to the conclusion that the above
question ought to be answered negatively, because PWC would most probably not have been able to
perfonn any better than it did. In addition, as described in subsection 4.2.3, no pattern of causes seemed
to underlie all of the premature ICO proposal process endings.
Consequently, the problem det1ned in section 3.3 should be considered insignificant.

On the other hand, two ways in which PwC's future perfonnance in the ICO proposal process might be
slightly inlproved can be derived from the similarities identified in subsection 4.2.3:

• Turning untimely ended rca proposal process 3 into reference material to be used in times to come,
should PwC again be confronted with customers that consider performing an rca project
themselves. The latter ICO proposal process was terminated prematurely initially, bllt Pw-C was asked
to provide support later on.

• Developing sometlling like a SWOT analysis (possibly supported with reference material) of a
situation in which a customer is confronted \vith the opportunity to purchase lCO relatcd services
while expecting large-scale changes w,jthin its organisation. The latter relatcs to untimely ended ICO
proposal proccss 5, in which PwC considcred momentum for the possible 1CO project to result from
an upcoming reorganisation, while the customcr did not want to engage in any additional projccts for
that rcason.

Finally, the quantification issue described in section 3.1 is concisely revisited below.



Cow;idering the termination background of each of the individual TCO proposal processes, the sllpposed
Jack of quantification has in no way been shown to have had any direct influence on the premature ending
of each of the respective processes.
Yet, one must also take into account that the market for lCO services still is relatively immature. As
described in section 3.3, incorporating quantification into lCO projects is expected to become of great
value to PwC as a result of anticipated market developments.
Assuming that a quantification instrument would indeed embody a unique selling point, the existence of a
suchlike instrument might have increased chances of success in the cases in which the lCO project was
eventually conducted by another party (the customer itself and KPMG).

The next chapter defines the assignment on which the graduation project's design phase is based, and
explicates the research method employed to fulfil that assignment.



Chapter 6: Design phase - assignment definition and research method
In accordance with what is stated in the introductory chapter, this chapter subsequently covers the
assignment on which the graduation project's design phase is based (in section 6.1), and the method
ell1ployed in order to fulfJl tlnt assignment (in section 6.2).

Section 6.1: Assignment definition

As described in section 3.3, the graduation project's design phase is focussed on contributing to the
development of the quantitication instrument that is introduced in section 3.1. The latter instrument can
be considered to embody a set of steps that need to be completed in order to fulfil the instrument's
purpose (i.e. a method), and that involve the use of one or more tools and techniques. In addition, both
the developn1ent and future application of that method are to be supported by an increased insight into
the nature of the redesign issue that is central to the type of lCO project that qualifies for the application
of the instrument (refer to section 3.1).
The graduation project's design phase contributes to the developntent of the quantification instrument in
two ways. These are incorporated into the assignment definition provided below.

Assignment definition:

• Develop a characterisation of the redesign issue around which the kind of lCO project that
qualifies for the application of the future quantification instrument evolves.

• Design a fttst outline of the quantification instrument based on that characterisation.

\X"ith regard to the above assignment, one should bear in mind that PWC has introduced lCO as a distinct
service area only fairly recently, and does not expect the service to reach its desired level of maturity ,vith
respect to both product and market development until three to five years from now. Therefore, this
project's contribution to the development of the quantification instrument is explorative in nature, and the
possibilities with respect to the ways in which the assignment can be fulfilled are relatively limited.

Finally, note that - as follows from the foregoing - the nature of this graduation project's design phase
differs from that of Ihe corresponding part of a traditional business-problem solving project (see section
3.2).
Tn the latter case, focus is on developing an object and a change process design for a Lmillue and specific
business performance problem, such as that defined in section 3.3.
Conversely, this project's design phase aims to develop knowledge that can be used in solving a class of
sinlllar business performance problems. The latter is characteristic of an lE&MS research project (refer to
Van Aken, Berends, and Van Der Bij). Yet, in contrast to a suchlike project, this graduation project's
design phase is not conducted solely for tl1e purpose of achieving results in the immaterial world of
knowledge. Rather, the knowledge that is generated should contribute to improving PwC's future
performance. As such, the design phase is indirectly focussed on achieving results in the material world of
action.

As stated before, the next section goes into the research method that is applied in order to fulfil the
assignment defined above.

Section 6.2: Design phase - research method

Similar to the analysis phase's research method, the three dimensions of 'what', 'how', and 'why' (refer to
section 4.1) can be discerned with respect to the method employed to fulfil the assignment detined in tl1e
previous chapter.
The collection of research questions as well as its rationale is covered in subsection 6.2.1. Subsection 6.2.2
considers the way in which these research questions are answered and the grounds for the choices made
on that area.



Subsection 6.2.1: Research questions

The set of research questions of which the answering is deemed to result in the accomplishment of the
assignment defined in the preceding section is presented below in a point-by-point manner. Aside from
the research questions themselves, each questions' purpose in light of the assignment is commented on, so
as to cover their rationale.

Research question 1: U/That is the nature 0/ the redesign issue that iJ tentral to the application 0/ the quantijication
instrument?

Answering the above research question directly relates to developing the first of the two deliverables out
of the assignment definition provided in the previous section. Therefore, the including of this question
needs no further explanation.

Rereanh quertion 2: In what ways could the quantification instrument'rpurpose be fulfilled, and which ofthore rhould be
empl~yed?

Answering the above question entails a description of the alternative manners in which the effects of
changes to a set of business process control activities could be quantified, and an evaluation of those
alternatives in light of the quantification instrument's application domain and context. Hence, by
providing an answer to tllls question, the most essential considerations in the development of the
quantification instrument are explicated.

Research quertion 3: What specific steps should be completed as pal1 ~fthe imtrummt and how can that be done?
Answering this research question results in a first version of the quantification instrument, i.e. in the
second of the two deliverables that comprise the assignment definition provided in the previous chapter.
Therefore, the reasons for including this question are obvious and thus need no additional clarification.

Research qUeJtion 4: How does the.first outline 0/the quantijication illJ'trument relate to the Six-Sigma concept?
As described in section 3.1, PwC initially regarded Six-Sigma as an interesting concept in light of the
quantification instrument tlnt is to be developed. Answering the above question sheds light on the
relation between the latter concept and the first version of the quantification instrument, and in doing so
provides insight into the possibilities and impossibilities of using Six-Sigma in the context of the
instrument's application domain. Note however, that this research question does not directly pertain to
the assignment defined in the previous section.

Subsection 6.2.2: Research techniques (data collection and analysis)

As described in the introduction to this chapter, this subsection concerns the manner in which the
research questions listed in the preceding section are answered, as well as the considerations behind the
latter. Both are provided below for each of the research questions.

Research question 1: What IS the nature ~f the redesign Issue that IS cmtral to the application of the quantijication
instrument?

As indicated by Van Aken, Berends, and Van Der Bij, and Van Aken, the type of knowledge tllat is
embodied by the answer to the above research qLlestion ought to be developed based on a series of case
studies. Yet, a suchlike approach is not feasible within the context of the graduation project for two
reasons.
Firstly, due to the fact that ICO has only recently been introduced as a separate service area, only a
relatively limited number of ICO projects have been conducted. In addition, the information that is
available on the projects that were executed is limited, since much of that information is recluired to stay at
me customer.



In the second place, the amount of titne that is available for conducting the graduation project would not
have allowed for such a series of case studies to be perfomled.
Consequently, the above research question is answered through studying scientific literature (among other
things on the concept of risk, the results of which are presented in appemlix E). In addition, the results are
discussed ~rith Robert van Vianen, in order to test their validity to some extent. As described in subsection
4.1.2, he should be considered the most knowledgeable with respect to ICO 'within the Netherlands, and
therefore is the appropriate person to have such a discussion with. Nevertheless, one should be mindful of
the fact that even he does not have extensive experience with thorough quantification as part of an ICO
project.

Research qlleJtion 2: In Jvhat JVqys could the quantification instrummt's purpose befulfilled, and lvhich ofthoJe Jholtid be
employed?

Both the identification of the alternative manners in which the quantification instrument's pUipose could
be fulfilled and their subsequent evaluation is based on the characterisation of the redesign issue
developed before and on scientific literature.

Research question 3: What !pecific JtpJ should be completed as part ~fthe instrument and how can that be done?
An answer to the above research question is predominantly provided on tlle basis of scientific literature.
Furthermore, it would be ,vise to validate tlle first outline of tlle quantification instrument by applying it
to a real-world process. However, this is not practicable because of the case material and time constraints
described before. Instead, the first version of tlle instrument is illustrated by applying it to a fictive case
that is very limited in scope, but nonetheless represents a situation that is commonly encountered in
practice.

ReJearch question 4: How doeJ the jir.rt outline rf the quantification inJtrument relate to the Six-Sigma (()ncept?
This research question is answered based on an extensive literature review of Six-Sigma on the one hand,
and the answers to the preceding questions on the other.

The subsequent chapter contains the results of conductitlg the graduation project's design phase and thus
provides answers to the research questions listed above.



Chapter 7: Design phase: results

This chapter contallls the results of conducting the graduation project's design phase, and is structured as

follows:

Firstly, section 7.1 characterises the redesign issue around which the application of the future
quantification instrument evolves. This characterisation is elaborated - as far as possible - into a
generalised decision frame in appendix M.

In tlle second place, section 7.2 identifies the ways in which the quantification instrument's purpose could
fulfilled, and subsequently evaluates each in light of the quantification instrument's application domain
and context.

Fifthly, the method to be applied in case sinmlation is used as part of the quantification instrument is
presented in section 7.3, for simulation is identified - in the previous section - as probably the only way in
which the quantification instrument's purpose can potentially be at least partly fulfilled in most situations.
Note however, that this section focuses on the incorporation of risks, since it is mat element which
discerns the application of the quantification instrument from conducting a more conventional process
simulation study. Furthermore, appendix P illustrates the use of the latter method through studying a
fictive case that is limited in scope.

In addition, the first outline of the quantification instrument is considered in relation to me Six-Sigma
concept in section 7.4.

Enally, section 7.5 describes some of the limitations of (the first outline of) the quantification instrument,
and provides a number of recommendations regarding the instrument's further development.

Section 7.1: Characterisation ofthe redesign issue

As noted before, an leO project is conducted in order to improve both the effectiveness and efficiency of
a system of control activities. In general terms, effectiveness refers to how well an entity performs its
intended function, and efficiency to tlle proportion between the entity's effectiveness and the resources
spent on functioning at the particular level of effectiveness.

The function of a control activity consists of reducing one or more risks (confer subsection 3.0.2) by
either lowering thelt likelihood (preventive control) or limiting meir impact (detective control). As
described earlier in mis report, COSO (2003) relates risk impact to an organisation's objectives, that is, me
materialisation of a particular risk will prevent the organisation from fully achieving the objective with
which that risk is associated. The appropriateness of the latter relation is substantiated in appendix E. In
addition, a similar viewpoint is taken by e.g. Nagumo and Donlon (2006), who discuss integration of risk
management and performance management, and by Turner and Hunsucker (1999) in the context of
project risk.

As described in - e.g. - section 3.1, the quantification instrument is to be applied in case of the redesign of
a set of control activities that are purported to mitigate risks related lo lhe work performed as part of a
certain business process. Therefore, the occurrence of the initiating and possible subsequent events with
which those risks are associated, will impact the extent to which thal particular process' objectives are
attained.
The consequences of not fully achieving a business processes' objectives are subsequently determined by
their position within the total hierarchy of objectives that can be discerned within an organisation, and
which ultimately converges into the organisation's mission. According to Kaplan and Norton (1996) 3 ,

suchlike hierarchies exist, or should exist in two respects.

Groot (2002) identifies the introduction of the balanced scorecard by Kaplan and Norton as the most influential of the
developments in performance measurement that he discusses. Remark however, that Kaplan and Norton advise Lo use
their balanced scorecard as a stratcgic management system, rather than just a pcrformancc measurement systcm.



In the first place, a hierarchy of different types of objectives (and - in terms of Kaplan and Norton 
accompanying measures and targets) on the level of the organisation as a whole. The links between the
objectives in this case represent cause-and-effect relationships, meaning that the attaining of a specific
objective should be considered a means towards achieving a higher-level objective to which the former
objective is connected. The most significant of these relations as a whole are contended to explicate the
organisation's strategy.
Kaplan and )Jorton typify the individual objectives that together constitute the latter hierarchy on the
basis of the perspective of performance to which they pertain. The aforementioned authors distinguish
between four of these performance perspectives: a financial perspective, a customer perspective, an
internal business processes perspective, and a learning and grow1:h perspective. In case of a for-profit
organisation, every measure that is considered part of the strategy should be either directly or indirectly
linked to objectives within the financial perspective of performance.
Furthermore, objectives that are part of the internal business process performance perspective are asserted
to generally drive performance in the financial and customer perspectives. The latter can also be gathered
from another performance measurement concept termed Strategic Measurement and Reporting
Technique (abbreviated SIvLi\RT) pyramid, which is introduced by Cross and Lynch (1988/1989).
Consequently, the materialisation of risk related to the work performed as part of a particular business
process will eventually have a negative influence of some degree on the organisation's performance in the
financial and / or customer perspective.
An example of a hierarchy of performance measures on the level of the organisation as a whole, across the
four perspectives of Kaplan and !\orton's Balanced Scorecard, is provided in appendix L.

The second kind of objectives hierarchy regards the translation of each of the objectives at the level of the
organisation as a whole, into objectives at all of the lower echelons of which that particular organisation is
comprised; the lowest being the level of a team or an individual. IIence, the connections between
objectives in this hierarchy represent composition-decomposition relationships. As the quantification
instrument is to be employed in case of the redesign a set of control activities that ought to reduce risks
related to day-to-day operations, the business process objectives that are directly affected by these risks
reside in the lower levels of the second type of objectives hierarchy.

As described at the beginning of this section, the efficiency of a set of process control activities is - in
addition to the extent to which they perform their intended function, which is discussed above 
determined by the resources spent on performing that function.
The manner in which process control activities consume resources depends on the fashion in which they
attempt to mitigate risk. Tn this respect, a distinction can be made between preventive and detective
control activities (see subsection 3.0.2). In this repon, preventive control activities are defined as control
activities that ought to reduce one or more risks by lowering the likelihood of the (initiating) events with
which those risks are associated.
Detective control activities, on the other hand, are taken to diminish one or more risks through confining
those risks' impact. As a result, detective control activities are often part of an organisation's processes'
regular flow and in that case use resources in the same way as the conventional process activities do.
Hence, resource consumption by detective control activities is reflected in the same performance
dimensions that are used to capture the usage of resources by regular process activities.
Conversely, preventive control activities do not directly consume resources on a continuous basis. Rather,
a one-time effort is required to develop them 4 . Furthermore, some of these control activities are intended
to reduce risk within multiple business processes (e.g. a departmental code of conduct), which renders the
single business process an inappropriate unit of analysis. Therefore, preventive control activities are only
to be considered part of the redesign scope in the context of the quantification instrument in case they
exclusively attempt to lower the likelihood of (initiating) events within the processes under consideration.

In addition to resource consumption through developing and executing the aforementioned process
control activities, effort is required to monitor both the preventive and detective process control activities'

4 Remark that the development of detective control activities can also be accompanied by significant resource
consumption in case automation is required.



operating effectiveness. As described in COSO (2003), monitoring can take place through ongoing
activities, separate evaluations, or both. Furthermore, separate evaluations can be conducted by the
organisation itself, or by an external auditor such as Pwc. In light of the quantification instrument, it is
advised to only consider changes in the resources spent on separate evaluations by an external auditor (if
applicable), since ongoing monitoring is inseparable from an organisation's regular activities, and making
meaningful statements about changes in resource usage related to separate evaluations performed by the
organisation itself would probably require the scope to be widened beyond the level of a single process.
Like the effort required to develop the control activities, changes in the level of resource consumption
through periodic monitoring by an external auditor directly result from the redesign and are not
influenced by the operation of the system (in this case: business process 5 ) under consideration.

The preceding part of this section can be recapped as follows:
The quantification instrument is to be employed in case of the redesign of a set of process control
activities, aimed at improving the effectiveness and efficiency of risk control within that particular process.
Effectiveness refers to the extent to which the set of process control activities reduce the risks related to
the work perfcmned as part of the process. Efficiency pertains to the proportion between effectiveness
and the resources spent on reaching that level of dlectiveness.
Both the degree to which risks within the process are reduced and the resources consumed by executing
the process control activities that are part of the regular process flow, are captured by the performance
measures and accompanying performance indicators that can be identified for the process in question.
The effort required to develop the process control activities, and the changes in resource usage related to
periodic monitoring of the process control activities' operating effectiveness by an external auditor, do not
depend on the operation of the system under consideration, and can therefore be estimated directly, based
on the alternative systelTl designs that are compared.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, appendix M introduces the concept of a decision frame, and
characterises the redesign issue that is central to the application of the quantification instrument furtller
through an elaboration of the above - as far as possible - into a decision frame tllat is general to the latter
redesign issue.

Regarding the use of the performance indicators (that are part of the aforementioned decision frame) to
caphlre the extent to which risks within the process in lluestion are reduced, the following ought to be
observed.
In the first place, as is probably clear, only the indicators which' value is influenced by the operation of the
process under consideration are relevant in the above-described respect.
Secondly, which of the operations-dependent indicators could be used to reflect potential risk impact
depends on the perspective(s) from which risk and accompanying control are considered. The notion of a
perspective in this case relates to - in contrast with appendix M - different disciplines that can be
discerned within an organisation. In this regard, Franssen distinguishes between the disciplines of
information processing and supply, logistics, and quality management. For the latter two fields, the
aforementioned author defines a number of process-level measures that are typically impacted by risks on
the respective area, and which can therefore be used to capture the extent to which these risks are
controlled. The majority of these measures overlap with the ones that are identified as part of the decision
frame. For each discipline, as discerned and demarcated by Franssen, the indicators corresponding to the
following decision frame measures could be used to reflect potential risk impact:

• Information processing and supply: the information processing quality measures.

• Logistics: all measures that are part of the time performance dimension, the inventory cost measure,
the resource utilisation measure, the labour cost measure in case part-time workers are employed,
labour flexibility measure on a workflow level, and the volume flexibility measure.

• Quality management: the output quality measures and the measures that are part of the time
performance dimension.

As follows from Law and Kelton (2000), and Coosscnaerts and Pels (2006), an operational business process can be
regarded as a particular type of system. Since processes are iocussed on in this report, the terms system and process are
used interchangeably in the remainder, unless stated otherwise.



In addition, remark that risk and control from the perspective of the information processing and supply
and quality management disciplines can be intertwined with risk and control from a logistic viewpoint.
The latter results from the rework that could be required in case undesirable anomalies are detected with
respect to the output quality and information processing quality lTleasures, and from the fact that the areas
of logistics and quality management share the measures that are part of the time performance dimension.
Finally, note that SPA traditionally focuses on risk from an information processing and supply
perspective. Yet, the quantification instrument ought to be able to incorporate risk and control from other
viewpoints as well, in accordance with the development of the notion of internal control beyond the
accoun ting profession from which it originates (refer to section 3.1).

On the basis of the characterisation of the redesign issue provided above and in appendix M the next
section identifies and evaluates the different ways in which the quantification instrument's purpose could
be fulfilled

Section 7.2: Ways to fulfil the quantification instrument's purpose

As follows from appendix IYr, some of the performance measures that - in part - characterise the redesign
issue for the type of TeO project defined before, are not influenced by the operation of the process under
consideration. Rather, they relate to a certain property of the alternative system designs that are compared
(e.g. the number of full-time employees, or the tasks a certain employee is allowed to execute), or to a
change from one system design to another. Consequently, evaluation of these measures can in principle be
performed based directly on the different system designs under consideration, although that is not
straightforward for all of them.

Yet, the majority of performance measures do depend on the operation of the process in question.
Therefore, determining the values of performance indicators that represent those measures for a particular
system design requires an examination of the process' operation.
According to Law and Kelton, and Goossenaerts and Pels, a study of the behaviour of a system - in a
general sense - under different designs can be conducted in four distinct manners, as displayed in figure 4
below.
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Figure 4: IJJap to study a system (adoptedfrom LIIJJ and Kelton)

Simulation

Some further information on each of the above alternatives is provided in appendix N. The potential of
each of them for studying the operation of a process as part of applying the quantification instrument is
discussed below.



In the fIrst place, experimenting with the actual system is clearly not feasible, since the nature of the
decision variable alterations is such that they most probably require considerable amounts of time and cost
to be implemented or be undone. Furthermore, even if the latter would be possible, the amount of
measuring time required to obtain a representative image of the impact of all the risks that can be
discerned within the process on the relevant performance indicators could easily become exceedingly
large. For example, Mehta (2000) notes that - in the context of simulation - the length of one simulation
run should be long enough for the least frequent eyent to occur at least 15 to 20 times. Assuming that this
rule of thumb also applies to experimenting with the actual system, a particular risk that is associated with
an initiating cyent taking place once pcr week would require a measuring period of at least 15 weeks.
Remark that possible subsequent evcnts arc left out of consideration in the lattcr train of thought.

Secondly, using a physical model is obyiously not an option in this case.

In the third place, analytical techniques can only be used if the system and the valid mathematical model
representing that systern are not too complex. Hence, whether or not the quantifIcation instrument's
purpose can be fulfilled through employing analytical techniques is probably situation-specifIc. However,
Law and Kelton reInark the folluwing with regard to the aforementioned: "the}ad is that we are lJery quicklY
led to simulation in most situations, due to the sheer complexiry of the {ysteJJ1S of interest and of the models nemsary to
represent them in a lJalid wqy" (page 5). Considering the fact that fulfilling the instrument's purpose requires
risks to be incorporated into the mathematical model, one could presume dlat the complexity of that
Illode! prohibits it to be evaluated analytically in most situations. After all, the notion of risk is extraneous
to the more conventional mathematical process models, which themselves are often too difficult to be
examined by means of analytical techniques (as noted before).

Fourthly, simulation seems to be a feasible alrernatiYe - in principle - to evaluate performance on the
majority of operations-related measures discerned in appendix M. After all, Jansen-Vullers et al. state that
computation of the cost, time, and flexibility (except for process modifIcation flexibility) measures in a
simulation model is rather straightforward.
Note however, that the latter remarks are made in relation to more conventional process simulation
models, which do not include risks. Yet, as described in appendix E, each risk relates to a set of
undesirable developments in the state space of a system as a function of time, termed scenario set. Given
that the impact of risks related to the work performed as part of a process can be largely expressed
through traditional (operations-related) process performance measures, the part of a process' state space
that is captured by the more conventional process simulation models would probably not require
signifIcant expansion to enable risk representation. Therefore, evaluation of the time, cost, and flexibility
measures as part of the quantification instrument should be possible through simulation, although this will
logically be less straightforward than in case risks would not need to be considered. In addition, it is not
unthinkable that the incorporation of risks makes demands on the expressive power of the specifIc
software used for simulation. A multidimensional comparison of different software tools that are
employed to simulate business processes can be found in Jansen-Vullers and Netjes (2006). The latter
topic is not discussed further in this report.
On the other hand, the effects of changes to the set of preventive controls on the likelihood dimension of
the events with which they are associated can most probably not be deternllned based on simulation, since
the complex nature of the relations through which these effects are determined likely prohibits them to be
captured by a valid mathematical model.
Furthermore, calculation of the majority of the operations-dependent quality performance measurcs
through simulation is very difficult if not impossible as well, as noted by Jansen-Vullers ct al. This is again
caused by the fact that the mechanisms through which these measures arc deternllned are of a different
kind and far more complex than those of the measures that are part of the other performance dimensions.
In addition, the very nature of a number of the quality measures seyerely complicates their
operationalisation in the fIrst place.
The information processing quality measures are an exception in the latter respect. It is expected that they
can be evaluated by means of simulation, since the values of their accompanying performance indicators
are not determined through a complex series of cause-and-effect relationships. Rather, the latter measures



embody an aggregation of the inter-arrival times and potentially the local impact of individual, work-item
level 6 events.

Aside from the probable limitations of not being able to determine the effects of changes to the set of
preventive control activities on the likelihood dimension of the events with which they are associated, and
to compute the majority of operations-related quality measures, there are a number of general
disadvantages related to the use of simulation. These are described by Law and Kelton, and Goossenaerts
and Pels, and can be summarised as follows:
Firstly, simulation studies are often time consuming and therefore expensive in terms of manpower.
In the second place, the building of simulation models requires skills that can only be developed over time
and through experience.
Thirdly, in order to properly conduct a simulation study, one needs specific knowledge of math, statistics,
and computer science. Hence, performing a suchlike study is anything but an easy exercise.

Furthermore, both Law and Kelton, and Goossenaerts and Pels distinguish a number of pitfalls to the
successful completion of a simulation project. Although all of these pitfalls should be taken into account,
one is particularly relevant in light of the quantification instrument's purpose, namely: failure to collect
good system data. After all, the latter purporse requires incorporation of risk into the simulation model.
Yet, as described in appendix E, the notion of risk is associated with an initiating event and - possibly 
subsequent events, which might not occur on a regular basis. Therefore, data on the risks to be modelled
may very well be scarce. More information on the data availability issue is provided in the next section.

In addition, it should be remarked that the use of simulation rather than any of the other options
displayed in figure 4 can also be advantageous in several respects. Hence, simulation is not always a last
resort altemative. One characteristic of the technique tllat could make it preferable over experimenting
with the actual systenl is that - once a simulation model has been constructed - changes to the original
system design can be reflected fairly easily, and their effect em system performance evaluated over almost
arbitrarily long periods of time.
In the context of the quantification instrument, this might provide opportunities to consider process
alterations beyond the scope of the decision variables described in appendix M. For example, one might
try adding or removing resources, or changing the sequence of the regular process activities. In case
suchlike changes are indeed considered, the performance measures and their operationalisations that are
part of the generalised decision frame are still useful. After all, the majority of them were initially derived
(by Loosschilder) to express the effects of a business process redesign effort.

Finally, note that the simulation models that would need to be constructed as part of the quantification
instrument can be characterised as dynamic, stochastic, and as either discrete or both continuous and
discrete at the same time.

• The models are discrete, because they represent a system that evolves over time.

• The models are stochastic, because they represent a system that contains processes controlled by
random variables. The randomness in the model's input components will propagate through its logic
to cause the output performance indicators to be random as well. Thus, that output ought to be
treated as only an estimate of the true properties of the model.

• The models are either discrete, or continuous and discrete at the same time, because the incorporation
of risk requires the state of the system that they represent to be able to change through the
instantaneous occurrence of events. This rules out continuous models. Furthermore, it is expected
that a discrete simulation model ","ill adequately represent tlle large majority of processes.
Consequently, the development and use of simulation models that are both discrete and continuous
are not considered in the next section.

Prom the preceding part of this section, it can be concluded that although using simulation has some
significant drawbacks, it is probably the only technique through which the quantification instrument's
purpose can be at least partly fulfilled in most situations. The subsequent section presents a first version

Reijers defines a work item as a task that is executed in the production of a specific product.
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on the definiLion of probability. With respect to dle latter, two schools of thought can essenLially be
discerned, namely ilie frequentist school and the subjecLivist school (also termed Bayesian school).
According to the frequenList interpretation, probability ought to be defined as the relative frequency of
occurrence of a particular event of interest, when the experiment from which that event is considered to
develop is hypothetically repeated an infinite number of times under identical conditions. Hence, a
precondition for this interpretation to be used is that such a repetition of identical trials is actually
conducted, or can be imagined to be performed.
Conversely, subjectivists interpret the notion of probability as an individual's degree of belief that a future
state of the world \,,1.11 be an element of a particular subset of the set of all possible states of the world
(confer Bedford and Cooke). As follows from the generality of this interpretation, the subjectivist
definition is not subject to ilie frequentist precondition. Yet, it does assume that the respective individual
is rational, where rationality is defined mathematically as in the theory of rational decision-making.
Furthermore, adherents of the subjectivist school of iliought consider all uncertainty to result from a lack
of knowledge, i.e. to be epistemic. Wbether this is truthful, depends on whether the world exhibits
inherent randomness, which is an issue that will most probably never be resolved.
Hence, the theoretical significance of the distinction between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty is
questionable, However, distinguishing between the two is of a practical significance, i.e. relevant for the
purposes of a particular model 8 •

In the context of a specific model, aleatory uncertainties are uncertainties iliat should be quantified, but
are not aimed to be reduced - should that be possible at all. On the other hand, epistemic uncertainties
refcr to uncerta11lties related to thc appropriatcncss of ilie model in represcnting the part of rcality under
consideration, and ought to bc rcduced - in principle - as much as possible and practicablc.
In thc lattcr regard, onc can discriminatc betwccn paramcter unccrtainty and model unccrtainty. Paramcter
unccrtainty pertains to "unm1ainty about the true value of a parameter in a mathematical mode!" (Bcdford and
Cooke, pagc 34). Convcrsely, Parry dcf11lcS model unccrtainty as: "uncertainty in the appropliateness III the
structure or mathematicaljOlm IIIthe model" (page 119).
Naturally, epistemic uncertainty can only be quantified by probability in case one adopts a subjectivist
view of the latter notion.
Aleatory uncertainty can in principle be quantified through approaches employed by both schools of
thought. Yet, as noted by - e.g. - :t\ilsen and Aven, and Beford and Cooke, since the concept of risk
relates to events that are relatively rare, large amounts of experience data are often not available. This
complicates ilie use of frequentist statistical inference techniques, since the degree of certainty in the point
estimate(s) developed to fit a theoreLical probability distribution are in that case accompanied by large
uncertainties (wide confidence intervals for small sample sizes). As remarked before, these uncertainties
cannot be quantified by probability when adopting a pure frequentist perspective of the notion, because
they are epistemic in nature. Consequently, Bayesian inference techniques are very popular in the PRA
community, as they allow for a relatively small amount of experience data to be formally combined with
the knowledge of one or more experts to specify a probability distribution (confer Bedford and Cooke).

In a discrete event simulation model, the materialisation of a particular risk is represented by the
occurrence of the event(s) with which that risk is associated, as remarked before. In order to capture the
likelihood dimension of the risk in question, one needs to specify the occurrence-related uncertainty for
each of the latter events. Furthermore, in the context of the quantification instrument, a particular event
can be accompanied by a local impact, in case that is required to propagate the risk's consequences to level
of the performance indicators identified in appendix M. Examples of the latter are the magnitude of an
individual information processing error, and the downtime of a machine. \Xliili respect to the size of
suchlike local impacts, uncertainty can exist as well, and - if so - should in principle be included in the
simulation model. Both the occurrence-related uncertainties and uncertainties in local impacts are aleatory
in nature, as they are only quantified and not attempted to be reduced.
Below, the specification of occurrence-related uncertainty and of local impact uncertainty is consecutively
discussed.

8 "or further information on the dj~tinction hetween aleatory and epi~temic uncertainty, refer to - e.g. - Redford and
Cooke, Pate-Cornell, Kaplan (1997), Hora (1996), Nilsen and AVC1l (2003), Hofer et al. (2002), Pan} (1996), Martz
(1994), and Oberkampf et al. (2004).



A popular construct to capture the occurrence-related uncertainty of events is introduced by Kaplan and
Garrick (1981) and termed 'probability of frequency'. According to the latter authors, this construct has
proven to be a powerful and useful concept in a wide range of risk contexts.
As part of the notion of 'probability of frequency', the occurrence-related uncertainty of an event is
modelled by a constant probability of occurrence on each trial from which the event can possibly result.
In accordance with the frequentist interpretation, the latter constant probability is considered to be
embodied by the relative frequency of the event's occurrence in case the aforerll.entioned trial is repeated
an infinite number of tin.1.es under identical circumstances. IIowever, this implies that there will always be
uncertainty concerning the precise value of that relative frequency. The latter uncertainty is parameter
uncertainty, and can be expressed as a probability distribution over the relative frequency's possible values.
Logically, this distribution can only be developed through adopLing the subjectivist definition of
probability 9.

As noted before, parameter uncertain ty ought to be reduced as much as possible and practicable.
Considering the fact that parameter uncertainty results from a lack of knowledge about the system under
consideration, it can be decreased by collecting info=ation on that system. Updating of the probability
distribution over the relative frequency based on that info=ation is performed through Bayes' theorem,
which is described below for continuous distributions (Bedford and Cooke, page 4):

"Let K and!fJ. be contimlous random 2JerfOrJ JJJith joint probability density function j(;:s,I1). Letf&.ll1) cmdf(I1I;:s) be the
(orresponding conditional densities, andj(fi) = 0(;:s,fi)~ tbe marginal density of!;;2. Then ':.

_ f(x 18)f(8)
t(~ I~) = - - -

ffC~I~)f@d~

In the above formula, ft denotes a vector of uncertain parameters, and .Jf a vector containing thc
information that is collected. In addition, the conditional density f(frl.Jf) is referred to as the posterior
distribution over the parameters (i.e. updated based on the information collected), and f(D.) as the prior
distribution over those parameters.
Furthermore, the function f(.Jf I.e.) considered as a function of the uncertain parameters is often termed the
likelihood of .e. given the ObSelyations contained in .Jf, and is written as: L(.e.I~. Subsequently, Bayes'
theorem is conunonly represented as:

This equaLion indicates that the posterior probability distribution is proportional to the product of the
prior distribution over the parameters and their likelihood function. TIle denominator part of the first
version of Bayes' theorem is then regarded as a constant of proportionality, which ensures that f(.e.I~) is a
probability density function (i.e. that the integral equals 1).

As is clear from the above, the Bayesian paradigm assumes the existence of a prior distribution over the
parameter(s) of interest. Therefore, the problem of specifying a suchlike distribution cannot be resolved
through applying the formulae presented before.
Yet, since Bayes' theorem is based on the subjectivist interpretation of probability, rational individuals are
in principle not constrained to select the same prior distribution as other rational individuals. However,
the subjectivity of the prior distribution is often criticised by non-Bayesians, since they consider this to
prohibit objectively justifiable inferences to be made. Therefore, Bayesians commonly try to determine a
prior distribution over which a rational consensus exist. With respect to the latter, several options exist:
In the first place, expert judgement studies and generic data from reliability databases are often used (as
stated by Bedford and Cooke). More information on the combination of multiple expert parameter point
estimates or prior distributions functions into a single prior distribution, and on reliability databases can be

:\iote that freyueotist approaches tu aeeuunt for parameter uncertainty in mathematical models do exist, but are
oaturally oat based on directly specifYing a probability distribution over the parameter(s) in question. Examples of
suchlike approaches arc the hootstrap method and the delta method. Because of the advantages oi Bayesian iniereocc
in the context of PRA, as described before, the frequcntist approaches are not discussed further in this report. For
more information on the latter approach,,,, rcier to Hender~on (2003), and 7:ouaoui and Wilson (2001 and 2004).



found in - respectively - chapter 10 and chapter 9 of Bedford and Cooke. Furthermore, Chick (2001)
proposes an approach called moment-matching method. This method can be used to construct a prior
distribution based on asking a single expert questions on the likely values of dle low-order moments of a
prior distribution on the parameter under consideration, given that that prior distribution is part of a
parameterised family of distributions, such as the exponential family.
Secondly, so-called non-informative prior distributions are commonly applied. These are prior
distributions that minimally affect the posterior distributions in a well-defined sense, in order for the data
that is gathered on the system under consideration to dominate the determination of the latter Lype of
distribution. An example of a non-informative prior distribution over the relative frequency that is part of
the 'probability of frequency' construct is a continuous uniform distribution on [0,1]. Yet, it should be
noted that Bedford and Cooke advise against using non-informative prior distributions, since they
consider it to be unrealistic that ilie modeller is completely ignorant of the possible value of the parameter
of interest. For example, a relative frequency - in the context of the 'probability of frequency' construct 
of between 0,95 and 1 is most probably not reasonable, which could be reflected in ilie prior distribution.
In the third place, although controversial among Bayesians, some authors propose the use a subset of the
available or collected system data to specify a prior distribution. According to Bedford and Cooke, a
suchlike approach (denoted empirical Bayes approach) is adopted in case the prior distribution for the
unknown parameter is supposed to be part of a parameterised family of distributions. The latter
parameters are termed hyper-parameters, and are estimated - based on the subset of system data - by
means of conventional estimation procedures.
Some comments on the issue of specifying prior distribution functions in the context of the quantification
instrument are provided in section 7.5. In addition, Appendix a illustrates the use of Bayes' ilieorem to
reduce epistemic uncertainty in relation to the 'probability of frequency' construct, based on a non
informative prior distribution. As follows from ilie latter appendix, the aleatory part of an event's
occurrence-related uncertainty is - when adopting ilie 'probability of frequency' construct - captured by
the variation of a so-called Bernoulli distribution w1.th parameter p. On the other hand, the epistemic
component in an event's occurrence related uncertainty is represented by a probability distribution over p.

Furthermore, quantifying occurrence-related uncertainty according to ilie 'probability of frequency'
concept for events which' occurrence is not conditional upon some activity being performed is less
straightforward. This is caused by the fact that ilie experiment from which iliese events can possibly result
is less well conceivable. After all, in this case, one can only relate the occurrence of the event in question
w1.th the passing of time (which is continuous), railier than with the performance of a discrete trial.
Theoretically, the 'probability of frequency' construct could in this situation be approximated by making
continuous time discrete, i.e. by dividing time into discrete intervals. Each of those intervals should
subsequendy be regarded as an experiment, and ought to be small enough for one to be (as good as)
certain that not more than one occurrence of the particular event will take place during it. The constant
probability of occurrence then equals the proportion between the number of those time intervals in which
the event occurs and the number of observed intervals, in case the latter of the two (hypothetically)
approaches infinity. Yet, directly adopting a suchlike approach in a simulation model will render dle time
required to run the ntodel prohibitively large in most situations, as a result of the fact that dle individual
intervals will likely have to be relatively small.
A solution to this issue can be found based on Aven, Nilsen, and Nilsen (2004). The latter authors note
that the number of events that occur within a time interval composed of a large number of suhintel-vals in
which the event has a constant probability of occurrence, and ignoring the possible occurrence of more
than one event in such a subinterval, can be approximately characterised by a so-called Poisson probability
distribution with parameter A.. In addition, as described by Law and Kelton, in case the number of event
occurrences in a particular time interval follows a Poisson probability distribution, the times between
subsequent event occurrences (termed interarrival times) are random, independent, identically distributed
exponential variables. That exponential distribution has the same parameter A., which represents the long
run average number of events iliat occurs per unit of time. Hence, epistemic uncertainty will exist w1.ili
respect to that parameter, and can again be quantified through the calculation of a posterior distribution
by means of Bayes' theorem.

In addition, a commonly applied construct for capturing an event's possible local impact does not exist. In
principle, as noted before, both frequentist and Bayesian approaches of statistical inference can be used to



specify a probability distribution that quantifies the aleatory uncertainty in this local impact. Furthermore,
potential parameter uncertainty can be captured by calculating a posterior distribution as described above.
Moreover, note that model uncertainty can exist with respect to the particular probability distribution
used. According to Bedford and Cooke, Chick, and Zouaoui and \Vilson (2004), the latter uncertainty can
be regarded as a special case of parameter uncertainty, by introducing a new discrete parameter indicating
the distribution being used. The model uncertainty then translates into uncertainty with respect to that
parameter, and is captured by a prior probability distribution thereon, which can be updated to a posterior
distribution based on the available or collected system data through Bayes' theorem. The posterior
distribution over the parameter representing the model being used can be calculated according to the
following equation (refer to Chick, and Zouaoui and Wilson (2004)):

f(! 1M = m k )p(M = m k )
p(M = lJ1 k I!) = -K:---'-'''-'--------''--'-''-'-----''--'--

I f(~ IM = m k )p(M = m k )

k=l

Tn the above formula, M denotes the parameter representing the model being used, lJ1k refers to a
particular candidate model, K equals to the total number of candidate models under consideration, and 2<;

is a vector of system data.
Furthermore, since the parameters under consideration depend on the probability distribution that is used,
both the prior and posterior distribution functions that capture parameter uncertainty need to be
conditioned on the parameter that represents the model being employed in case model uncertainty exists.
For the posterior distribution denoting parameter uncertainty, this results in the equation below (confer
Chick, and Zouaoui and Wilson (2004)):

In addition, the likelihood function of the parameter that captures the model that 1S used, can be
calculated as follows (see Chick, and Zouaoui and Wilson (2004)):

It should be noted that model uncertainty can also exist with respect to the aleatory part of an event's
occurrence-related uncertainty provided that the popular 'probability of frequency' concept is not
adopted. In that case, the model uncertainty ought to be treated as described above.
Yet, Zouaoui and Wilson (2004) state that just one model is often considered for every input process (e.g.
a series of event inter-arrival times through time) in practice, and that only input processes with high
model uncertainty and enough information to assess such an uncertainty ",'ill have K>1.

Given the existence of both aleatory and - most probably - significant epistemic (parameter and perhaps
model) uncertainties with respect to the risks identified, the question arises as to how these uncertainties
are to be handled when conducting sim.ulation experiments. After all, epistemic uncertainties are not
represented explicitly in regular process simulation models.
In the latter respect, three alternatives exist, each of which has both advantages and disadvantages. These
three options are briefly described below, followed by a concise discussion on their relative benefits and
drawbacks.

In the first place, the probability distributions that capture model uncertainty, and - conditional thereon 
those that represent parameter uncertainties can be sampled once before every simulation replication. This
approach is termed Bayesian Model Average-based Simple Random Sampling (abbreviated B'MA-simple)
approach, and is described by Chick. The accompanying simulation algorithm is depicted in figure 7
below. In the latter figure, E(Y IX) stands for the expected value of the simulation output variable Y
conditional on the vector X of system data on each of the model's input processes.



for r = 1, ... , R replications
(1) Samplc input distributions and parameters for the r 'h

replication (epistemic uncertainty), independcnt of
input distributions and parameters from the other
replications

(2) Por the r,h replication:
(a) sample random variates (aleatory uncertainty),

given the r 'h input distributions and parameters
0)) calculate the simulation output response Yr as a

function of those random variates
end loop

R

compute the estimate ~ = LYJR of b(Y IX)
f=l

F~ure 7: Ba;'esian ModelAz1emge simtdation algorithm (adoptedJrom Chick)

Secondly, multiple simulation replications can be performed for every sample that is drawn from the
probability distributions representing parameter uncertainty, conditional on the choice of a probability
distribution for every input process with respect to which model uncertainty exists. This approach is
denoted as the BJ'vV\-based Nested random sampling (abbreviated Bl\1A-nested) approach, is introduced
by Zouaoui and Wilson (2004), and corresponds to the simulation algorithm displayed in figure 8 below.

for t = 1, ... , T possible input models
set the input model ]'v[~ M,
for r = 1,... , Rt parameter samples for input model t

generate the r1h sample il' independently from f(ill ]'v[,X) (parameter uncertainty)
set the input-parameter vector il ~ il'
for j =1,... , m replications

(a) generate the jlh sample from the random variates (aleatory
uncertainty)

(b) calculate the simulation ouput response yl'i as a function of
those random variates

end loop
m

compute Ytf = LYtr/m
j=l

end loop
_ R,

compute the grand mean for the t'h input model, YI = LY rt / R t

r=l

cndloop
T

compute the weighed mean (model uncertainty) ~ = L P(M, IX) y I to estimate E(Y IX)
1=1

Figure 8: BMA-baJed approarh simulatioN algorithm (adoptedfrom Zouaoui and If7ilson (2004))

Regarding the notation used in the above figure, the following ought to be observed:
Firstly, the input model :\1 in this case refers to a set of choices on the models used. Each individual
element of that set is a particular probability distribution that is selected for a single input process that
exhibits model uncertainty. Hence, the total number of possible input models T equals the product of the
total number of candidate models for each input process with respect to which model uncertainty exists.



Furthermore, the input parameter vector Q pertains to a vector of parameter values for all of the model's
input processes 'N"ith respect to which there is parameter uncertainty.

The third and final approach for dealing with epistemic uncertainty is to simply ignore it and select the
probability distributions and parameter values that are considered most likely. For deciding on a
probability distribution, conventional techniques can be used. \Vith respect to the determination of these
distributions' most likely parameter value(s), three alternatives can be identified:
Firstly, the parameter value(s) can be established based on the frequentist 'maximum likelihood estimator'
concept, which is commonly performed in simulation studies.
Secondly, the parameter value(s) can be determined through calculating the expected value(s) of the
posterior distribution function(s) representing the epistemic uncertainty in the particular parameter(s)
(refer to appendix 0 for an example).
Thirdly, one can directly use values that were established earlier, e.g. one that was used in a previous,
similar study, or one from a reliability database.
In case the second of the above three alternatives is used, the approach is denoted Bayesian Non
Epistemic (abbreviated Bayesian-NE) approach in the remainder of Lhe report. Otherwise, it is simply
referred to as NE approach

Below, the relative advantages and disadvantages of each of the above-described approaches for handling
epistemic uncertainties when conducting simulation experiments are succinctly discllssed.

In the first place, one advantage of the 13:MA-nested approach over the 13MA-simple approach is that after
all the simulation replications have been run, an estimation can be made of the extent to which the
eventual variation in the simulation output variables is caused by variation due to - respectively - aleatory
uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and model uncertainty. This information can be important to the
decision maker due to the distinct nature of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty.
Secondly, another benefit of the 131'viA-nested approach relative to the 13M.A.-simple approach relates to
the fact that the original simulation replications do not need to be rerun in case new information that
reduces model uncertainty becomes available after conducting the simulation experiment.
In the third place, as stated by Zouaoui and Wilson (2004), the variance in the estimator of the simulation
output variable is smaller for the 13:i\iA-nested approach than for the 13:MA-simple approach under fairly
general conditions, in case the former is run according to a specific replication allocation procedure.
Fourthly, a major disadvantage of the 13MA..-nested approach relative to all of the other approaches is the
enormously large amount of simulation replications that will be required. Illustrative of the latter
statement is the fact that Zouaoui and Wilson (2004) note that typically Rt·~ 1000 for some t. 'Ibis makes
the 13:MA-nested approach very time-consuming.
In the fifth place, the 13:MA-nested approach's simulation algorithm, in contrast to those of the other
approaches, is currently not integrated into standard simulation software, which prevents the algorithm to
be executed automatically or semi-automatically (as stated by Zouaoui and \X/ilson (2004)). This
significantly adds to the time required to conduct a simulation study based on the B.M.i\-nested approach.
Sixthly, the BIvU\-simple approach requires more replications to be run and is therefore more time
consuming than the NE and Bayesian-NE approaches, due to the additional variability in the input
processes that results from epistemic uncertainties.
In the seventh place, an evident and significant drawback of the Bayesian-NE and NE approaches relates
to the fact that epistemic uncertainties, which are likely large due to the scarcity of information on the
risks under consideration, are not incorporated into the simulation model and therefore not accounted for
in the variability of the simulation output. Zouaoui and Wilson (2004) conducted an experirnent to
compare the perfonnance of interval estimates of the simulation output variables through applying the
BMA-nested and NE ~)ased on the 'maximum likelihood estimator' concept) approaches. The NE
approach appeared to produce highly unreliable estimates, due to the neglecting of epistemic uncertainty.
Furthermore, a disadvantage of the 13:i\iA-nested, BIvLt\-simple, and 13ayesian-NE approaches relative to
the NE approach pertains to the calculation of the posterior distributions which can be time-consuming.
In particular, the integrals that are part of the formulae used in that calculation are not always analytically
resolvable, in which case numerical integration needs to be performed. Yet, the latter computational
burden is often avoided in practice by specifying a prior distribution function such that - given the



likelihood function's distribution class - the prior and posterior distribution function are part of the same
class of distributions. In that case, the prior and likelihood distribution classes are called conjugate.
Finally, the benefit of the Bayesian-NE approach over the NE approach is it allows for the opinions of
multiple experts as well as data from e.g. a reliability database to be used in specifying a prior distribution
function, while the - probably limited amount of - system data that is available or collected is used in
updating that prior function to obtain the posterior one.

Considering the above, it seems that the quantification instrument's pw-pose can - from a theoretical
point of view - only be fulfilled through use of either the B:MA-nested or BMA-simple approaches.
Yet, applying the B11A-nested approach is currently associated with significant practical problems, which
probably prohibit it to be employed as part of the quantification instrwnent.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether the time associated with calculation of posterior distributions and with
performing the relatively (relative to the NE and Rayesian-'JE approaches) large number of simulation
replications under the RMA.-simple approach actually impedes its use.
Nevertheless, it is advisable to not represent the epistemic uncertainties by probability distributions unless
they are likely to significantly affect the simulation output. The probability distributions and accompanying
parameter values with respect to which epistemic uncertainty exists that does not meet the latter
requirement could then be represented by their most likely values.
Determining whether the epistemic lUlcertainties associated \\lith a certain input process will have a
significant influence on the output variables of interest is performed through a technique called
sensitivity analysis. The details of employing this technique are provided in Law and Kelton, and are not
covered in this report.
Naturally, a sensitivity analysis can only be conducted once the simulation model is actually built. Hence, it
is recommended to initially represent the probability distributions and accompanying parameter values by
their most likely values in case one is not sure that the uncertainties \'.lith respect to the latter \'.lill
significantly affect the simulation output. Subsequently, the simulation model is built and a sensitivity
analysis with respect to these distributions and parameters is performed. In case this reveals that the
impact on the output is indeed significant, the most likely values can be replaced by appropriate
distribution functions.
However, remark that conducting a sensitivity analysis with respect to a particular probability distribution
or parameter can also take a considerable of time, which needs to be weighed against the time required to
represent the model or parameter uncertainty in question by a probability distribution and the extra time
associated \'.lith performing a larger amount of simulation replications as a result thereof.

As stated at the beginning of this section, the next subsection briefly describes each of the steps that need
to be completed as part of the quantification instrmnent in case simulation is employed (see subsection
7.3.1). Yet, is should be noted that the latter descriptions are restricted to aspects on which the application
of the quantification instmment distinguishes itself from more conventional comparable studies. The
latter aspects predominately relate to the incorporation of risks into a simulation study. Thus, the next
subsection is largely focussed on indicating how the information provided above translates into the use of
the instrument.

Subsection 7.3.3: Explanation of the instrument's steps

In accordance with what is described before, this subsection explains the different quantification
instmment steps and sub-steps depicted in figure 6, as far as their execution differs from that of
comparable and more conventional process simulation studies. For more information on the latter studies,
see Law and Kelton, Goossenaerts and Pels, and Mehta.

Step 1: Define the project
As indicated in figure 6, this tirst step 1S itself composed of three sub-steps, each of which is succinctly
described below.

Sub-step 1.1· List sy-stem designs to be considered



'Which systems designs are to be compared through employing the quantification instrument depends on
the recommended changes in the set of process control activities that follow from the execution of the
fifth step out of the qualitative leO project method.
In order to exactly fulfJ.1 the quantification instrument's purpose (refer to section 3.1), every individual
alteration 10 , as well as the collection of these changes, ought to be translated into a distinct system design.
Yet, applying the latter principle in case of a large number of recommended changes could render the
execution of subsequent steps prohibitively time-consuming. Therefore, which system designs should
actually be compared depends on the situation at hand.

Sub-step 1.2: Develop decision frame
As described in appendix M, the concept of a decision frame refers to an internally consistent set of
decision objectives, performance indicators, and decision variables, that together characterise the redesign
issue in question.
In the context of the quantification instrument, the performance of this sub-step entails the development
of hypotheses about which performance measures are likely to be affected by the proposed changes, and
in what way. It is ,vise to explicate the rationale behind these hypotheses, in order to guarantee that well
considered decisions are made in tlus respect and to ensure consensus exists.
In addition, the latter performance measures naturally ought to be operationalised. With regard to these
operationalisations, a distinction should be made between operations-dependent and openltions
independent indicators. Since the operations-independent performance indicators can be evaluated
directly based on the system designs under consideration (which is done at sub-step 9.2), they are not part
of the simulation experiment. Furthenm)re, both the relevant decision variables and the changes on those
variables ought to be described.
Allhough it is advisable to always have an eye for the specifics of the situation in question, the generalised
decision frame described in appendix M can be used in support of the execution of this sub-step. Note
however, that - as stated in the latter appendix - the process in question ought to exhibit the
characteristics of a workflow in order for the generalised decision frame to be fully applicable and
relatively complete.

Sub-step 1.3: Explicate study objectives
The performance of this sub-step pertains to describing the research questions that are to be answered
through conducting the simulation study. In case of the quantification instrument, these questions ",111
refer to the effects of the decision variable alterations (which are embodied by the system designs
considered) on the operations-dependent performance indicators identified as part of the preceding sub
step.

Step 2: Design the study
As indicated in figure 6, the above step is constituted by two sub-steps, which are consecutively described
below. Remark that the performance of these sub-steps should be followed by the selection of a specific
sin1ulation tool to be used in the remainder of the study. Yet, as mentioned before, the latter issue is not
discussed in tlUs report.

Sub-step 2.1: Develop black-box representation
The concept of a black box representation is introduced by Goossenaerts and Pels, and displayed in figure
9 below.

10 Remark that recommended changes arc only regarded as individual if it is both thcorctically possible and practicable to
implement them without having to implement any of the other proposed alterations.



F{gure 9: b/mk box repre.rentation 0/a !YJtem (adopted;rom GOO.lTenaert.r and Pel!)

Remark that the control variables and output variables overlap with - respectively - the decision variables
and operations-dependent performance indicators that are explicated at sub-step 1.2.
Furthermore, as follows from subsection 7.3.2, three environmental variables are specifically related to the
incorporation of risk: the occurrence (or not) of an (initiating) event after performing a particular activity,
the inter-arrival time of an (initiating) event which' occurrence is not related to the execution of a
particular activity, and a specific event's local impact (such as the size of an individual information
processing error).

Sub-step 2.2: Establish scope and level ofdetail
This sub-step mainly refers to determining what ought to be included in the model and how much detail
should be modelled. Perfomnng the latter step in the context of the quantification instrument does not
differ from executing it as part of a comparable, more conventional process simulation study.

Step 3: Construct conceptual models
Performing the above step results in one or more conceptual models for each of the system designs under
consideration. The latter models are independent of the simulation software used and are intended to
describe the system - in so doing opening the black box constructed as part of the previous step - prior
to it being translated into a simulation model. The constructing of conceptual models as part of the
quantification instrument can be done in much the same way as in regular process simulation studies.
Note however, that the output of steps 2 through 5 out of the qualitative ICO project method (refer to
subsection 7.3.1) can lOgIcally be used in executing this step. Furthermore, in case the process under
consideration is supported by an ERP system, conceptual models of the process (when operated under its
current design) already exist.

Step 4: Collect and analyse relevant data
As described before, the element that distinguishes the simulation study conducted in the context of the
quantification instrument most from the more conventional ones is the incorporation of risk.
Consequendy, the specificity of the above quantification instrument step primarily manifests itself in the
collection and analysis of data on the risk-related environmental variables listed at sub-step 2.1, namely:
• The occurrence, or not, of (initiating) events wInch' occurrence is conditional upon some activity

being performed. In case the 'probability of frequency' concept is employed, this variable is
considered to follow a Bernoulli distribution.

• The inter-arrival time of (initiating) events which' occurrence does not depend on the execution of a
particular activity. If the 'probability of frequency' construct is adopted, the latter variable is
approximately exponentially distributed.

• The local impact of certain (initiating) events.

Yet, as noted in subsection 7.3.2, since the concept of risk relates to events that are relatively rare, large
amounts of data on the variables listed above will normally not be available nor collectable, which results
in considerable parameter and - possibly - model uncertainty.
As far as the episten1.ic uncertainty associated with the aforementioned environmental variables is
expected to significandy influence the output indicators (which can - if necessary - be detern1.ined through
sensitivity analysis as part of step 6, as described in subsection 7.3.2), this uncertainty ought to be



quantified by probability distributions and represented in the simulation model accordingly, in order to
prevent unjustifiable conclusions to be drawn later on.
As stated in subsection 7.3.2, quantifying model or parameter uncertainty can be performed through the
execution of the following two steps:
1. Specify a prior distribution function for the parameter under consideration. The latter parameter can

either be a particular probability distribution parameter (in case of parameter uncertainty), or a
parameter denoting the model that is used (in case of model uncertainty).

2. Update that prior distribution function based on the data that is collected to obtain a posterior
distribution function by means of Bayes' theorem. The execution of trus step is illustrated in appendix
O.

Step 5: Construct and verify executable models
Performing the above step refers to translating the conceptual models for each of the system designs
under consideration into a (platform specific) simulation model, and to the debugging of the simulation
computer program. The execution of tills quantification instrument step is similar to that in more
conventional process simulation studies.
As described before, the materialisation of a particular risk is represented in the simulation model by the
occurrence of the event(s) with which that risk is associated

Step 6: Validate executable models
Validating the executable models pertains to determining whether the simulation models that are
constmcted as part of the previous step are an accurate representation of the system for the particular
objectives of the study. As stated before, the objectives of the simulation study conducted in the context
of the quantification instrument are to determine the effects of changing from one system design to
another on the performance indicators of interest.
Considering these objectives, the main and most specific threat to the validity of the simulation models
developed in the process of applying the quantification instmment concerns the lack of data on the
environmental variables listed at sub-step 2.1. Trus lack of data can result in considerable model and
parameter uncertainties (refer to subsection 7.3.2) with respect to those variables. Naturally, the extent to
which the latter types of uncertainty actually threaten the validity of the simulation model is proportional
to the degree in wruch changes in model and / or parameters used to represent the environmental
variables in question affect the values of the output performance indicators. As described before, trus
degree can be approximated through conducting a sensitivity analysis.

As indicated at step 4, in case one is confident that the epistemic uncertainties related to a particular
environmental variable have a significant influence on the output performance indicators, or a sensiti'vity
analysis performed as part of trus step proves so, these uncertainties ought to be quantified through
probability distributions and incorporated into the simulation models accordingly. Yet, it is important to
note that doing so does not increase the models' accuracy in representing the system under consideration.
Rather, it is a means to formally account for thc level of model validity - as far as related to the
representation of the system's input processes - in the simulation study results.

Furthermore, the fact that the concept of risk relates to events that are relatively rare likely complicates the
use of the existing system's output data to test the validity of the simulation model representing the system
under its current design, as far as that output is determined by the materialisation of risks. In addition, the
same goes for checking model validity by letting people that are familiar ,,,ith the system under
consideration review sinlulation results for reasonableness. Law and Kelton regard these approaches as
"the most difznitive te,ft ~/a .rimulation model's lulidity" (page 279).

On the other hand, in some situations, it might be possible to detennine whether the risk-related
behaviour of the simulation model (given a particular type of distribution and parameter values for its
input processes) corresponds to the risk-related behaviour of the system under consideration through
applying analytical techniques. An example of the latter is the use of queuing theory to determine the
average throughput time of a process that includes rework resulting from mistakes.



In addition, model validity could be increased through the use of earlier established data (e.g. from
reliability databases, or from a previous, comparable simulation study) in representing the environmental
variables listed at sub-step 2.1. As described before, that data can be used in the modelling of the latter
variables either directly (NE approach) or indirectly, namely in the specification of prior distribution
functions (B1L'\-nested, BMA-simple, or Bayesian-NE approach).

Finally, note that the creation of valid simulation model representation of a system when operated under a
new design can be severely hampered by the absence of output data, operating experience, and - in some
cases - input process data. Yet, in this respect, the simulation study performed in the context of the
quantification instrument is comparable to more conventional ones.

Step 7: Design experiments
This step is concerned with designing the simulation experiments in such a way that valid conclusions can
be drawn efficiently. As follows [rom figure 6, it is comprised of three sub-steps, which are considered
consecutively below.

Sub-step 7.1: Determine length ofthe warm-up period
Determining the length of the warm-up period refers to approximating the amount of time it takes for the
system the reach a state that is representative of normal operating conditions (termed steady-state), and is
required in case performance indicators are studied that are characteristic of the steady-state distribution
of some stochastic output process. Output data collected during that warm-up period are therefore not to
be taken into consideration.
The execution of this sub-step in the context of the quantification instrument does not differ from that in
regular process simulation studies, and can therefore be based either on time series or moving averages as
suggested by Mehta.

Sub-step 7.2: Establish run length
In case no natural event exists that specifies the length of each simulation replication 11 , i.e. the simulation
experiment is a non-terminating one, a reasonable run length should be established. In this respect, Mehta
suggests that the length of each replication should be large enough for the least frequent event to occur 15
to 20 times. In case of the quantification instrument, this implies that the length of each simulation
replication could well be considerable, due to the fact that the events that relate to particular risks are
relatively rare.

Sub-step 7.3: Calculate number ofreplications
This sub-step is concerned viith determining the number of replications that should be run for every
simulation model. Law and Kelton introduce a method to approximately calculate the number of
replications needed to obtain a pre-specified confidence interval half-length for a particular performance
indicator of interest (see Law and Kelton, page 512 and 513). This method, which requires a pilot
experiment consisting of a certain number of replications to be performed, can naturally also be applied in
the context of the quantitlcation instrument in case the s11l1ulation experiment is conducted according to
the:t\E or Bayesian-~Eapproaches.

In case the experiment is performed according to the BIvll\-simplc approach, the aforementioned method
can - in principle - also be used. Yet, because this method assumes that the estimate of the population
variance that follows from the pilot experiment wilinot change appreciably as the number of replications
increases, that pilot experiment will have to include a relatively large amount of replications. After all, the

11 Note that is assumed here that the simulation models are reset after evcry rcplication, which implics that a possible
warm-up pcriod should in princple be established for every replication. In practice however, the warm-up period is
uftell detennined based on conducting a pilot simnlation experiment consisting of a ccrtain number of replications,
establishing thc warm-up period for each of thosc replications, and choosing the maximum of those values as the
warm-up period to bc used in the actual experiment.
Alternatively, as described by Goossenaerts and Pels, the entire experiment could be performed in one long run, which
is dividcd into scparate replications afterwards. In that case, a possible warm-up period needs only to be detennincd
once. Yet, one then should ascertain that the output values from each of the replications arc independent by means of
e.g. the Von Neumann ratio (confer Goosssenaerts and Pels).



probability distributions representing the epistemic uncertainties are only sampled at the start of each
simulation replication.

In case the BJ'vB.-nested approach is adopted, the method proposed by Law and Kelton cannot be used.
Zouaoui and \V'ilson (2004) describe two different methods to determine the number of parameter vector
samples per input model (Rt) based on a fixed number of replications per parameter vector sample (m),
and a fixed number of total replications. Considering the conclusions at the end of subsection 7.3.2, these
methods are not discussed further in this report.

Step 8: Perform the actual production runs
Step eight refers to performing the actual simulation experiments for each simulation model. In case the
NE or Bayesian-:t\E approach is adopted, the execution of tills step is similar to that in more process
simulation studies.
Yet, in case the experiments are conducted according to either the BMA-simple or the BMA-nested
approach, the performance of the above step differs from that in regular process simulation studies (refer
to the accompanying simulation algorithms depicted in subsection 7.3.2).

Step 9: Compare alternative system designs
As is depicted in figure 6, tills step is composed of three sub-steps, each of which is briet1y described
below.

Sub-step 9.1: Conduct simulation output analysis
This sub-step pertains to the development of confidence intervals for every output performance indicator
of interest for each of the system designs under consideration, or for the difference between performance
indicators values across those system designs, based on the simulation results. Since multiple confidence
interval statements are made, the confidence level of the individual confidence intervals ought to be
adjusted upwards according to the so-called Bonferroni inequality (confer Law and Kelton, page 542).

In case the NE-approach, Bayesian-NE approach, or BJ'vlA-simple approach is adopted, the execution of
the above sub-step does not differ from that in more conventional process simulation studies. Yet, it
should be noted that it is probably recommendable to make the least possible amount of interval
statements if the BJ\1A-simple approach is employed. After all, the output variance resulting from the
epistemic uncertainties w-ill cause the confidence intervals to be relatively wide as they are.

Conversely, if the simulation experiments arc conducted based on the BlYlA-nested approach, simulation
output analysis cannot be performed in the regular fashion. Zouaoui and \X/ilson (2004) describe two
methods to construct approximate confidence intervals for the mean value of a single output variable in
case the BMA-nested approach is employed. Considering the conclusions at the end of subsection 7.3.2,
these methods are not considered in this report.

Sub-step 9.2: Calculate operations-independent output indicators
The above sub-step is concerned with the computation of the operations-independent performance
indicators, which can in principle be performed directly based on the system designs under consideration.
Yet, the latter ",-ill not be straightforward for all of these indicators. Some guidance on the execution of
this sub-step can be found in appendix M.

Sub-step 9.3: Compare design variants
As part of this sub-step, the performance information on each of the system designs under consideration
that is collected as part of the two preceding sub-steps should be organised. Based thereon, the alternative
system designs can be compared on the output performance indicators of interest.

Step 10: Draw conclusions and report results
On the basis of the comparisons made as part of sub-step 9.3, conclusions are drawn with respect to the
effects of changing from one system design to another on the performance indicators identified at sub
step 1.2. Furthermore, the results of applying the quantification instrument should be reported
appropriately.



As a conclusion to this subsection, note that the execution of the above-described quantification
instrument steps and sub-steps according to the BM.A-simple approach is illustrated by applying the
instrument to a fictive case in appendix P. Although the latter case is very limited in scope, it relates to a
situation that is commonly encountered in practice. The performance of this case study confirmed - at
least for that particular case - the supposed disadvantage of the Bl\iA-simple approach, namely that its
employment can be very time-consuming. Considering the fact that the case in question is far less
complex than the situations that will have to be dealt with in reality, the feasibility of adopting the BMA
simple approach in the context of the quantification instrument is highly questionable.

In accordance \vith what is stated in the introduction to this the chapter, the next section succinctly
discusses the rclation between the ftrst outline of the quantification instrument presented in this section
and the Six-Sigma concept.

Section 7.4: Relation between quantification instrument and Six-Sigma

As described in section 3.1, PwC originally considered the concept of Six-Sigma to potentially be of value
in light of the quantification instrument. 'Ibis section briefly reflects on that original supposition through a
succinct explanation of the relation between Six-Sigma and the first version of the quantification
instrument presented in the previous section. To that end, a concise description of the notion of Six
Sigma - as far as relevant to the aforementioned relation - is provided ftrst. The latter description is based
on a previously conducted literature review of the concept, which is included in appendix Q.
Consequently, the reader is referred to this appendix for more information on Six-Sigma.

The concept of Six-Sigma relates to a process-centric problem solving method that is supported by a
collection of tools and techniques, and which' institutionalisation within an organisation is supposed to
''increaJe quali!)' to unprecedented ('breaktbrougb') levelJ" (De Mast (2003), page 256), where the notion of quality
is interpreted as shown in figure 10 below. Remark that this figure additionally explicates the supposed
arguments for improving on the concept.
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Hence, the concept of quality can refer to either product quality or process quality. De Koning and De
Mast (2006) define product quality as the extent to which customer demands with respect to the product
characteristics listed in figure 10 are met. Conversely, process quality relates to process attributes, rather
than individual product properties, and - according to the latter authors - '~'OmeJ dozvn to ejftdizleneSJ (tbe
extent to wbich the proces.r provideJ requiredfeatures) and effiden£'Y (being qffidive at low COJ!) " (page 771). A further
specified and generally accepted definition of the notion does not exist. Yet, examples of measures that
are often considered to pertain to process quality are defect rates, cycle times, yield, and production costs.



Furthermore, the application of the Six-Sigma method evolves around the notion of empirical inquiry.
The latter notion refers to the explanation, and - based thereon - the prediction and control, of empirical
phenomena through the repetitive testing of conjectures to empirical evidence.
Consequently, applying the Six-Sigma method involves extensive use of statistical techniques, and its main
result is an explanatory network of causal relations between particular factors in a process and a certain
quality characteristic under study (see De Mast (2003)). The latter quality characteristic is denoted as
Critical to Quality Characteristic (CTQ), while the factors \Vi-th which it is causally associated are termed
influence factors.
CTQs refer to measures of product or process quality (as listed in figure 10) that are the subject of a
quality improvement project, '~'n the J-mse that the quality problem can be tramlated in this form: one or afew CTQs
do not meet their requirements" (De Mast (2003), page 257). On the other hand, influence factors are defined
as 'Jadors in the process that musalb' allect the probabilisticproperties ~fa CTQ" (De Mast (2003), page 257).
In addition, a distinction can be made between three types of influence factors, namely control variables,
nuisance yariables, and disturbances, which are defined by De Mast (2003) as follows:

• Control variables: 'hmiinuouJ, di'"L7"I:te or ellen binarJ! ?Jariables whidi are the e.xperimenter'," inJirument to
manipulaie the CTQ. Thi," implieJ that it is pOJ"Jible amiftasihle to set a ((mimi lJariable to a desired l'alue" (page
258).

• Nuisance variables: "cYJntinuous, discrete or even binal)! variableJ which are sourres ofunwanted variation that have
to be eliminated or compensatedfOr. It is not necessari!; impossiblefOr the experimenter to exert influence on their value,
but especially duringprodudion it is either notjea.rible or unwanted to control their l'alue" (page 258).

• Disturbances: "eventJ that have an zmdesired wmequencelor the CTQ" (page 258).

The different activities of which the method is comprised are presented in table 5 below. An overview of
collection of tools and techniques that are commonly associated with Six-Sigma, as well as a description of
their functionality and the Six-Sigma phase(s) in which they are applied is provided in De Koning and De
Mast (2006).

Phase name I Functionality I Activities

D1: Identify and map releyant processes

Problem selection and benefit
D2: Identify targeted stakeholders

Define
analysis

D3: Determine and prioritise stakeholder needs
and requirements

D4: Make a business case for the project

M1: Select one or more CTQs
Translation of the problem M2: Determine operational definitions for CTQs

Measure
into a Ineasurable fortn, and and requirements
Ineasurement of the current M3: Validate measurement system of CTQs
situation M4: Assess the current process capability

M5: Define objectives

Identification of influence AI: Identify potential influence factors
Analyse factors that determine tlle A2: Select the vital few inf1uence faclors (tenned

CTQ's behaviour Xs)

Design and implementation of
11: Quantify relationship between Xs and CTQs

adjustment to the process to 12: Design actions to modify the process or
Improve

improve the performance of scttings of influcnce factors in such a way

the CTQ's that CTQs are optimiscd
13: Conduct pilot test of improvement actions

Adjustment of the process CI: Determine the new process capability

Control management and control C2: Implement control plans
system in order that
improvements are sustainable

Table 5: the Six-Sigma method (adopted/rom De Koning and De Alast (2006)



'/I/hen comparing the above-described Six-Sigma method with the fIrst verSlOn of the quantifIcation
instrument, the following can be observed.

In the fIrst place, the redesign issues that are central to the application of both constructs partly overlap.
In particular, the output quality measures identifIed in appendix M as part of the characterisation of the
redesign issue that is central to the application of the quantifIcation instrument are a subset of the product
quality measures listed in fIgure 10 above. In addition, the example process quality measures mentioned
above in the context of Six-Sigma partly correspond to some of those out of the generalised decision
frame in appendix .\1. Moreover, the rather broad ddinition of process quality provided by De Koning
and De Mast (2006) suggests that more of the decision frame measures might justifiably be subsumed
under the latter notion.
Furthermore, the two redesign issues are also partly similar in the way that the performance measures are
intluenced. After all, in case of the issue around which the application of the quantification instnl1uent
evolves, performance is impacted - in part - through tl1e extent to which risks related to the work
performed as part of the process are reduced, while tl1e notion of risk can be considered to relate to a
disturbance in Six-Sigma terms.

Secondly, while the quantifIcation instrument is to be used for the quantifIcation of the effects of
improvements that have already been identified based on best practices, the Six-Sigma method focuses on
identifying the inf1uence factors that cause a particular CTQ to not meet its requirements and design a
solution based thereon.

Tn the third place, while the first version of the quantifIcation instrument relies on simulation to calculate
the effects of changing from one system design to another, Six-Sigma does so by conducting a pilot
experiment. The latter relates to the 'experimenting "1'ith the achml system'-altemative identifIed in section
7.2. Remark however, that a rough sense of the change in performance that is to be expected might be
gathered from the explanatory network or causal relations.

Furthermore, while the fIrst version of the quantifIcation instrument 111 principle allows for the
incorporation of events that rarely occur, it is unclear whether this would be possible when applying the
Six-Sigma method. After all, the Six-Sigma method evolves around the notion of empirical enquiry, while
data on the latter type of events and their effect on the CTQ under consideration will be scarce.

In addition, while the fIrst version of the quantifIcation instrument enables simultaneous consideration of
multiple output performance indicators of interest, the Six-Sigma method typically focuses on achieving
improvements on a single CTQ (as noted by Goh (2002), and Antony (2004)).

The latter tltree points in particular lead to the conclusion that the Six-Sigma method is probably
unsuitable for use in the context of the quantifIcation insuument. Yet, since the method is supported by a
large number of tools and techniques, it cannot be excluded that some of these tools and techniques
might be of value in light of the instrument. However, verifying the latter requires further research that
exceeds the scope of the graduation project described in this report.

Section 7.5: Limitations and future research

As described in the introduction to this chapter, this section is concerned with two things. In the fIrst
place, subsection 7.5.1 addresses the most signifIcant limitations associated with the fIrst version of the
quantification instrument that is presented in section 7.3. Secondly, some directions for future research are
provided in subsection 7.5.2, the majority of which relate to the elimination of the latter limitations.

Subsection 7.5.1: Limitations

The most relevant limitations that are considered to be associated with the fIrst outline of the
quantification instrument provided in section 7.3 are enumerated below. Remark that the generalised
decision frame presented in appendix M is regarded as a part of the quantification instrument in the



remainder of this section, sInce it 1S used as a supporting 1001 til the execution of the first of the
instmment steps.

1. As described in section 7.2, the effects of changes to the set of preventive controls on the likelihood
dimension of the risks to which they pertain cannot be determined based on simulation, and thus not
through applying the first yersion of the quantification instrument.

2. In accordance \vith what is stated in that same section, the majority of operations-dependent quality
performance measures identified in appendix M can probably not be computed through simulation.
Consequently, the first outline of the quantification instrument cannot be employed when considering
risk and control from a quality management perspectiye (refer to section 7.1). Yet, it should be noted
that SPA intends to focus on risk and control from an information processing and supply perspectiye.

3. The evaluation of the measures that are part of the internal quality dimension, viewed from an
operator's perspective, and of the process modification flexibility measure, which are largely
operations-independent (see appendix 1\1) is all but straightforward. Therefore, only very limited
guidance on their determination is provided in the generalised decision frame.

4. The first version of the instrument provides no support for the usc of analytical techniques, although
these might be of value in some situations.

5. The performance indicators accompanying the set of information processing quality measures (refer
to appendix M), which can be used to reflect potential risk impact when considering risk and control
from an information processing and supply perspective (see section 7.1), provide relatively little
insight into the consequences of varying levels of risk control effectiveness on the latter area. This
results from the fact that they embody an aggregation of the inter-arrival times and - possibly - the
local impact of individual events, rather than being determined by cause-and-effect relationships.

6. The first version of the quantification instmment is primarily developed to be used in relation to a
single process. Consequently, it is less well applicable in case control activities that are intended to
reduce risk in multiple processes need to be considered.

7 Although a number of possibilities with respect to the specification of prior probability distributions
are outlined in subsection 7.3.2, more concrete guidance is required to enable development of suchlike
distributions in practice.

8. The first outline of the quantification instmment does not address the subject of possible
dependencies between both the aleatory and epistemic parts of multiple event's occurrence-related
uncertainties, between multiple event's local impact, and between the epistemic uncertainties
associated with multiple event's local impact.
Dependency between the aleatory parts of event's A and B's occurrence-related uncertainties exists if
the occurrence of event A influences the probability or frequency of occurrence of event B.
Dependency between the epistemic parts of eyent's A and B's occurrence-related uncertainties exists
if the fact that a particular probability distribution function and accompanying parameter values are
appropriate for modelling the aleatory part of event A's occurrence-related uncertainty impacts our
degree of belief in the appropriateness of different probability distributions and accompanying
parameter values for modelling the aleatory part of event B's occurrence-related uncertainty. A similar
notion applies to dependencies between the epistemic uncertainties related to n,vo event's local
impact. Dependencies benveen epistemic, occurrence-related uncertainties could be encountered, for
example, when modelling a situation that includes several technically identical machines that fail from
time to time.
Dependency between event A's and B's local impact exists in case the local impact value of event A
influences the probability of different local impact values for event B.
Whether the above dependencies will actually be encountered in practice remains to be seen. Yet, if
they exist and potentially have a significant influence on the output performance indicators of interest,
developing an accurate simulation model can become very complex.
For example, in case considerable dependencies exist between the parameter uncertainty related to the
asswned constant probability of occurrence of two events, and that parameter uncertainty is to be
incorporated into the simulation study through the B1'viA-simple approach, one cannot develop
separate posterior distributions for both parameters and sample from those distributions
independently at the start of each simulation replication. Rather, a joint posterior probability
llistribution reflecting the dependency needs to be developed and sampled from.



However, developing an accurate simulation model for the latter example is less difficult if the fact
that a certain parameter value is appropriate for one event (approximately) eliminates all uncertainty
\;vith respect to the other event's parameter value. In that case, the parameter values associated ~rith

both events for a particular simulation replication can be based on the same sample from a single
univariate posterior distribution function.

9. A process to which the quantification instrument is applied ought to exhibit the characteristics of a
workflow (confer appendix M) in order for the generalised decision frame to be fully applicable and
relatively complete.

10. The first outline of the quantification instrument (including the generalised decision frame) is alnlOst
entirely derived from scientific literature. Hence, ddinitive conclusions on the correctness and
completeness of the set of performance measures and indicators in characterising the redesign issue,
as well as on the practicability of the instrument - and in particular on the feasibility of using the
BMl\-simple approach cannot be drawn.

Subsection 7.5.2: Future research

Although a number of the limitations described in the previous subsection are probably inherent in
nature, the majority of them can possibly be eliminated by further examination. Some directions for future
research arc listed below.

A. In order to eliminate limitation 4, further exarnination is firstly required to answer the questions of
which analytical techniques Hlight be of value in the context of the quantification instrwnent and how
these techniques can be applied (including the method to be used). FurdlernlOre, one should identify
and explicate the circumstances under which each of the individual analytical techniques can be
employed, so as to support the decision that is to be made following the completion of the second of
the quantification instrument steps (refer to figure 6 in subsection 7.3.1).
Tt might be that the above-describecl research into the use of analytical technillues uncovers ways to
evaluate some of the operations-dependent quality measures. In that case, the latter research also
mitigates limitation 2.

B. Considering limitation 5, more insight should be obtained into the consequences of different levels of
risk control effectiveness within a particular process, when considering risk and control from an
information processing and supply perspective (see section 7.1). As described in section 7.1, the
consequences of not achieving desired results with respect to particular process performance
measures (in this case: the information processing quality measures) are determined by their position
\Vrithin the total hierarchy of performance measures that can be discerned within an organisation. As
can be gathered from Franssen, the quality of information processing is connected to three higher
level performance areas:

• The quality of the decisions made in managing the organisation. After all, decision-making
requires information.

• The extent to which the organisation's resources are acquired, used, or disposed of without
authorisation. As an example of unauthorised acquisition of an organisation's resources, consider
an employee that processes fictive invoices and transfers the money that is associated with those
invoices to his or hers own bank account.

• The reliability of financial reporting to external parties, and the degree to which that reporting
complies \vith applicable laws and regulations.

It is recommended to focus future research on the latter two consequence-relations, since it will likely
be difficult to identify performance measures and accompan}ring performance indicators for the
quality of decision-making, let alone to quantify the effects of low-quality information processing on
those indicators.
Furthermore, the reliability of financial statements is formally decomposed into a number of financial
statement assertions, which are defined by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(abbreviated PCAOB). An example of a suchlike assertion that of 'valuation or allocation', which
refers to the inclusion of assets, liability, equity, revenue, and expense components in the financial
statements at the appropriate amounts. These assertions alight be used in support of the definition of
performance measures. Moreover, as described in appendix M, each of the information processing



quality measures can be mapped onto one of these assertions, which implies that a rough sense of the
consequence-relation between both already exists.
In addition, it should be noted that the cause-and-effect association between the process-level
information processing quality measures and the reliability of financial statements is influenced by
(periodic) detective control activities that are not part of any process flow. Therefore, the resources
consumed through executing these control activities cannot be expressed in terms of the performance
measures that are part of the generalised decision frame presented in appendix M.

C. In case the use of the HMA-simple approach in the context of the quantification instrument proves to
be feasible, further study on the specification of prior distribution function should be performed, so
as to eliminate limitation 7. The global description of a number of alternatives regarding the latter,
which is provided in subsection 7.3.2, can be used as a starting point.
It is expected however, that the use of generic data on the environmental variables listed as part of the
description of step 4 in subsection 7.3.3 will be of particular importance in developing prior
distribution functions. In addition, suchlike data is also valuable in case the NE approach is adopted
(confer subsection 7.3.2). Although it is certainly worthwhile to examine whether generic data have
already been gathered in previous studies, they will likely have to be collected by PwC for a large part.
Note however, that the use of generic data to develop prior distribution functions or to specify a
single value for event properties naturally recluires these events to be general across organisations to
some extent. Yet, as described in subsection 3.0.6, PwC is conducting a project called World Class
Control, which is focussed - among other things - on the identification of commonly encountered
risks. This suggests that the aforementioned requirement is met. Moreover, it might be possible to
incorporate the collection of generic data on the events \\'ith which those commonly encountered
risks are associated into the latter project.
With respect to the collection of data on the probability or frequency of occurrence of particular
events, an interesting research opportunity can be derived from the field of human reliability
assessment. The latter field is concerned with the estimation of the human error probability
(abbreviated HEP), which is the probability that an error occurs when carrying out a given task. As
stated by Bedford and Cooke, almost all of the quantitative methods for human reliability assessment
calculate the HEP in a particular situation as a function of the values taken by so-called performance
shaping factors (abbreviated PSFs). Bedford and Cooke define these PSFs as "fador.r in the enpironment of
the operator that help determine the probabili~y offailure" (page 223). Examples of PSFs are: time pressure,
workload, adequacy of training, adequacy of procedures, and the complexity of the task. All of the
human reliability assessment methods discussed by the latter authors are based on predefined notions
of which PSFs are of interest and - in some cases - of their relative influence.
PwC might consider adopting a similar approach to be employed in the specification of a prior
distribution function or choice of a single value for the probability or frequency or occurrence of
events. After all, this would allow for an approximate consideration of the influence of preventive
control activities, since these control activities can be regarded as PSFs. In this way, limitation 1 is
compensated to a certain extent. Yet, further research is required to determine whether developing a
suchlike approach in relation to the quantification instrument is feasib1c.

D. In consideration of limitation 8, the topic of possible dependencies between different aspects of the
events that are associated with the risks in question, as introduced in the preceding subsection, should
be explored further. Specific cluestions that ought to be addressed are: will the different types of
dependencies described in subsection 7.5.1 have to be modelled in the context of the quantification
instrument, and if so, how can this be done effectively and efficiently? Answers to these questions
could be obtained by studying literature on the subject under consideration, and relating this literature
to the specifics of the quantification instrument's purpose and application context.

E. The further development of the first version of the quantification instrument, possibly extended by
the research directions identified above, is to be supported by applying the instrument to real-life
cases. This can serve several purposes:
• To validate:

The correctness and completeness of the performance measures and accompanying
indicators described in appendix M, possibly extended through research direction B, in
characterising the redesign issue. Hence, this way, part of limitation 10 can be eliminated.



The feasibility of simulation based on the B1-fA-simple approach, based on the Bayesian
NE approach, and based on the NE-approach. Thus, the other part of limitation 10 can
be eliminated in this manner.
The feasibility of using different analytical techniques given the circumstances, and the
way each of these techniques ought to be applied (including the method used. All of the
latter is identified through research direction A.
The feasibility of applying the method for specifying prior distribution functions that is
developed by means of research du:ection C, in case simulation based on the BIvLt\-simple
approach or on the Bayesian-NE approach has proven to be applicable.
The feasibility of employing the approach for dealing with dependencies, which is
developed - if required - by means of research direction D.

• To identify opportunities for improving the quantification instnunent. The process through
which such improvements would be identified and realised bears resemblance to the so-called
reflective cycle (see Van Aken), which is depicted in figure 11 below. As stated by Van Aken, the
reflective cycle is the methodological form according to which design knowledge should be
developed. Design knowledge constitutes the primary product of research for design sciences
(such as IE&MS), and refers to knowledge that can be used by professionals in a particular field
to design solutions for their field problems. Note that the regulative cycle, which is part of the
reflective cycle, is presented in section 3.2.

r
Select a class of cases

to be studied

Establish deSIgn
knowledge gained

Choose a particular
case ",-ithin that class

Solve case through
regulative cycle

r~ure 11: The reflective ryde (adoptedfmm Van A ken)

As follows from the above figure, the class of cases 10 which the improvement opportunities for
the instmment are to be generalised should be demarcated first. Secondly, a first case within that
class is chosen and solved according to regulative cycle (application of the quantification
instmment). In the third place, the step 'reflect on results' relates to the identification of
improvement opportunities in the instnlment for that particular case. Fourthly, the extent to
which these opportunities are general to the aforementioned class of cases is established, and the
quantification instrument is improved accordingly as part of the step 'establish design knowledge
gained'. Subsequently, the improved version of the quantification instrument is applied to a new
case within the class of cases in question. Again, improvement opportunities are identified,
analysed, and carried through. This process continues until a sufficiently large collection of
individual cases has been considered.
With respect to the above process, it is advisable to start off with a broad class of cases, and let
opportunities to specialise different parts of the instrument to certain sub-classes present
themselves along the way. Furthermore, as noted by Van Aken, the total set of single cases



selected for a particular class should be as heterogeneous as possible. Yet, one must be careful not
to select cases that are unique in nature. W11ile accounting for the heterogeneity principle, each of
the single cases ought to be as representative as possible for the entire class of cases.

F. A final direction for future research does not relate to any of the limitations described in the
preceding subsection, but to one of the general disadvantages of simulation listed in section 7.2,
namely: simulation studies are time-consuming and therefore expensive in terms of manpower. In
order to make the use of the quantification instrument less time-consuming, PwC should consider
designing generalised versions of conceptual models and accompanying simulation models. More
information on the latter subject can be found in chapter 11 of Goossenaerts and Pels. Similar to the
collection of generic data, the development of suchlike models could perhaps be incorporated into the
World Class Control project.

The above description of directions for future research concludes this chapter. The subsequent chapter
discusses the main conclusions that can be drawn from the graduation project described in this report.



Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommendations

As described in the introduction to this report, this chapter is concerned with the main conclusions that

can be drawn from the research conducted as part of the graduation project, as well as with the
recommendations that follow from that same research. Both are presented below, organised according to
the project phase from which they result.

Analysis phase:
In the fIrst place, the problem defIned in section 3.3 should be considered insignifIcant. After all, the
analysis of the termination background of the ICO proposal processes that were prematurely ended thus
far shows that the improyement potential for each of these situations is minimal, i.e. there is yery little
PwC could haye done to prevent these proposal processes from being terminated untimely.

Furthermore, no single pattern of causes appears to underlie all of the premature endings. Yet, two
similarities can be observed. One relates to the customer deciding to perform the project itself (two out of
the seven cases), the other to the customer not wanting to embark on any additional projects in light of
impending, comprehensive changes within its organisation (three out of the seven cases).
Considering these similarities, the following can be recommended in order to perhaps slightly improve
PwC's future performance in the ICO proposal process:
• Turning untimely ended ICO proposal process 3 (see appendix K) into reference material to be used

in times to come, should PwC again be confronted \vith customers that consider performing an ICO
project themselves.

• Developing something like a SWOT analysis of a situation in which a customer is confronted \\>1.th the
opportunity to purchase leo related services while expecting large-scale changes within its
organisation.

In addition, although the supposed lack of quantifIcation (refer to section 3.1) has in no way been shown
to have had any ditect influence on the premature ICO proposal process endings that occurred until
around May fIrst 2007, incorporating quantifIcation into ICO projects could well become of great value to
PwC as the market for ICO related services matures.

Design phase:
Firstly, the nature of tlle redesign issue that is central to the application of the quantification instrument
largely overlaps with that of more conventional business process redesign projects with respect to the
performance measures and accompanying performance indicators that are potentially affected. The main
element on which the fonner issue distinguishes it,elf from the latter relates to the manner in which these
measures and indicators are influenced, namely through - among other things - the extent to which risks
related to the work performed as part of the process under consideration are mitigated.

In the second place, some of the performance indicators that partly characterise the redesign issue that is
central to the application of the quantifIcation instrument do not depend on the operation of the process
in question. Hence, they can be evaluated ditectly based on the system designs under consideration,
although that is not straightforward for all of them.
Yet, the majority of indicators are operations-dependent. Consequently, their computation requires the
behayiour of the system under consideration to be examined. In the context of the quantifIcation
instrument, the stud}1.ng of the operation of a particular system can only be performed based on a
mathematical model of that system. Furthermore, performance computation based on suchlike
mathematical models is expected to require simulation in most cases, although analytical techniques might
be of use if the system in question is not too complex.

Thirdly, as a result of the conclusions drawn on the nature of the redesign issue, a simulation study
conducted as part of applying the quantifIcation instrument is similar to regular process simulation studies
to a considerable degree. Consequently, both types of studies require the same global steps to be
completed.



The main difference between a simulation shldy performed in the context of the quantification instrument
and a more conventional one relates to the fact that risks need to be incorporated into the mathematical
models in the former case.
Since the concept of risk is associated with events that are relatively rare, the data that is required to
specify a probability distribution (including parameter values) to represent the aleatory uncertainties
related to these event's occurrence and their possible local impact, will seldom be available or collectable.
This results in considerable epistemic uncertainties. In case the event properties with which these
uncertainties are related can significantly affect simulation output results, they prevent the simulation
model from being valid.
In principle, the level of model validity - as far as related to the representation of the system's input
processes - can be formally accounted for in the simulation smdy results. The latter firstly requires the
relevant episternic uncertainties to be quantified by probability distributions through Bayesian statistical
inference. Subsequently, the simulation can be run according to two distinct algorithms, which are te=ed
the BMA-nested and BlvLA..-simple approach (confer subsection 7.3.2).
Although the BJ\.iA-nested approach has some advantages over the BMA-simplc approach, its application
is currently associated with significant practical problems, which likely prohibit it to be employed as part
of the quantification instrument.
On the other hand, the BJ\1A-simple approach also has some significant drawbacks, which mainly concern
the potentially large amount of time that is conswned by the Bayesian inference process and the running
of the simulation model due to the relatively large nwnber of simulation replications required. \X'hether
these drawbacks acmally impede tllis approach's use in the context of the quantification instrument can
only be determined by applying it to real-life cases. Yet, it ought to be noted that the performance of the
case study presented in appendix F confIrmed - at least for that particular case - the supposition that
conducting a simulation study according to the DTvLA..-simple approach can be very time-consuming.
Considering the fact that the case in question is far less complex than the sihlations that will have to be
dealt with in reality, the feasibility of adopting the BMA-simple approach in the conlext of the
quantification instrument is highly questionable.

Furthermore, simulating according to the BlviA-simple approach is disadvantageous in an additional
respect, as described below.
Recall that the quantifIcation instrument should not only enable quantification of the effects of changes to
a set of process control activities, it also ought to do so in a way that is understandable to both everyone
within FwC and to the customer.
As stated before, the nahlre of the redesign issue is such that simulation is probably needed in most
simations to fulfil the quantification instrument's purpose. Since performing a simulation smdy requires
specifIc knowledge of math, statistics, and computer science (see section 7.2), the attainability of
complying with the aforementioned requirement is questionable in itself. Adopting the BIvLA..-simple
approach rather than a pure NE-approach significantly adds to the complexity of applying the instrument.

Based on the above, it is deemed highly unlikely that adopting the BMA-simple approach in the context of
the quantification instrument will prove to be practicable. Therefore, PwC might consider using the
quantifIcation instrument only to obtain a rough sense of the effects of changes to a set of process control
activities, instead of attempting to perfo= a full perfo=ance analysis from which statistically justifiable
conclusions are to be drawn. A suchlike approach would soften demands on model validity, thereby
allowing for the use of a pure NE-approach, and could still provide enough insight into the potential
benefits of leO services. After all, even the knowledge of which performance measures arc affected 
without any consideration of the magnimde of the effects - embodies more insight than can currently be
provided.
In addition, the problem of having to specify the aleatory occurrence-related uncertainty associated \vith
events could be circwnvented by using simulation solely to illustrate the effects of the materialisation of
single risks, i.e. single event sequences, without considering that risk's likelihood dimension.

It ought to be noted however, that developing valid simulation models to deternline the effects on tl1e
performance indicators described in appendix Ivr of changes in resource consumption related to the
execution of detective control activities that are part of the regular process flow, may well be possible in a
high number of situations.
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Appendix B: PricewaterhouseCoopers' main competitors' key figures

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (named Deloitte in the remainder of this document) international has 670
offices (in 2004) in 136 countries (during fiscal year 2006) and a total number of employees of around
135.000. Revenues (unclear whether it concerns gross or net revenue) over the past seven fiscal years are
presented in table 6 below.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Revenues
20,0 18,2 16,4 15,1 12,5 12,4 11,2

(billions of U.S.$)
Growth rate

9,9 11,0 8,6 20,8 0,8 10,7(% w.r.L preceding year)
n.a.

Table 6: salesfigures ofDeloitte international

Deloitte's Dutch branch employs about 7.000 people that work from 34 offices in 32 cities. Net revenues
over the last few fiscal years are included in table 7 below.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004 2003

Net revenues
697,5 664,9 708,7 756,1

(millions of euro's)

Growth rate
(% w.r.t. preceding year) 4,9 - 6,2 - 6,3 n.a.

Table 7: saleJf4r;ures o[Deloittej· Dutch branch

Note that the decline in revenues over fiscal year 2005 was largely caused by the sale of a company
division (according to Deloitte's own statements).

Ernst & Young international has 700 offices in 140 countries and a total number of employees of
approximately 114.000. Net revenues over the last three fiscal years can be found in table 8 below.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004
Net revenues

18,4 16,9 14,5
(billions of U.S.$)
Growth rate

8,9 16,2
(% w.r.t. precedin?; year)

n.a.

Table 8: salesfigures ofErmt rl.'7 Young international

Ernst & Young's Dutch division employs 4.538 people (during fiscal year 2006) who work from 29 offices
in 28 cities. Table 9, depicted below, contains the revenues over the last few fiscal years (unclear whether it
concerns gross or net revenues).

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002

Revenues
642,5 606,5 595,4 594,3 565,6

(miliom of euros)

Growth rate
5,1(% w.r.t. preceding year) 5,9 1,9 0,2 7,3

Table 9: salesfigures ofErnst & Youngs Dutch branch



KPMG international has offices in 144 countries and a total number of employees of about 104.000.
Revenues over a number of fiscal years (unclear whether it concerns gross or net revenues, data over the
fiscal year 2006 have not been made public yet) are included in table 10 below.

Fiscal year 2005 2004 2003
Revenues

15,7 13,4 11,7
(billions C.S.$)
Growth rate

16,7 14,7
(% w.r.t. preceding year)

l1.a.

'1 able 1(): salesjigures ofKPiYlG intemational

I<P~fG's Dutch branch employs 4.092 people that work from 16 offices in 15 cities. Net revenues over
the last few fiscal years are included in table 11 below.

Fiscal year 2006 2005 2004
Net revenues

634,0 603,5 574,6
(millions of euros)
Growth rate

5,1 5,0
(% w.r.t. preceding year)

l1.a.

Table 11: salesjigureJ rifKPMG's Dutch branch
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Appendix D: System and Process Assurance's service areas

Besides TCO, to which the graduation project described in this report primarily pertains (confer section
2.4), SPA discerns and markets the following service areas:

ICT and ProceSJ Assurance:
This area concerns the analysis of the reliability of financial reporting by means of information systems,
testing of control through and over information systems against relevant legislation (e.g. SOX), and
providing advice on information technology investments. The service mentioned first is the most
important one and often carried out in order to support accountants during a fmancial audit.

Third Party ASJurance:
Third Party Assurance refers to an assessment of a service provider's internal control system, which
complies 'With the Statement on Auditing Standard (abbreviated SAS) 70, the internationally recognised
standard for a suchlike audit and the only one that meets SOX requirements. The accompanying report,
which can be submitted to all of the service provider's clients, contains the service organisation's
description of controls and the auditor's opinion on the fairness of that representation and on the
suitability (considering the control objectives) of the controls' design. Optionally, the auditor can test and
report on the operational effectiveness of the controls.
In addition to actually performing the assessment, PwC can provide service organisations 'With advice on
e.g. describing the control objectives and control activities and on improving on the latter, during the
implementation of SAS 70.

InternalAudit J'el7Jices:
This area is primarily focused on advising companies with respect to the organisation and streamlining of
their internal audit function, in terms of e.g. a review of the internal audit division as part of the Institute
of Internal i\uditors' (abbreviated IIA) standards. Furthermore, PwC can support the actual management
and execution of internal audits.

DRP Security e:'7 Controls:
ERP Security & Controls concerns the redevelopment of a company's internal control system to ensure
control over and by means of Enterprise Resource Planning (abbreviated ERP) systems in case of an ERP
implementation, through use of a wide range of tools and techniques.

lef Fjfedil)ene.u:
This area is focused on evaluating the effectiveness of information technology systems (and related
processes) within organizations in their support of effective and efficient operations and internal control,
analysing deficiencies in the latter field, proposing tailored solutions and supporting their implementation.

Prqject e:'7 Pre-Implementation ASJurance:
Project & Pre-Implementation Assurance refers to providing advice on control over information
technology investment- and improvement-projects during both the planning and implementation phases
of suchlike ventures.



Appendix E: Risk
As described by, e.g., COSO (2003) and Weggeman, Wijnen, and Kor (2000), organisations exist to
provide value. COSO (2003) considers the concept of value to pertain to '~ measure of wOl1h, utili!), or
impol1ance of an e11tity 13to its Jtakehoiders" (Appendix E, page 4), implying that value is realised in case
stakeholders derive recognisable benefits that they appreciate. Examples of commonly noted types of
stakeholders are customers or clients, employees, owners or shareholders, and suppliers.

Key to the provision of value is the notion of uncertainty, which essentially refers to an inability to predict
the future and emanates from our incapacity to fully comprehend the (observable) world and - possibly 
from its inherent randomness, and is therefore faced by all organisations. l Tncertainty presents both risks
and opportunities, with the potential to respectively erode or enhance value. Thus, the concept of risk is
intertwined with that of uncertainty and potentially diminishes the value that is provided by an entity.

According to \veggeman, Wijnen, and Kor, the value that an organisation seeks to provide is crystallised
in a rather general sense - in the particular entity's mission statement, as the latter embodies a more or less
qualitative, philosophical answer to the question of why it is important that the particular organisation
exists. Furthermore, an entity's objectives are contended to relate to clearly specified and measurable
results that have to be achieved at a predetermined point in time, and are - either directly or indirectly 
derived from the aforementioned mission.

Considering the above, COSO (2003) defines the notion of risk as follows: "the pOSJ'ibili!y that an event wzll
oa:ur and adversely affect the adJievement ofobjedives" (page 6). In tum, an event is deemed to refer to "an incident
or orcurrenre, from Jources intemal or extemal to an entz~y, that could ailed the implementation ofstrategy or achievement if
objectives" (page 38).

Another - apparently relatively widespread - definition of the concept in mathematical parlance, is
provided by Kaplan and Garrick (1981), and recapitulated in K.aplan (1997). The aforementioned authors
argue that the notion of risk, denoted by the symbol R, embodies a set of triplets {<Si, L" Xi> }c, with Si
referring to a so-called scenario, Li to the likelihood of that scenario, and Xi to its consequences.
A risk scenario is considered to pertain to a specific development (as a function of time) in the state of the
system under consideration that deviates from the desired trajectory, which is denoted by the symbol SII.
The subscript c is included at the end of the curled brackets - representing the mathematical concept of a
set - to indicate that R corresponds to the complete set of triplets, i.e. includes all possible or at least all
important scenarios.
Furthermore, the consequence index X, is characterised as being potentially multidimensional, time
dependent, and uncertain. In addition, three distinct formats for capturing and quantifying the likelihood
L, of a scenario are presented, the appropriateness of which is described to depend on the situation in
question. The issue of expressing consequence and likelihood is addressed in subsection 7.3.2.

However, According to Kaplan, Haimes, and Garrick (2001), the above definition needs to be refined
somewhat, since it implies that the set of scenarios is denumerahle and the number of scenarios in the set
is finite, which seems to be out of keeping with the interpretation of a scenario as a specific development
in the state of the system in question. Therefore, the latter authors propose the risk, R, to be represented
by the expression {<S", T'ex, Xex >}, ex E A, where the index ex ranges over a set A, which is inf:m.ite and non
denumerable. This notion is illustrated in figure 14 below, in which points represent the individual risk
scenarios, Sex, and the total set of points in the space embodied by the plane corresponds to A.

13 The terms organisation and cntity are used interchangeably throughout this appendix.



Poims represent

individual scenarios, Sa

l'tgure 14:geometricp01trqyal rgthe set, A, ~/all risk scenarios, Sa (adopted/rom Kaplan, Haimej', and Garrick)

Moreover, Kaplan, Haimes, and Garrick establish the relation between both versions of the definition
based on the principle that every scenario that can be expressed in a finite number of words is a set of
scenarios itself; that is, describing a specific (undesired) development in the state of a system would
require an infinite nwnber of words 14. Therefore, each S, in the former of the two versions actually
constitutes a subset of the set A in the latter version.
Purthermore, the aforementioned authors note that - for practical purposes - the set of scenario sets,
{Si}, should be complete (in the sense that the union of all scenario subsets equals A), finite, and disjoint
(meaning that the no subsets ought to exhibit overlap). A suchlike set of subsets of A is tenned a
partitioning in mathematical lingo, and can be visualised as the set of boxes in figure 15 below.

Boxes represent

scenario sets, Si

Figure 15: the scenario sets, Si, as disjoint mbsets ofA (adoptedfrom Kaplan, Haimes, and Ganick)

Hence, as part of a risk analysis, one in fact attempts to identify a partitioning of the underlying risk set A,
which is captured by the following equation: Rp = {<Si, L

"
Xi> L,. Consequently, Rp is an approximation

of R based on the partition P: Rp ~ R (refer to Kaplan, Haimes, and Garrick).

As follows from the definition of a scenario as part of the mathematical representation of risk provided
above, Kaplan and Garrick, Kaplan, and Kaplan, Haimes, and Garrick consider the concept of risk within
the context of a system. A similar conceptualisation is presented by Gluch (1994), who adopts a system
view of software-development programs in order to establish a reification of the risk to which these
programs are subjected. In addition, Hatfield and Hipel (2002) state that "there is considerable support for
adopting the .£ysteJJ1s approach in risk management" (page 1054).
A system is often regarded as a set of components that act and interact together toward achieving some
common objective 15 (see - e.g. - Law and Kelton, and Blanchard and Fabrycky (2006)). Thus, the

14

15

Note that this implies that So embodies a set of (desirable) scenarios as well.

However, remark that for SOlIle systems, in particular those that have not been consciously designed, this objective
might not be apparent, or even be non-existent.



mathematical definition of risk provided above is more general 16 than that of COSO (2003). After all, the
latter is inextricably linked to organisations, which can be considered a particular type of system (confer
e.g. - Goossenaerts and Pels, Rouse (2005), and Weggeman, Wijnen, and Kor).
However, the fact that the notion of an organisation refers to a specific type of system does suggest that
the mathematical definition ought to apply to organisations as well. This in turn implies that the definition
of risk put forward by COSO (2003) and the mathematical one should be compatible, provided that both
are conceptually sound. Therefore, the two definitions are compared below in order to ascertain their
compatibility.

Firstly, while both definitions consider the concept of risk to encompass a likelihood and a consequence
dimension, they seem to differ regarding the element to which these constructs are attached. In this
respect, COSO (2003) refers to an event, while the mathematical definition is constructed around the
concept of a scenario. Yet, although events are not part of the mathematical definition itself, Kaplan, and
Kaplan, Haimes, and Garrick do recognise the relevance of events in light of the notion of risk. Their
view on the relation between events and scenarios is presented in figures 16 and 17 below, with the
horizontal axis representing time, and the vertical axis some measure of either the system's state, or of the
extent to which the system fulfils its intended purpose (the axes are not denominated in either of the
articles). Note that the state of a system can be regarded as the set of variables that is reckoned to describe
the system at a certain point in time for the purposes of a particular study (sec Gluch, and Law and
Kelton).

F~gure 16: relation betJJJeen a Jingle (initiating) ellen! and a J'ingle J7J'k J'cenano ~7Jpied fmmKaplan, page 414)

Figure 17: relation between multiple (initiating) events and multiple nJk scenarios (copiedfrom Kaplan, page 414)

The above figures illustrate that Kaplan, and Kaplan, Haimes and Garrick consider departures from the
desired development in the system's state as a function of time, i.e. risk scenarios, to be induced by so
called initiating events. Furthermore, each of these initiating events potentially results in a complex of
scenarios, dependent on what happens after their occurrence (displayed in figure 17). In fact, each
branching point in tlgure 17 corresponds to a specific event that takes place at a P0lnt in time after the
occurrence of the initiating event to which it is related.

16 The universality of the mathematical ddinition is corroborated by Kaplan, who remarks that it has proven to be
applicable in a relatively large number of risk contexts, including: engineering risk, invetitment risk, ritik from agricultural
pests, programmatic risk, strategic risk, and environmental risk.



Kirchsteiger (1999) regards the concept of an event relative to that of a system as changes in components,
or in the relations among components at discrete points in space and time.

The relation between the notions of events and scenarios, as expounded above, can be illustrated through
the following example:
Imagine a fully automated production system consisting of three machines that process a single type of
order, one at a time. Furthermore, suppose that this system is studied from a logistic perspective, and that
the processing time of orders at each of the machines follows a negative exponential distribution. The
latter implies that once an order is being processed, the remaining processing time does not depend on the
amount of time that has already been spent on the order at the particular machine.
In that case, the state of the system can be largely represented by the number of orders (waiting and being
processed) at each of the machines. In addition, the desirable set of developments in the state of the
system (set of desirable scenarios, So) could refer to the nwnber of orders that awaits processing at each of
the machines varying through time between zero and some predetermined maximum amount. Remark
that the number of orders being processed at every machine is either zero or one at all times.
Now assume that one of the machines breaks down during production (initiating event). Tn case nothing is
done in response to this event, the orders will start piling up at the defective machine, causing an ever
increasing deviation from the set of desired scenarios (set of risk scenarios, Si).
A possible response to the breakdown could be an attempt to repair the defective machine, which would
then be a bottleneck in the production system from the time of failure up to the point at which the repair
is completed and the machine becomes available for production again (event). The system \vill therefore
depart from its desired subset of scenarios during the time interval in which the machine is defective.
Thereafter, orders would seize to stack up at the machine in question. However, the number of waiting
orders at the particular machine could structurally be higher than the maximwn amount that is part of the
definition of the set of desirable scenarios. This depends on the length of the aforementioned time
interval, the arrival rate of orders at the machine - which is preswned to not be influenced by the
occurrence of the initiating event -, and the latter maximum amount. Working extra time during a period
in which no new orders arrive could in that case cause the system to return to a desirable state.
As a whole, the developments described in the above paragraph correspond to a set of risk scenarios, Sj.

A second (ostensible) discrepancy between the definition of the concept of risk provided by COSO
(2003), and the mathematical one, concerns the manner in which the consequence dimension is
represented. Wbile the mathematical definition adopts a general notion of risk impact, COSO (2003)
relates it to an organisation's objectives. Yet, the latter does not imply that both representations are
mutually exclusive. Rather, the former appears to potentially include the latter.
As for organisations, it seems appropriate to express risk consequences in terms of the objectives that are
to be achieved. After all, these objectives - as a whole - constitute a concrete reflection of the entity's
mission, which is far more general in nature and in turn captures the value that the organisation strives to
create. Furthermore, the value that is to be provided relates to the degree and fashion in which the entity
aims to serve the interests of the different parties that are involved in, or affected by its actions. The latter
construct embodies the system's reason of existence, and therefore acts as an all-encompassing framework
in which' light the entirety of the organisation's activities ought to be regarded.
Yet, it should be noted that the quality of the assessment of risk impact consequently depends on the
quality of the value-mission and mission-objectives transpositions.
As an illustration of the above, consider the example concerning the production system described before.
Assume that the sole objective of the system is to process the orders such, that their average throughput
time equals or is smaller than some predetermined value, so as to realise a particular rninimwn level of
production per year, and a resulting maximwn cost per product. The two sets of risk scenarios identified
before can then only be judged undesirable in the context of this objective, i.e. because the accompanying
developments in the system's state adversely affect the average throughput times of orders processed by
the system.

Tn the third place, the mathematical definition associates risk with a complete set of - at least - all
important scenarios and accompanying likelihoods and consequences, while COSO (2003) considers
individual events (including resulting scenarios) and their likelihood and impact to constitute the notion.
However, this issue does not refer to a fundamental difference between both conceptualisations, but



should be considered a matter of nomenclature more than anything else. After all, what is termed 'risk'
within the mathematical definition could be denominated a 'risk profile' in COSO (2003) terminology, and
'risk' according to the COSO (2003) definition relates to a single 'triplet' - consisting of a set of scenarios
and associated likelihood and consequences - in terms of the mathematical construct.
In the context of this report, risk is taken to refer to an individual (sequence of) event(s) and its likelihood
and consequences.

Overall, the above seems to warrant the conclusion that the definitions of risk provided by COSO (2003)
on the one hand, and by IZaplan and Garrick, Kaplan, and IZaplan, Haimes, and Garrick on the other, are
indeed compatible. More specifically, the latter definition provides the former one with a more solid
conceptual underpinning, while the former definition is tailored to the specifics of an organisational
system (and potentially to comparable types of systems) with regard to the risk consequence dimension.

It should be remarked however, that although COSO (2003) associates the risk likelihood and impact
dimensions with initiating events rather than with sets of scenarios, identification of these possible sets of
scenarios through a consideration of potential subsequent events is likely required to be able to adequately
assess the initiating event's consequences. In terms of the mathematical definition: partitioning the total
space of risk scenarios based solely on the initiating events that can be discerned, would probably result in
a very rough estimalion of the actual risk. After all, Ihe more fine-grained the partitioning, the belJer Ihe
actual risk is approximated. In some cases, dependent on the range of scenarios in which the initiating
events can result, relying solely on these initiating events could even prohibit any meaningful statements
about Ihe impact relaled to (some of) the subsets that constitute the partitioning.
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identified on a higher level, a subsequent meeting with the customer will be focused on confirming the
presence of the particular need(s), possibly discuss them in more detail, presenting the ways in which PwC
can serve those needs on a general level, and scoping of the potential project. PwC's preparation for the
latter conversation, which is termed the intake meeting, is seen as the beginning of the lCO project's
proposal phase.
Note that a representative from PwC could also meet with a potential client with the intention of selling
an lCO project, while no lCO related need is identified beforehand (on a higher level in collaboration
with the customer). Although this does not correspond to PwC's sales strategy in principle, it is possible
for the PwC employee to shape the situation accordingly by creating awareness for one or more lCO
related issues indirectly and actively listen for sales opportunities related to other PwC services. Naturally,
the latter requires considerable sales skills.
Furthermore, the PwC representative could have a concrete reason to assume that customer awareness of
lCO related issues already exists or can be establish relatively easily. For example, PwC could have
encountered lCO related needs and an already existing awareness at a number of similar clients. In those
cases, no higher level identification is required prior to the intake meeting. Furthermore, the PwC
employee involved can probably confront the customer with the issues directly, rather than attempting to
create awareness cautiously.



Appendix G: Demarcation justification

As described in section 3.3, this appendix consecutively explicates the rationale behind the delineations of
the leo project (in section G.l) and the leo proposal process (in section G.2) provided in - respectively
- subsection 3.0.3 and subsection 3.0.4.

Section G.I: leo project demarcation justification
As described in subsection 3.0.3, the main implication of the leO project delineation is that it excludes
leO related services that are provided as part of other types of projects (e.g. a SOX compliance project)
from the definition of an leO project. Two reasons for this exclusion exist.
Firstly, the problem underlying my graduation project (see section 3.3) is experienced primarily in
situations that fulfil the conditions listed above, i.e. in which Ihe Teo service is not merely a part of a
bigger whole.
Tn Ihe second place, should Teo be intertwined with other types of services within a particular project, an
analysis of the potential termination of the latter project during its proposal stage would logically require
aspects related to these other services to be considered, thereby significantly broadening the scope of the
research relative to when the above criteria are applied. A suchlike scope is not deemed to fit the limited
amount of time that is available to complete the graduation project.

Section G.2: leo proposal process demarcation justification
The demarcation of the leo proposal process, as described in subsection 3.0.4, is made for a number of
reasons, which are considered in tum below.

In the first place, the central problem underlying the graduation project (confer section 3.3) primarily
manifests itself in the leo proposal process as delineated in subsection 3.0.4, meaning that possible
termination occurs at a stage ranging from the initial client meeting to (and logically not including) the
eventual signing of the engagement letter. In particular, note that a potential pilot project is excluded from
the object of analysis for this reason. As stated before, a suchlike pilot project refers to applying leo to a
small part of a company prior to possibly conducting the actual project. Thus, upon completion of the
pilot project, the client decides whether the project is to be continued, implying that there is a possibility
for the it to be ended. In practice however, leO projects do not seem to be terminated following the
performance of a pilot project. Combined with the additional effort that would be required to include the
execution of these pilot projects in the analysis, it is deemed justified to leave the aforementioned out of
consideration.

Secondly, the possible higher level issue identification (sec appendix F) is not defined as being part of a
leO project's proposal phase because the associated customer meeting(s) are not solely oriented towards
leO related issues. Therefore, an analysis of the possible decision ~ made by the particular client - not to
further pursue the opportunity to address a potential leO related need could require the other issues
discussed and accompanying high-level solutions proposed to be taken into consideration. Furthermore, it
would be hard, if not impossible, to come up 'with a list of meetings concerned \vith higher level issue
identification that involved leO associated needs. Hence, the aforementioned does not align \\Tith the
limited amount of time that is available for conducting dIe graduation project.

Thirdly, the construction and maintenance of relationships preceding the identification of issues is not
included in the proposal process definition for two reasons (on top of the first point brought up above).
Firstly, there are no indications whatsoever that causes for the graduation project's central problem exist
",ithin the latter area. Secondly, PwC's network of internal and external contacts is central to the
construction and maintenance of relationships. As described in appendix F, this network is inherently
composed - in part - of informal elements and is dynamic in nature. This results in the construction and
maintenance of relationships being (in general) relatively intangible and therefore difficult to research. As a
consequence, analysing the latter is again not considered to fit with the limited amount of time that is
available for executing the graduation project. Note however, that aspects of the relationship management
stage that directly pertain to the proposal process itself are part of the analysis.



Furthermore, since the doing work and feedback stages of the account management process (refer to
appendix F) succeed a particular project's proposal process, causes for the potential ending of the project
in question as a result of its proposal phase should naturally not be sought in the former stages.
Furthermore, although it is theoretically possible that certain aspects of the doing work and feedback
stages of one project (in part) cause the premature ending of another project, no indications for the latter
were found up until defining the object of analysis. As a consequence, the last two stages of the account
management process are excluded from the aforementioned.

Finally, remark that the start of the proposal process as defined in subsection 3.0.4 slightly differs from
PwC's traditional interpretation, in that the company considers the proposal phase to begin once the
customer decides that p",i(: is allowed to submit a concept proposal (after one or more meetings).
However, since leO projects are also ended during or as a result of the client meeting(s), tlle latter should
logically be part of the object of analysis. Because the eventual object of analysis largely overlaps with
PwC's common notion of a proposal process, it was decided to slightly broaden the original definition
rather than introduce a new term.



Appendix H: Detailed description of the leo proposal process steps

Starting point for the description of the leO proposal process in this appendix is the process model
depicted in subsection 3.0.5, which explicates the different steps - as far as considered relevant within the
context of the graduation project - of which the latter process normally consists as well as their common
ordering. In addition, the latter steps are classified as either internal or external, depending on whether or
not they solely require involvement from Pwc.
For each of these steps, four questions are answered:
U7/!J!? This ques1ion relates to a step's objective from the perspective ofPwC.
I¥Thal? This question pertains to what the execution of a step actually entails, i.e. what is done in order to

achieve the objective described before.
HOJJJ? This question refers to the manner in which the step is performed, including the most relevant

supporting instruments that are possibly llsed.
I¥Tho? This question regards the people that are involved in the execution of a step, on behalf of both

PWC and the client, as far as general indications on the latter can be provided.
Furthermore, average throughput times for certain combinations of consecutively performed steps are
given. It should be remarked however, that the throughput times associated with the different steps are
highly dependent on situational characteristics and therefore show significant variation.
Combined, the above aspects are considered to capture the essence of the respective steps and thereby of
the ICO proposal process as a whole.
Finally, note that steps 2, 4, and 6 are described jointly, because they only exhibit sufficient consistency in
their collective contents, i.e. the division of these contents over the respective steps can vary considerably
from project to project. As a result of the latter, the same goes for steps 3 and 5.

1:

What?

How?

Who?

Prepare intake meeting

To increase the likelihood of being able to closely connect with the customer's situation
and minimise chances of mistakes made by PwC during the intake meeting, as well as to
find the appropriate client contact(s) to approach in case one or more ICO related issues
have not been identified on a higher level prior to the initial meeting and the customer
has not contacted PwC in the latter context.
Dependent on how well the PwC representative(s) in question already know(s) the
particular client, general information on the customer organisation and on the market in
which it operates (e.g. main competitors and recent market developments), as well as
information on the political set-up within the organisation is retrieved, i.e. the relevant
decision maker(s) and influencer(s) are identified. Prom the latter, the appropriate client
contact(s) is (are) distilled if necessary.
Furthermore, attention is paid to PwC's conversation strategy, i.e. how the PwC
representative(s) involved in the intake meeting plan to achieve their objectives.
Tn the first place, general company and market infol1nation can be collected using a
variety of supporting instmments, such as the company's and its main competitor's
websites and a number of websites developed by Pwc.
Secondly, information on decision makers and influencers is retrieved through PwC's
network of internal contacts, which is - in part - captured by the database CLEAR and
the Global Financial System (abbreviated GFS). Both contain information on previously
conducted projects (including contacts), but logically, the GFS is more expressively
focussed on fmancial information.
The preparation for the intake meeting is usually performed by the senior manager that
will be in charge of the ICO project in case it is continued after its proposal phase
(generally Robert van Vianen). In addition, the senior manager informs possible other
Pv.rC employees that v.rill be participate in the meeting about the customers' situation and
they jointly deliberate on the conversation strategy.

Usually, the preparation of an intake meeting takes around two hours to complete.



2,4, and 6:

Tf'7hy?

Tf7hat?

How?

TV'ho?

Conduct intake meeting, tondud Jet'ond meeting, and tonduct JlJorkJhop

To convince the client of the value of an ICO project, conducted by PwC, for his or her
situation, and sharpen and align both sides' expectations \vith respect to a suchlike
project
First of all, PwC should develop customer commitment to the ICO related issues that his
or her organisation is possibly facing. The effort that is required to attain the latter
logically depends on the customer's level of awareness prior to the meeting. As noted in
appendix F, a distinction between four situations can be made with respect to the
aforementioned (ordered from highest to lowest degree of expected effort):
A. The intake meeting takes place \vithout previous higher level identification of one or

more lCO related issues, and without PwC having a concrete reason to assume that
customer awareness already exists or can be created fairly easily.

B. One or more ICO related issues have been identified on a higher level before the
proposal process started.

C. PWC has a concrete reason to assume that client awareness already exists or can be
created fairly easily. The strongest possible indication for the presence of customer
awareness is embodied by the situation in which a client contacts PwC regarding one
or more ICO related needs.

D. A combination of situations Hand C.
Secondly, the client needs to be persuaded, possibly both in absolute and in relatiye (to
PwC's main competitors) terms, of the competence of PwC in dealing with the ICO
related issues that are identified.
In the third place, the ICO related needs are investigated further, resulting in an
agreement on the scope and objectives associated with a possible ICO project
Pinally, the project approach (including a rough planning) and resulting deliverables are
negotiated.
All of the above can take place in a dialogue between representatives from both PwC and
the customer, in which - as mentioned before - the ones from the client are supposed to
do most of the talking.
However, in case the customer is not convinced to a sufficient extent after the first two
meetings of either (or both) the presence or the inlportance of the lCO related issues his
or her organisation is presumed to be facing, or the project scope needs further
specification, a workshop can possibly be conducted. A suchlike workshop usually
includes more client representatives from a wider range of hierarchical1evels, is structured
more explicitly, and requires PwC employees (0 take the initiative more expressly than the
two preceding meetings.
During the above meetings and possible workshops, two types of supporting instruments
are used.
First of all, marketing materials such as flyers and so-called placemats that state - for
example - the general drivers, benefits and possible triggers of ICO, and briefly explain
what ICO actually entails.
Secondly, reference material, i.e. summaries of previously conducted ICO projects
including the sayings that were attained as a result.
The intake meeting is usually conducted on behalf of PwC by the senior manager that will
be in charge of the project, should it actually be continued after its proposal phase.
Furthermore, the responsible partner (dependent on the particular customer) often
attends the latter meeting as well. In addition, an internal expert can be present in case
Pw-e expects the dialogue to require specific, in-depth knowledge of some kind. Besides,
now and then, the senior manager has already selected one or more PwC employees that
will become part of the potential future project team prior to the initial meeting, The
latter employee(s) can possibly take part in the intake meeting too.
Wbo is involved in the initial meeting on behalf of the client depends on the meeting's
point of departure (A, B, C, or D, confer the above), the political set-up within the



3 and 5:

Wf!J!?

What?

H02V?

Who?

customer organisation, and the involved PwC representatives' personal network of
contacts, as well as PwC's network of contacts as a whole. However, no tnatter what, the
client representative(s) can always be categorised as a decision maker, an influencer, an
expert on the specific ICO related topics to be discussed, or a combination of the
aforementioned.
The second meeting and possible workshop are performed on behalf of PwC by the
senior manager, possibly in cooperation with the internal expert and project team
member(s), which was (were) involved in the intake meeting.
\Xlho participates on behalf of the customer is entirely dependent on the situation, but a
workshop includes - as stated before - people from a relatively broad range of
hierarchical levels, e.g. both the Chief Financial Officer (abbreviated CFO) and a number
of process owners.

Prepare second meeting andprepare workshop

To sharpen and attune both sides' expectations with respect to the second meeting and
the possible workshop, to minimise the probability of mistakes made by PwC during the
second meeting or workshop, and to ensure that a workshop - if executed - will proceed
smoothly, as PwC is required to take the initiative more expressly in that case than
throughout the preceding meetings.
The preparation of the second meeting and possible workshop is partially conducted in
cooperation w-ith the client and in part solely by PWC.
The collaboration w-jth the customer entails - in this context - the establishrnent of
agreements on who will participate in the second meeting on behalf of the client, as well
as on the meeting's objective. In case of a workshop, the scope, desired results and
agenda arc additionally discussed. Note that because the latter part of the preparation is
actually performed during the meeting that precedes the step that needs preparation, it is
not depicted separately in the model contained in subsection 3.0.5.
Furthermore, the preparation that is performed exclusively by PwC merely pertains on
the one hand to the discussing of the strategy that is to be applied during either the
second meeting or the workshop (i.e. how can the probability of attaining PwC's goals
throughout either of the activities be maximised), and on the other to developing
materials (e.g. Power Point slides) that are to used throughout the workshop, if executed.
The former part of the preparation is logically conducted in a dialogue between PwC and
the customer. No supporting materials are used in this case.
The only supporting instruments that are available for performing the internal
preparation are materials that were used during previously executed workshops.
In the first place, the former part of the preparation is naturally conducted by the people
that participate in the meeting prior to the activity being prepared.
Secondly, the internal preparation is performed by the senior manager, possibly in
cooperation with the internal expert and project team member(s), which was (were)
involved in the intake meeting.

The execution of steps 2 through 6 is characterised by an average throughput time of one and a half
weeks.

7:

IVhat?

Compo,re pro/eet team

To put together a group of PwC employees that - considering the total population of
available resources - fits the specific properties of the possible project best, and will
therefore be responsible for the future execution of the possible project.
First of all, an assessment is made of the total number of people that is needed to
conduct the possible TCO project, as well as of their necessary knowledge and skills or



How?

If/bo?

8:

What?

How?

experience. This estimation is based on the previously established agreements on the
possible project's scope, objectives, project approach and deliverables, and the properties
of the customer in question (such as the industry sector in which the company operates).
Furthermore, the relative - relative to other (possible) projects - importance of the
possible project should be determined, in order to maintain a well-balanced division of
PwC employees over the different projects.
Finally, based on the aforementioned and the future availability of potential team
members, a final project team composition is established.
The different activities of which this step is described to consist - in particular the first
two - are generally not executed systematically and explicitly, but rather represent the
elements that can be discerned within the involved PwC representative's line of thought.
The following supporting instruments facilitate the composing of a project team:
In the first place, Pw'C's database CLEAR can be used to retrieve information on past
projects (including contacts) that can serve the aforementioned assessment as well as the
identification of potential team members.
Furthermore, PwC's database Retain can be consulted to develop insight into the future
availability of potential team members.
The project team is put together by the senior manager that was involved in all of the
preceding steps. In addition, the senior manager is in some cases assisted by an employee
that is exclusively responsible for the facilitation of the overall planning of SPA projects.

Write and submit conceptproposal

To clearly explicate what was agreed on in preceding steps, as well as to inform on the
project team, the fee that PWC "rill charge and PwC's and SPA's general conditions that
apply to the possible ICO project.
Ideally, the concept proposal should confirm or even strengthen the client's previously
established nolion of the relevance of the ICO related issues his or her organisation is
supposed to facing, and of PwC's competence in dealing witll these issues.
Firstly, the agreements between PwC and the customer on the scope, objectives,
approach (including planning), and deliverables related to the possible TCO project that
were made in preceding steps are put in writing.
In the second place, a summarisation of the possible TCO project's background is
developed.
Thirdly, the project team is described in terms of the specific knowledge, skills or
experience of each of the team members, as well as their future responsibilities in the
possible rco project. The latter information could be complemented with curriculum
yitas of the people involved.
In the fourth place, the total number of hours that the team will need to complete the
possible rco project is determined on the basis of the different activities that follow
from the project approach. Based on the team members' fixed hourly rates and a possible
discount, a project fee is calculated. Both of the aforementioned are logically included in
the concept proposal.
Fifthly, PwC's general conditions as well as SPA's special terms are, as far as applicable to
the possible ICO project, incorporated in the document.
In the sixth place, the letter accompanying the concept proposal - called engagement
letter - is written.
Furthermore, the concept proposal as a whole is checked on spelling, grammar, and lay
out.
Finally, the document's contents are double-checked and the concept proposal is
subsequently sent to the customer.
A number of supporting instruments can be used in performing the above.
First of all, the concept proposal's desired structure is outlined in a proposal template. As
can be derived from the aforementioned, the latter structure consists of the following
consecutive components:



IpTho?

1. Background
2. Objectives and scope
3. Approach and deliverables
4. Staffing, time and costs
5. General conditions
Secondly, the databases CLEAR and Business Development Library contain - among
other things - proposals related to previously conducted projects, which can serve as
examples in the development of new ones.
In the first place, the actual writing of the proposal is generally perfo=ed by the senior
manager that had a major part in the entire process thus far. In case members of the
potential project's future team were involved from the start of the proposal phase
however, parts of the writing are sometimes delegated to them.
Secondly, a secretary is responsible for checking the document on spelling, grammar and
lay-out, as well as for sending it to the client.

On average, the composing of the project team and writing and submitting of the concept proposal itself
takes around one day. However, the average joint throughput time associated with these activities is two
days.

<):

ft;://zy?
What?

ffow?

Who?

Discuss conceptproposal

To reach a final agrccmcnt on all aspccts considcrcd in thc conccpt proposal.
First of all, thc concept proposal's elcmcnts with which thc customcr disagrccs - 1f any 
arc cxplicatcd. Thc lattcr clcmcnts can possibly rcfer to any of thc proposal's components
(as listed above).
Secondly, consensus on the necessary changes to these elements is to be reached through
negotiation between PwC and the client.
The aforementioned is conducted in a dialogue between PwC and the customer, which
can - dependent on the size and nature of the disagreements - be performed face-to-face,
by telephone, or through a conference call.
No supporting instruments are available for executing this step.
On behalf of PwC, the discussing of the concept proposal is performed by the senior
manager, sometimes in cooperation with the potential project's future team me1nber(s)
and internal expert(s), as far as they were involved from the start of the proposal phase.
The actual staffing logically depends on the magnihlde and nature of [he possibly existing
disagreements.
\"Vbo participates in the discussion on behalf of the client is largely dependent on the
situation. However, at least one decision maker is always involved.

Usually, the discussion of the concept proposal requires one and a half hours of time.

10:
Why?
What?

How?

Who?

Write and submitjinalproposal
To f111alise the agreements on the possible ICO project.
Firstly, the agreed upon changes to the concept proposal are made.
Furthermore, the final proposal is checked on spelling, grammar, and lay-out.
Finally, the document's contents are double-checked and signed, and the definitive
proposal is subsequently sent to the customer.
The supporting instruments that can be used in the execution of this step are equal to
those at step 8.
In the first place, the incorporation of the changes is usually performed by the senior
managcr, but somctimes delcgatcd to one of the possible project's team members that
was involvcd from thc bCginning.



Secondly, a secretary is responsible for checking the document on spelling, grammar and
lay-out, as well as for sending it to the client.
Finally, double-checking and signing of the proposal's contents is executed by the partner
that is responsible for the particular industry group.

On average, writing and submitting the final proposal takes around half an hour. The associated average
throughput time is one day.

11:
W~y?

What?

H02V?

Who?

Sign contract
To formalise the agreements on the possible leo project.
Should the customer agree with the contents of the final proposal, he or she signs the
document and sends it back to Pwc.
Since PwC is not directly involved in the actual signing of the contract, this question is
not considered to be rele,-ant in this case.
Signing of the contract is performed by the client's decision maker in question.

As a conclusion to this appendix, remark that the execution of the different steps is - in addition to the
instruments considered above - supported by the skills and knowledge (partly developed through
experience) of the PWC representative(s) involved, and possibly by the consultation - i.e. indirect
involvement - of internal experts, e.g. with regard to a specific industry sector, and (therefore) by PwC's
network of contacts.



Appendix I: Deviations from the regular leo proposal process flow

In order to be complete, the description of the ICO proposal process should not solely pertain to the
regular course of events, as covered in subsection 3.0.5, but additionally consider the most significant
variations on the aforementioned. The significance of a particular deviation is determined by two aspects,
namely its frequency of occurrence, and its impact on the contents of the ICO project's proposal process.
Logically, the significance of a certain variation is proportional to both.
The two most significant deviations are concisely discussed below, so as to complement the description in
the subsection 3.0.5.

First of all, an ICO project's proposal phase can - in principle - be ended by either PwC or the customer
during or after the execution of each of the process steps described in subsection 3.0.5.
The possible tennination of the proposal process by PWC is based on a continually, often not really
explicitly made assessmenl of - on the one hand - the probability of the projecL tn actually be executed as
well as the resulting effort that will be required from PwC: during the remainder of the proposal phase,
and on the other the expected benefits related to the future project from the perspec1ive of PwC
Logically, the actual decision to abandon a possible ICO project's proposal process is motivated by the
existence of an imbalance between the former and the latter in PwC's view.
The variables that possibly influence the potential ending of the proposal stage by the customer are
expounded on in subsection 4.2.2, and are therefore not covered here. It should be noted however, that
although a suchlike termination can occur at any stage in the proposal process, practice shows that a client
usually decides to end the ICO project - if terminated at all - during, or directly after the execution of
steps 2, 4, 6 or 9.
Naturally, the impact of a suchlike deviation on the course of an ICO project's proposal phase is
extremely high. Its frequency of occurrence is already covered in subsection 4.2.1, and is therefore not
elaborated on at this point.

Secondly, the ICO proposal process is subject to high frequency variations during the stage that succeeds
the preparation of the intake meeting, and precedes the composing of the project team. As remarked in
subsection 3.0.5, the external and internal steps of which this phase consists only exhibit a certain degree
of consistency in their collective contents. In addition however, the number and order of the meetings and
possible workshops can also vary considerably from project to project. Furthermore, the aforementioned
stage can include separate presentations at the client that serve to clarify a certain topic discussed prior to
the particular presentation. Suchlike presentations are not performed very often though.
Although being characterised by a high frequency of occurrence, the aforementioned deviations' impact
on the course of the leo proposal process is rather limited due to the previously mentioned consistency
in the involved steps' collective contents.



Appendix J: Information on the limited use of scientific literature in the analysis

In the fIrst place, the amount of articles found that could be of use in light of the third research question
(as described in section 4.1) was rather small, although a large collection of databases (e.g. Google Scholar,
ABI Inform, Psych Info, Emerald MCB, Elsevier Science Direct, \""eb of Science) was searched on a
multitude of (combinations of) both controlled (thesaurus) and uncontrolled terms.

Secondly, the papers out of this small collection of articles Ihat pertain directly In the process according to
which (professional) services are purchased (refer to Day and Barksdale Jr. (1992 and 1994), Ettenson and
Turner (1997), Gallouj (1997), amI Kugyte and Sliburyte (2005)) all appeared to conceptualise the latter
process in a manner that does not entirely fIt the ICO proposal process in two respects.
Firstly, all of the aforementioned authors presume the customer to recognise a certain need and start a
tendering process subsequently. Yet, the analysis that is conducted as part of the graduation project has
shown that PwC was the one to start the ICO proposal process in almost all of the cases, and often
needed to convince the customer - to a certain degree - of their need for an ICO project.
In the second place, as a result of the above, the factors that are considered to be relevant within the latter
process concern criteria for the selection of a service provider out of a collection of providers, as well as
to their evaluation after the service has been rendered. The analysis however revealed that competitors
were involved in only one out of the total of eleven ICO proposal processes. Yet, in two out of the
remaining ten cases, the client decided to perform the associated ICO project itself. In that respect, the
particular divisions within customer organisations that could be supposed to possess the knowledge and
skills to conduct ICO projects might be considered competitors as well

In the third place, the selection of a service provider is severely complicated by the intangible nature of
what is bought, which precludes the evaluation of the service that is offered prior to its purchase. In fact,
as remarked by Kugyte and Sliburyte, and Gallouj, most professional services cannot even be evaluated
after their consumption, because the client lacks the necessary knowledge or capacity. This forces the
consumer to base their assessments on surrogate indicators of quality such as corporate image and
friendliness of service staff (refer to Kugyte and Sliburyte, and Day and Barksdale Jr. (1994)). Day and
Barksdale Jr. (1994) note that although the discovery of these indicators is important, the identification of
the particular cues that customers use to assess a provider on indicators such as industry experience and
reputation is of equal signifIcance. Yet, the latter authors were unable to find studies that examined these
cues. It should furthermore be remarked that researching the selection and evaluation process is highly
complex due to the fact that indicators (and cues) that are used as well as their relative importance arc
likely to vary in time and from person to person (confer Day and Barksdale Jr. (1994), and Gallouj).

In addition, both Day and Barksdale Jr. (1994), and Ettenson and Turner observe major shortcomings in
prior research on client decision making in the purchasing of (professional) services.

Besides the articles that focus on the process according to which services are purchased, a number of
papers that examine the relations between the concept of relationship quality, its determinants, and sales
success in a service environment (refer to e.g. Crosby, Evans and Cowles, and Huntley) were found.
Crosby, Evans and Cowles remark that effective relationship selling is highly critical in the context of
professional services. The latter is supported by the fact thai Ihe establishment of close relationships with
customers is pari of PwCs sales strategy (confer appendix F). However, Huntley notes that "there iJ a lack
r!f!)IJtematic theo~y wnJtrudion baJed on a mmmonb: accepted definition (1 relationJhip qualiff' (page 703). Therefore,
although the notion of relationship lluality is concluded to drive the emergence of future sales
opportunities (Crosby, Evans and Cowles) or actual sales and recommendation intention (Huntly), the
value of these conclusions is questionable. Nevertheless, general information on the nahlre of the relation
between PwC and the client, and between the different people that were directly involved is collected for
every ICO proposal process, as noted in subsection 4.2.2.



Appendix K: Individual leo proposal process descriptions

As stated in the introduction to section 4.2, this appendix provides descriptions of both the untimely
ended and the successfully completed leO proposal processes that were conducted thus far.
Apart from the variables that are expounded in subsection 4.2.2, a description of customer organisation in
question, the PWC employees involved, the (intended) project scope, and the external proposal process
steps that were conducted are recorded for every project in order for the descriptions to be more
complete and to possibly discover patterns that were not to be expected beforehand. Furthermore, the
point at which the proposal process was terminated (if that was the case) might contain valuable
infonnation on what could have potentially caused its ending.
Tn addition, the description of each of the untimely terminated reo proposal processes contains an
account of the reasons and causes behind its ending, as well as of what PwC should have done differently
- according to the company itself - with hindsight, if anything at all. The latter is subsumed under the
proposal process attribute termed 'Termination background'.

The descriptions of each of the respective leo proposal processes are presented in tables 12 through 23
below.



Proposal process attribute I Value

Customer An international mobile communications carrier's Dutch branch.
Nature of relation between PwC and customer PwC had been the client's accountant for around six years.

C. PwC had recently conducted a SOX compliance project at the client, which revealed major inefficiencies in the customer's
systcm of internal control. Onc of thc problcm owncrs cxprcsscd awarcncss of thcsc incfficiencies in one of the meetings that
took place as part of that SOX compliance project.

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)
According to PwC, the existence of momentum for an ICO project resulted from a combination of two facts. On the one
hand, thc client was actively searching for opportunities to rapidly reduce costs, since its parent company allowed cost savings
to be invested according to the customer's own judgement. On the other hand, the high degree of ineHiciency enabled
relatively high savings on a short term.

Conducted external process steps An intake meeting.
Customer representatives involved The CFO (decision maker) and the risk manager (prohlem owner).
PwC employees involved Robert van Vianen.

Client and PwC representatives involved knew each other quite well, because Robert had already been involved in two major
Nature of relation between people involved projects at the particular customer, which required him to deliberate with both the CFO and thc risk manager. There were no

indications of disturbances within this relationship.
Intended project scope ICO within the four financial processes that were part of the scope of the SOX project.

Roth the CFO and the risk manager were committed to conducting an ICO project after the intake meeting. However, the
CFO was compelled to submit the project to a representative of the customer's parent company for approval. This person did
not give permission, because a cost reduction project was to be carried out on an international level, and the parent company
wanted to await the latter project's results before possibly embarking on the ICO project. PwC was not aware of the parent
company's influence in advance, but attempted to get in contact urith a parent company representative following the rejection.

Termination background
Yet, this attempt stranded internally.

In addition to the future cost reduction project, the upcoming SOX update might have had influence on the parent company's
decision, as it was planning on an international SOX update compliance project that could possibly include some ICO.
Furthermore, the company's Dutch branch had been preliminarily taken out of the SOX project scope due to a decrease in
materiality that resulted from a decline of revenue. Logically, the aforementioned negatively influenced the importance placed
on internal control within the Dutch division.

Table 12: Untimely ended leO proposalprocess 1



Customer
Proposal process attribute I Value

An international TCT-consultanc " -desi ,-de lovment, and -mana ement services rovider's Dutch branch.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer
PwC had been the client's accountant for around eight years. Furthermore, Pwc:'s Advisory branch had performed a number
of roOects at the articular customer.
B. Prior to the start of the proposal process, a periodical, higher-level issue identification meeting was conducted. The latter
meeting was attended by Robert van Vianen and a SPA partner. The Information Management and Business Processes
(abbreviated I\1BP) director participated on behalf of the client. One of the topics that came up during this conversation was
the Six-Sigma programme the company was initiating, which resulted in a follow-up meeting and thereby the slarf of the
proposal process.

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)
PWC believed there to be momentum for an ICO project for a combination of three aspects. First of all, the client was
initiating a Six-Sigma programme and the T1'vrRP director had committed himself 10 a certain amount of cost reduction as a
result of this endeavour. In the second place, PwC had observed a large number of inefficiencies in the company's system. of
internal control during previous projects (in the context of the financial audit), meaning that cost savings potential existed on
this area. Thirdly, PwC had conducted ICO projects in a Six-Sigma-hke manner in the past (Robert van Vianen being a Six
Si a master hlack belt .
An intake meetin , which was focussed on TCO on the one hand, and the client's Six-Si a ro ramme to-he on the other.

Robert had spoken 'N1.th the L\1BP director on several occasions prior to the proposal process. The relationship between both
was ood.

The director Ii\ffiP decision maker and roblem owner.
Robert van Vianen.

Nature of relation between people involved

Intended project scope
Because of the rather general nature of the intake meeting, a potential project's exact scope had not been agreed upon yet.
However, TeO was to he incor orated into the com an's fuhlre Six-Si a to amme.

Termination background
TIle cmtomer did not want to engage in an ICO project at dlat time due to the uncertainty resulting from the upcoming
mer er with another firm.



Customer
Proposal process attribute I Value

The Dutch branch of a com an T su Ivin ean countries.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer
PwCs Advisory hranch had performed
relationshi s are unknown.

a SOX compliance project at the particular client. Potential further business

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)

Conducted external process steps

Customer re resentatives involved
PwC em 10 cees involved

Nature of relation between people involved

Termination hackground

C. During the SOX compliance project that PwC conducted prior to the proposal process, the client appeared to experience
difficulties describing their control measures. Furthermore, the customer indicated to be aware of inefficiencies ",cithin its
internal control system during the aforementioned project. The latter inefficiencies were naturally also observed by PwC, and
mainly concerned insufficient use of opportunities for automation

It should be noted that the company eventually appeared to be unable to perfonn all tasks on - among others - the
aforementioned areas itself. Therefore, one PwC employee has been dedicated to the customer in question for two years in
order to support the internal audit department. IIowever, as can be concluded [rom the aforementioned, this support concerns
a domain that extends be -ond ICO.



d tlth f

Proposal process attribute I Value
Customer An international provider of telecommunication services' Dutch hranch.

PwC had been the client's accountant for a long time (at least seven years). In fact, the customer in question was one of PwC's
Nature of relation between PwC and customer largest on the area of l\ssurance. Furthermore, PwC's Advisory branch had conductcd a number of projects at the particular

client.
C. A SOX compliance project, performed bv PwC, was on the verge of being completed at the moment the proposal process
started and had revealed rather large inefficiencies w'ithin the system of internal control. The customer acknowledged the latter

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)
and wanted to start an ICO project directly after completing the SOX compliance project.

The momentum for the ICO project followed from the client's desire to initiate a suchlike project directly after completion of
the SOX compliance project, since the knowledge gained through the latter project would still be fresh at that point.

Conducted external process steps An intake meeting
Customer representatives involved The Risk Manager responsible for the customer's main divisions (problem owner).
PwC employees involved Robert van Vianen and a SPA partner.
Nature of relation between people involved All people involved had worked together on the SOX compliance project. Their relationship was good.
Intended project scope A potential project's scope had not been agreed upon yet.

The client decided to carry out the project internally, because it considered itself to posses the necessary knowledge and skills
to do so. PwC knew of the presence of the latter knowledge and skills in advance and was therefore already aware of the fact
that its role in a potential project would he limited to providing some addiTional support and / or purely manpower.
Logically, executing the project internally would cost the customer less than involving Pwc. The latter should be considered in
light of the fact that the client radically reduced the overall budget for PwC services prior to the proposal process. This
reduction was caused hy two aspects. In the first place, the customer was now 'in control' according to PwC, meaning that less
money would need to be spent on improving the effectiveness of the internal control system. Secondly, the customer and PwC

Termination background had made some ambiguous agreements on who was going to do what in past projects. As a result, PwC perfoITlled and charged
for relatively much work. i\lthough the client recognised its own responsibility in this matter, the issue resulted in more
consideration being spent on the division of work over internal and external parties and - in part and as stated before - caused
the budget decrease.

With hindsight, PwC acknowledges that chances of success would have been higher if the proposal process was started earlier,
i.e. not just before completion of the SOX compliance proJect, as the client had indicated to want to start an lCO project

Table 15: Untimely ended leO proposalprocess 4



Customer

Proposal process attribute I Value
The Dutch branch of a company providing subscription services worldwide, functioning as an intermediary between a large
collection of ublishers and their client base.

Nature of relation bctween PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)

Customer representatives involved

PwC em 10 °ees involved
Nature of relation between eo Ie involved

Intended project scope

Termination backgrOlUld

PwC had been the client's accountant for around three years. Furthermore, the Tax & Human Resource Services branch had
erformed some ro·ects at the com an, in llestion.

A. According to PwC, there was no concrete reason to assume that client awareness 'W"ith respect to one or more ICO related
issues would exist. However, previously conducted projects in the context of the [mancial audit had shown that the company's
system of internal control was both ineffective and ineHicient.

In PwC's view, momentum for an ICO project exiSTed hecause a reorganisation was about to occur and the customer was in
the middle of a conversion from an outdated information technology system Lo a SAP enterprise resource planning system.
Both could logically have significant impact on the company's processes and system of internal control. The fact that part of
the client's processes and internal control system were changing or about to change anyway, in combination with the fact that
pasT projects had revealed that the current system of internal control was both inefficient and ineffective, could convince the
customer that the time was ri ht to redesi 1 the latter s stem.
;\n intake meetin .
The CFO (decision maker). Apart from the fact that he was the most knowledgeable 'W"ith respect to risk management within
the client's organisation, this person was chosen as a conversational partner because he was relatively new to the company and
therefore - accordin to PwC - ossibl, more liable.
Robert van Vianen and an Assurance artner.
Robert did not know the CFO in advance. The assurance artner did, however, and there relationshi was ood.
The project was intended to be aimed at optimising the company's entire system of internal control, with an emphasis on
subscri tion mana ement.
Because of the fact that the company's costs were surpassing revcnues, it was searching for opportunities to cut costs quickly.
For that reason, a reorganisation was about to take place, as mentioned above. In light of this reorganisation, the customer did
not want to en a e in an' additional rojects that could result in si nificant chan es.



Cusromer

Proposal process attribute I Value
The Dutch branch of an organisation that performs various media-related functions, such as magazine, newspaper and
educational ublishm, rovision of electronic media services, and ress distribution and kiosk 0 erations.

Nature of relation hetween PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point CA, B, C, D)

Conducted external process steps

PwC had been the client's accountant for around two years at the start of the proposal process. Due to an incident on
international level, that business relationship ended around one year ago. Yet, the latter incident took place after completion of
the ro osal rocess, meanin that it was of no influence whatsoever.
D. "\ higher-level issue identification meeting was conducted prior to the start of the proposal process by Rohert van Vianen
and an Assurance partner on behalf of PwC, and the CFO on behalf of rhe customer.
Furthermore, awareness of ICO related issues \V-ithin the client's organisation existed - according to PwC - for two reasons.
On the one hand, an evaluation of the internal control system in the context of the financial audit had shown that controls
were not described properly. On the other hand, the aforementioned evaluation revealed that the company, which had just
started to implement a SAP entcrprise rcsource planning system at the time, was not properly shaping its IT gcncral controls.
Besides, the customer itself had indicated it was struggling with the development of these controls.

PwC considered the momentum [or an ICO project to primarily follow from the facts that the company was implementing the
SAP enterprise resource planning system at the time, and that part of the ICO related problems were directly connected with
this s ·stem.
An intake meeting, a discussion of the concept proposal, and signing of the contract. After signing the contract, a workshop
was performed. The goal of this workshop was to increase the level of risk awareness within the relevant part of the
organisation by firstly expounding PwC's view on risk and intemal control, and subsequently translating that view to the
clicnt's situation and triggcring participants' own thoughts on thc mattcr by asking qucstions. Following this workshop, the

ro'ect slowly died out.



Proposal process attribute I Value

Customer representatives involved

PwC em 10 'ees involved

Nature of relation between people ulYolved

Intended project scope

Termination background

The Cb'O (decision maker) was involved from the beginning of the proposal process to the signing of the contract inclusive,
The workshop was conducted by the PwC representative involved in cooperation with the risk manager (problem owner) and
attended by a number of people from the IT department (problem owners),
1'0 problem owners were involved in the proposal process for political reasons, PwC realizes that, in general, this does not
re resent a desirable course of events, However, the s ecific client situation re uired a deviation from that 0 timal ath,
Robert van Vianen,
Robert already knew all of the different client employees involved from previously executed projects, Their rclationship was

ood,
ICO within IT processes, \'fore specifically, a control framework showing the relevant IT processes, related risks, and
accom anvin current controls as well as control a s was to be develo ed,
In the period following the completion of the workshop, the level of risk awareness withul the IT department appeared to still
be rather low, considering the involved employees did not seem to want to dedicate the required amounts of time and attention
to the ICO project, The involved manager's level of commitment grew, according to PwC, during the execution of the project,
but he was unable to motivate his subordinates to cooperate to a sufficient extent, PwC then tried to draw in the CFO in order
to make use of his influence, but he refused because he considered the project to be the involved manager's responsibility.
Eventually, PwC decided to abandon the project sincc all additional effort proved unfruitful.

In retrospect, PwC considers the lack of risk awareness within the particular client's organisation to be a fundamental problem,
sUlee both PwC and its main competitors have been and are currently struggling with similar issues at the customer in question,
According to PwC, the lack of risk awareness might be relatcd to the nature of the company,
On the other hand, PwC acknowledges that it would have been better to have taken more time to perform the workshop (or
possibly have conducted more workshops) in order to have created more room for discussion and by doing so, involving the
customer re resentatives to an even hi her de ree,



Customer
Proposal process attribute I Value

TIle Dutch branch uf an ener 'su lier 0 eratln mainl in the N edlerlands, Bel iU11l and Gennan '.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer
The client can be characterised as a track 2 target custorner. The specific type and number of consultancy services provided

rior to the start of the ro osal rocess are unknown.

Proposal process starting point (A, 13, C, D)

A. According to PwC, there was no concrete reason to assume that client awareness with respect to one or more ICO related
issues would exist. However, the proposal process was started by PwC because it came to PwC's attention that an IT manager
within the customer organisation wanted to redesign part of the company's system of internal control Lased on the CoLiT
framework.

Conducted external process steps

Termination background

Customer representatives involved



Customer
Proposal process attribute I Value

A distributor and trade marketer of odd issues of rna azines, comic books, novels and uzzles '.N'ithin the Netherlands.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)

Customer representatives involved

PwC em 10 ·ees involved

Nature of relation between people involved

PwC had been the client's accountant for around two years at the start of the proposal process. Due to an incident on
international level at the customer's parent company, that business relationship ended around one year ago. Yet, the latter
incident took lace after com letion of the ro osal rocess, meanin that it was of no influence whatsoever.
C. A project, carried out by PwC in the context of the fInancial audit revealed ineffIciencies within the company's system of
internal control.

Momentum for an ICO project existed, because the client had developed a project plan in which high priority was given to
ICO related activities.
l\.n intake meetin ,discussion of the conce t ro osal, and si 'n of the contract.
The controller (decision maker and - in part - problem owner) was involved all proposal process steps. The COO (problem
owner) ani, attended the intake meetin .
Robert van Vianen.
Robert had been involved in projects at the particular client for quite a long time and therefore knew the both of the client
re resentatives involved well. Their relationshi was ood.
ICO within the distribution rocess back from the retailers, '.N'ith res ect to both the 0



Customer

Proposal process attribute I Value
The same as that of untimely ended project 2, namely an international ICT-consultancy, -design, -deployment, and 
management services provider's Dutch branch. The prematurely terminated project's proposal process preceded the execution
of the roO ect described in this table.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point (A, 13, C, D)

Conducted external process steps

PwC had been the client's accountant for around eight years. Furthermore, PwC's Advisory branch had performed a number
of ro'ects at the articular customer.
C. A customer representative had informed PwC that the company was about to start \vith its Six-Sigma programme.
Furthermore, awareness of the leo related issues had been developed during the previously conducted - but unsuccessful 
proposal process.

PwC believed there to be momentum for an ICO project for a combination of three aspects. First of all, the client was on the
verge of initiating a Six-Sigma programme and the T\1RP director had committed himself to a certain amount of cost reduction
as a result of this endeavour. In the second place, PwC had observed a large nurnber of inefficiencies in the company's system
of internal control during previous projects (in the context of the financial audit), meaning that cost savings potential existed
on this area. Thirdly, PwC had conducted ICO projects in a Six-Sigma-like manner in the past (Robert van Vianen being a Six
Si a master black belt .
Five meetings, a discussion of the concept proposal, and the signing of the contract.
Looking back, PwC is of the opinion that the preparation of the various meetings should have been better. Since it took a while
before PwC determined what the client wanted to achieve through its Six-Slgma programme, more meetings were conducted
than necessa '.

Customer re resentatives involved The 1MBI' director and the or anisation's Six-Si

I'",'C employees involved

Nature of relation between people involved

Project scope

Robert van Vianen (all proposal process steps) and a PI principal manager (two meetings and discussion of the concept
ro osal). The PwC re resentatives involved devela ed the conce t ro osal to ether.

Robert had been involved in previous projects at the particular client and therefore knew both of the customer representatives
involved quite well. "lheir relationship was good. The PI principal manager did not know both of the client representatives very
well prior to the proposal process. Yet, he got along fine, especially with the Six-Sigma specialist, because of their shared
back round.
ICO and process improvement encapsulated into the company's Six-Sigma programme. Because of the process improvement
element, it is questionable whether this project complies \vith the formal demands on a project to be called an ICO project
refer to subsection 3.0.3 .



Customer

Proposal process attribute I Value
The same as that of untimely ended project 6, namely the Dutch branch of an organisation that performs various media related
functions, such as magazine, newspaper and educational publishing, provision of electronic media services, and press
distribution and kiosk operations. The proposal process related to the projecr that is described in this table was initiated around
three months after the termination of the revious ro·ect.

Nature of relation between PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point (A, B, C, D)

Customer representatives involved

PwC em 10 'ees involved

Nahlre of relation between people involved

PwC had been the client's accountant for around two years at the start of the proposal process. Due to an incident on
international level, that business relationship ended around one year ago. Yet, the latter incident took place after completion of
the ro osal rocess, meanin that it was of no influence whatsoever.
C. The customer's CFO had contacted PwC concerning rco related issues in the process related to selling advertisements.
Furthermore, previously conducted projects in the context of the f11lancial audit had shown that the company's system of
internal control was both ineffective and ineHicient.

.".ccording to PwC, the existence of momenhlm for the rca project followed from the client's own desire to conduct an rco
project. The latter desire resulted from the fact that the process in question embodied an important source of income for the
customer.
An intake meetin and the si
The CFO (decision maker).
Similar to the prematurely terminated project, no problem owners were involved in the proposal process for political reasons.
PwC realizes that, in general, tlJis does not represent a desirable course of events. However, the specific client situation
required a deviation from that optimal path

PwC considers the fact that this project was completed successfully and the preceding one was not, to be primarily caused by
the higher level of risk awareness within the customer's organisation during the successfully completed one. The latter mainly
resulted, in PwC's view, from the fact that the process related to the selling of advertisements embodied a significanl source of
income for the client, while the IT processes on which the previous projcct focussed did not. However, PwC also
acknowled es that the fact that three worksho s were now conducted, instead of just one, had some influence in this res eel.
Robert van Vianen.
Robert had been involved in previous projects at the particular client and therefore already knew the customer's CFO. Their
relationslJi wasood.
rca 'within the process related to selling advertisements. More specifically, a control framework showing the relevant risks, and
accom an ,in current controls as well as control a s was to be devclo cd.



Customer
Proposal process attribute I Value

A com any that rovides 10 .stic services within the Netherlands.
Nature of relation between PwC and customer

Proposal process starting point (A, R, C, D)

Conducted external process stcps

Customer re resentatives involved
PwC em 10 "ees illvolved

Nature of relation between people involved

Project scope

PwC had been the client's accountant for around three ears.
C. The client was implementing a SAP enterprise resource planning system and expressed its desire to design a selection of its
authorisation procedures (part of the company's system of controls) more efficiently during a project that was conducted in the
context of a financial audit.

The fact that momenhlm for an TCO project existed directly followed from the customer's desire to conduct an ICO project,
which in rurn resulted from the in,plementation of the SAP enterprise resource planning system since this provided
o orrunities for the authorisation rocedures to be desl ed more efficiently.
The signing of the contract. :\10 external process steps were performed prior to the latter, because the project had a railier
limited sco e.
The head of the client's IT de artment.
Robert van Vianen. He also wrote the conce t ro osal.
Robert had been involved in projects at the particular customer before and therefore knew the client representative involved
rather well. Their rclationshi was ood.
Redesigning the authorisation procedures v.>ithin the company's payroll process. It seems questionable whether this project
does not merely concern an ERP Security & Controls project, since it could be considered to pertain solely to the automation
of certain controls, without reasonin from a broader rocess- and risk-related ers ective.



Appendix L: Example of a hierarchy of performance measures

As noted in section 7.1, figure 19 below contains an example of a hierarchy of performance measures
across the four perspectives of Kaplan and Norton's Balanced Scorecard. Remark that the abbreviation
'ROCE' stands for 'rerum on capital employed'.
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Appendix M: Generalised decision frame

Goossenaerts and Pels introduce the concept of a decision frame as a means of expressing the issue
around which a redesign project centres. It is displayed in figure 20 below.

c<igure 20: the deiisio17 frame (copiedfrom Goossenaetts and Pel.0

As can be seen in the figure, the decision frame is constituted by three kinds of items, namely: decision
objectives, performance indicators, and decision variables.
Decision objectives are a statement of the types of system performance (i.e. performance measures) that
are targeted by the redesign project, as well as the desired performance development on these measures
that is to be achieved through the project.
Performance indicators embody the operationalisation of the performance measures and therefore enable
explication and comparison of the system's actual and desired performance.
Decision variables refer to the attributes of the system that can be altered as part of the redesign in order
to impact the system's performance. In addition, these decision variables can be accompanied by so-called
decision constraints, which are limitations on the possible values of the decision variables.

Furthermore, figure 20 stresses the importance of consistency between the items of which the decision
frame is comprised. Firstly, performance indicators should be consistent 'N-ith performance dimensions to
allow for a valid comparison of the system's actual and desired performance. In the second place, decision
variables ought to be consistent \vith performance indicators in order for the alignment of targeted and
actual performance to be achievement through changes of these variables. Note that compliance with the
lattcr two rcquircments implies consistcncy of decision variables and pcrformance dimcnsions.

In the remainder of this appendix, the redesign issue expounded in section 7.1 is characterised further
through elaborating it - as far as possible - into a generalised decision frame. The specification of the
measure- and indicator-dimensions of the latter decision frame is largely founded on the work of
Loosschilder (2006). Therefore, the implications of, and justification for doing so are briefly discussed
prior to actually characterising the redesign issue further.

Loosschilder conducted a literature review on performance measurement of a specific type of process
termed workflow, in order to cstablish a basis for determirung thc effects of redcsigrung suchlike
proccsscs. In the context of that review, a workflow is intcrpreted as a business process that delivers
services or informational products. Rcijers (2003) typifies this intclprctation as popular, but slightly
narrow. According to the latter author, workflows exhibit two essential characteristics that enable them to
be differentiated from other kinds of processes. These properties, which are described below, seem to also
be part of the workflow definition employed by Loosschilder, albeit implicitly.
In the first place, a workflow is case-based. The concept of a case refers to "the subject of operations in a
bUJine.f.f proceJs execution" (Reijers, page 15), such as a subscription request, a mortgage application, or the
request for a specific invoice to be processed and paid. A particular process is regarded as case-based if
each activity that is part of its execution can be associated with one single, discrete case. The singularity of
the case implies that it is uniquely discernable from all of Ihe other cases, while its discreteness requires it
to originate and be completed at clear points in time.



Secondly, a workflow is a make-to-order process, meaning that the receipt of an order triggers its
execution. Thus, a workflow cannot be performed in advance of the actual order, which represents a
make-to-stock situation.
Yet, Reijers also states that practical workflows can incorporate batch processing and periodic activities,
which violate the above characteristics to some degree. After all, batch processing and periodic activities
refer to a number of sin~le, discrete cases bein~ piled up and handled as a whole. Tn addition, the
execution of periodic activities and of batch processing activities are triggered by, respectively, the expiring
of a fixed period of time and the arrival of a predetermined amount of cases.

The results of the study by Loosschilder consist - among other things - of a set of performance
dimensions, decompositions of those dimensions into a collection of performance measures, and
operationalisations of these measures. The performance dimensions and the measures of which they are
comprised represent a synthesis of the dimensions and measures that are employed in scientific literature
as a means to express performance of the aforementioned type of process. Translation of the performance
measures into an operational form is based on the author's own thinking, due to a lack of literature on
that subject.

Furthermore, while the dimensions of performance described by Loosschilder can be considered to apply
to all kinds of processes (as stated by Reijers), their disintegration into performance measures is specific to
workflows to a certain extent, as it appears to be impossible to derive a completely universal set of these
measures. IIence, the development of a generalised collection of performance measures and
accompanying performance indicators for the type of TCO projects defined before is prohibited by the
necessity of reflecting differences in nature between workflows and other types of processes.

As describe before, it is decided to base the set of performance measures and their operationalisations on
the work of aforementioned author. The resulting focus on workflows is deemed to be justified by SFA's
current strong orientation towards administrative processes that are particularly relevant in light of reliable
financial reporting, such as the billing of customers and the processing of invoices. After all, these
processes deliver services or informational products. Tn addition, it is expected that the majority exhibits
the two essential workflow characteristics discussed before, based on a rough inspection of a number of
example processes.

Tn accordance with what is stated above, the next part of this appendix is concerned ",'ith the achlal
specification of the performance measures, performance indicators, and decision variables for the kind of
TCO project defined before. Remark that although Loosschilder is not referred to in every single
paragraph that follows, the description of the measures and indicators are partly constituted of
paraphrases and quotations of the latter author's work.

Performance measures:
Loosschilder contends that the following performance dimensions are representative of the dimensions
used in literature to express the performance of workflows:

• Time
• Cost
• Quality, which can be split into an external and an internal quality sub-dimension

• Flexibility

Furthermore, the latter author distinguishes between a number of perspectives from which these
dimensions could be considered, each of which relates to the interests of a particular stakeholder in the
process in question:

• The management perspective, which concerns the viewpoint of the party that governs the process.

• The customer perspective, pertainin~ to the viewpoint of the party that receives the process's output.

• The operator perspective, which relates to the viewpoint of those who are concerned with the actual
execution of the process.

According to Loosschilder, these perspectives can be mapped onto the performance dimensions identified
before as displayed in table 24 below.



• Service time:

• Queue time:

• Wait time:

• Move time:

• Set-up time:

Performance dimension I Perspective(s)
Time lvIanagement perspective and customer perspective
Cost lvlanagementperspective
Quality

External quality Customer perspective
Internal quality Operator perspective

Flexibility 1'vIanagement perspective

Table 24: relation betJveen peifOrmance dimemiom andperspectizJeJ m'cording to UJoJJchilder (adoptedfrom UJomhiider)

Yet, it is advisable to complement the above perspectives with a regulator perspective, in order to enable
incorporation of performance relating to the objectives category of compliance, as discerned by COSO
(confer appendix C). This perspective is associated with the external quality sub-dimension. In addition, as
is described later, an extra element is added to the internal quality sub-dimension, so as to facilitate the
covering of performance pertaining to the objectives category of reliable reporting, as identified by COSO
(see appendix C). The latter element relates to the management perspective.
Hence, the mapping of perspectives onto performance dimensions described by Loosschilder is
transformed into the mapping presented in table 25.

Performance dimension I Perspective(s)
Time l'vlanagement perspective and customer perspective
Cost Tvlanagement perspenive
Quality

External quality Customer perspective and regulator perspective

.!?ternal quality Operator perspective and management perspective
Flexibility l'vlanagement perspective

Table 25: relation between peifOrmance dimenJionJ andperJpectiveJ in the context ifthiJ report

The decomposition of the aforementioned performance (sub-)oonensions into their constitutive
performance lneasures is presented below.

Time perkJrmanCe dimension:
The lime dimension can be disintegrated into the following performance measures:

• Lead-time: the time it takes to handle an entire case, and which is composed of the
throughput times of all the tasks that are executed for that particular case.

• Throughput time: the time that expires between the mornent a task for a specific case is completed
and the moment that the subsequent task for that case is completed. Throughput
time in turn is (potentially) constituted of service time, queue time, wait time,
move time, and set-up time.

the time that resources spend on actually handling the case.

the time that a case spends waiting in queue.
all other time that a case spends waiting, e.g. the amount of time that a case in
one out of parallel several branches has to wait for synchronisation \vith the
other parallel branches.

the time required to move a case between tasks.
the time it takes to set-up tasks for a case, e.g. the time required for the resource
to get acquainted with the case before the actual processing can start.

The above measures, as well as the relations between them, are depicted in figure 21 below.
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Costperformance dimension:
\vithin the cost dimension, a distinction can be made between measures that depend on the operation of
the system under consideration, and measures that do not. The latter measures are either fixed costs, or
one-time investments related to the transition frotn one system design to another. Although these
investments actually represent spending rather than cost, they are included in this dimension because of
their financial nature.
Both the operations-dependent, and operations-independent cost measures are described below.

the costs of keeping records and products (e.g. fue cabinets).

the costs for moving (intermediate) products and sharing information.

the costs for keeping the entire workflow intact.

the proportion between the amount of time that resources spend on
actually handling cases and the amount of time that they are available for
processmg.

Remark that the administrative costs measure appears to be rather general in comparison to the other
measures. This could either mean that it is ill-defmed in the sense that not all of the concept's specification
potential is utilised, or that its specification is relatively situation dependent. Assuming the latter, neither
Loosschilder nor Brand and Van Der Kolk (1995) - from which Loosschilder adopted the measure in
question - provide much clarity as to the types of cost that can be comprehended by the administrative
costs measure. Yet, Loosschilder does note that in the context of his review, the measure mainly
comprises third party costs, i.e. costs for outsourcing a particular task or for obtaining information from a
third party.

Opera/ionJ-independen/ cfJ.IlmeaJure.l~·

• Labour costs: the costs of the workforce that processes the cases in the workflow.
Note in case part-time operators are employed, labour costs also depend
on the system's operations to some degree.

• Machinery investment: an investment in machinery when automating a detective control activity,
or introducing a new control activity that requires a sin-lllar type of
investment, in the context of a redesign effort.

• Training investment: investments in the training or instructing of employees that are required
as a result of changes to the set of control activities.

The above three operations-independent measures - as identified by Loosschilder - are complemented
with two additional ones, which follow from the considerations presented in section 7.1.



• External audit costs: costs related to the periodic monitoring of the operational effectiveness
of the control activities that are intended to reduce risks related to work
performed as part of the process, as far as performed by an external
auditor.

• Development investment: investments related to the development of preventive 18 controls that are
exclusively intended to reduce risk related to the work performed as part
of the process in question.

Qua/ity performance dimension:
As described before, the quality performance dimension can be split into the sub-dimensions of external
and internallluality, according to whether the concept is considered from Ihe perspective of a parly that is
external, or internal to the process in question. These two sub-dimensions are consecutively discussed
below.

External quali(ype~formance Jub-dimenJion:
As indicated in table 25, external quality can be considered from both the client's and the regulator's point
of view. From a client's perspective, external quality refers to his or her satisfaction ,vith either the
product or the process. From a regulator's vie\V"j1oint, the sub-dimension pertains to the degree in which
the product and the process comply with relevant rules and legislation.
An overview of quality of output and quality of process performance measures, viewed from both
perspectives, is provided below.

Quali£y of the output:

• Perfonnance:

• Output conformance:

• Serviceability:

the degree to which a product's primary operating characteristics meet
custolner requirements.

the extent to which a product's design and operating characteristics meet
established standards. Aside from its relevance for the client's vie\Vpoint,
this measure reflects output quality from a regulator's perspective, since
part of the latter standards could be imposed in the form of rules or
legislation.

the speed, courtesy, and competence of correcting rnistakes.

Bureaucratic language simplification:

Information availability:

Quali£y 0/the pmcc.lJ·:

Information on application status:•

•

the extent to which rules or legislation that apply to the
process under consideration are complied 'Writh.

Purthermore, as stated by Reijers, external process quality (from a client's point of view) is commonly
measured in terms of time. Since time is distinguished as a separate performance dimension in this report,
none of the external process quality perfonnance measures relates to the latter dimension.
Finally, note that the classification of tbe above measures as either operations-dependent or operations
independent is less straightforward than for those belonging to the dimensions discussed before. Yet, all
are deemed likely to be influenced by the process operation 10 some degree, which would make them
operations-dependent.

•

the degree to which information on the status of a case
that is being processed by the workflow is provided.

the clearness in tbe presentation.

the time required to get updated on the status of a
particular case.

The above three process quality performance measures from a customer perspective - as discerned by
Loosschilder - are complemented ,vith an additional one, so as to incorporate process quality from a
regulator's perspective:

• Process conformance:

Internal quali(y pCJftrmance Jub-dimemion:

18 Note that thc costs for developing detective control activities, if any, are deemed to be covered by the machinery and
training cost measurcs.



In accordance with table 25, internal quality is considered from the viewpoint of those concerned with the
actual execution of the process in question (the operator perspective), and of the party governing the
particular process (the management perspective).

Internal quality from an operator perspective relates to the conditions under which the employees
perform the work in the workflow. In literature, high internal quality from an operator viewpoint is
associated with high motivation, high external quality (from a client's perspective), high satisfaction with
the work, and low absenteeism and turnover.

According to De Koning and De Mast (2006), internal quality from a management perspective concerns
the process' effectiveness and efficiency and can be decomposed into measures such as error rates, cycle
time, and costs. Yet, the dimensions described before largely cover these measures. While COSO discerns
reliable reporting as a distinct objectives category (refer to appendix C), it is therefore decided to instead
interpret internal quality from a management vie'N-point as the quality of information-processing, i.e. the
degree in which information-processing that is conducted as part of the process meets established
standards.
As stated by Reijers, information processing is central to the majority of workflows. \X'ithin other types of
processes, such as those that produce goods to stock, information processing is not part of the primary
activities. However, some information processing will always be performed.
It should be remarked that since quality of information processing is part of the internal quality sub
dimension, it is taken to primarily influence the reliability of the organisation's internal data files. In case
the process in question produces informational products, such as an invoice that is sent to a customer, the
reliability of inforn"lation that is part of that product is covered by the output quality's conformance
n"leasure.

The relevant perfonnance measures for the internal quality sub-di.mension, considered from both an
operator and a management point of view, are explained below.

Tnternal quall!YJmm an operatorperrpedi7le:

• Skill variety: the extent to which a job requires a variety of different actlV1tles in
carrying out the work, which involve the use of a number of different
skills and talents of a person.

• Task identity: the degree to which the job requires completion of a whole and
identifiable piece of work, i.e. doing a job from beginning to end with a
visible outcome.

• Task significance: the extent to which the job has a substantial impact on the lives or work
of other people, either in the in"lmediate organisation or in the external
environment.

• Autonomy: the degree to which the job provides substantial freedom, independence,
and discretion to the individual in scheduling the work and in
determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out.

• Feedback: the extent to which performing the work activities required by the job
results in the individual obtaining direct and clear information about the
effectiveness of his or her performance.

• Co-worker relations: the quality of the relations between an employee and his or her co-
workers.

"Arguably, the first five of the above measures predominantly relate to the design of the work to be
performed by each of tl"le employees. Therefore, they could by ty-pified as operations-independent.
Conversely, the latter two measures might be influenced by the system's operations.

Quali!J ofinjOrmation proceJJing:

• Completeness: the degree to which the following requirement is met:
all of the individual transactions that need to be processed as part of the
execution of the process under consideration are recorded and are
recorded only once.



A transaction refers to some change in the physical world that needs to
be mirrored in a mutation of certain data elements contained by an
organisation's information system, such as the receipt of an invoice from
a supplier.

• Accuracy: the extent to which the key data elements for the transactions that
processed as part of executing the process in question are recorded
correcdy.

• Validity: the degree to which the transactions that are processed as part of while
executing the particular process are non-fictitious and audlorised.

The above three quality of information processing measures - which are all operations-dependent - are
derived from the so-called infonnatiol1 processing objectives that are part of PwC's audit method. These
objectives GUl be mapped onto the financial statement assertions that external auditors focus on during a
financial audit.
Besides the measures listed above, Pw-C discerns restricted access as an information processing objective.
The latter objective refers to the appropriate restriction of both physical access (to assets, facilities, and
information) and logical access (to systems and data). However, because risks that can be exclusively
associated with the restricted access objective are not direcdy related to the work performed as part of a
specific business process, it is not included as a performance measure.
Furthermore, PwC associates the accuracy measure with both the correct and timely recording of
transactions. Yet, the timeliness aspect is considered to be covered by the time performance dimension
identified before and is therefore not inc01-porated into the accuracy measure's definition.
Finally, note that the three quality of information processing measures might overlap with the process
quality'S conformance measure in some cases. For example, organisations to which the United States'
SOX act of 2002 applies are legally compelled to establish such internal control over financial reporting
that - among other things - reasonable assurance (as defined in appendix C) of that reporting being
reliable exists. Ineffectiveness of internal control over (financial) reporting on an individual process level
manifests itself through underachievement on the measures identified above. Therefore, processes that
are part of the SOX audit scope are required to perform well on the latter performance measures from a
regulator's perspective.

the ability to process different kinds of cases.
the resource's ability to handle different types of cases.
the task's ability to process different kinds of cases.
the workflow's ability to handle different kinds of cases.

the ability to perform different tasks.
the ability of a resource to perform different tasks.
the ease of resource allocation within the entire workflow.

the ability to process a case using multiple routes.

the ability to handle changing volumes of input.

the ability to modify the stnlcture of the process (build time
flexibility) .

Remark that each of the above measures refers to a particular ability. Loosschilder notes that this ability
can be expressed in terms of a range (i.e. the range of variations that can be handled), time (i.e. the time
required to adapt to change), or cost (i.e. the amount of money that needs to be spent in order to adjust to

change).

Flexibility performance dimension:
According to Loosschilder, flexibility is the least noted performance dimension out of the ones identified,
and can be defined - in general terms - as "the ability to read to changeJ" (Reijers, page 166). Furthermore,
the aforementioned author distinguishes five types of flexibility, of which some can additionally be
considered at different levels. This results in set of performance measures described below, of which only
labour flexibility on a workflow level and volume flexibility are considered to depend on the operation of
the system in question. The latter implies dlat the other measures can be determined direcdy, based on the
alternative designs that are compared.

• Mix flexibility:
On a resource level:
On a task level:
On workflow level:

• Labour flexibility:
On a resource level:
On a workflow level:

• Routing flexibility:
• Volume flexibility:
• Process modification flexibility:

Performance indicators:



This part of the appendix is concerned with translating the performance measures identified above into an
operational form, meaning that they can be measured directly, or are calculable based on measurable data.
Yet, for some of these measures, the identification of an accompanying metric is case-specific or can even
be complex on the level of a particular situation, which prohibits the development of generic performance
indicators. In some of the latter cases, the non-existence of operationalisations on a general level can be
partly compensated by so-called proxies. A proxy refers to a certain property of the system's design, which
is considered to be related with the measure in question. Therefore, if two system desilSlls that are
compared differ with respect to that particular property, changing from one system desilSll to the other
will likely impact the associated measure. However, the magnitude of that impact cannot be determined
on a general level, and - in some cases - not even on the level of a specific situation.

Below, the aforementioned operationalisations and proxies are provided, categorised according to the
different (sub-)climension of performance that they associated measures cover. Again, note that the
contents of this part of the appendix are largely based on Loosschilder.

Operationalisation ofthe time performance measures:
On the level of an individual case, the different time performance measures are already operational, as
they can readily be measured or calculated, especially if standard event logs with time information arc
available (as stated by Janscn-Vullers et al. (2007)). According to Reijers, time measures are commonly
transposed from the case-level to the level of the entire process through calculation of an average value
across cases. Yet, both Reijers and Loosschilder note that using only an average value (e.g. average
throughput time of cases) can be misleading, as it does not reflect the variation in the case-level values.
Therefore, it is advisable to additionally calculate a statistic such as variance. The most detailed expression
of a measure on the level of a process is as a histogram or probability distribution that is constructed
based on its case-level values.

Operationalisation ofdle costperformance lneasures:
Operationalisations of each of the cost performance measures identified before are presented in table 26
below.

Measure I Operationalisation I Conditions
Operations-dependent meaStires:

Inventory costs t

tL (nt. of cases in the system i x ip)
i=l

t = period of review
lp = pricelcase/unit of time

Transport costs t I (distance; xtp)
i=l

t = period of review
n t = number of cases in t

tp = priceI caseI meter

Administrative costs t

t

L (operational costs;)
i=l

t = period of review

n

s·l,t

t = period of review
1 = 1...number of resources

-s· ,
h "t = hours worked by employee j during t

= period of review
= number of full-time employees

= salary of employee i over t

m = number of part-time employees

salaryI hour of employee j

husy time;,l
Pi,t = '1 bl .aVa! a e tune;.t

11 111

L(SI,t) + L(S, xh l,,)

1=1 j=1

Resource utilisation i,l

Labour costs t 19

Operations-independent measures:

19 Labour costs are in this case classified as operations-dependent, since the accompanying formula incorporates C<l'ts
related to part-time employees.



Machinery investment

Training investment

External audit costs
t

Development investment

n

L (automation investment i )

i=l

t I (training investment j )1
1=1 1=1

m

n, x L(e, xnc,xhr)
i=l

n

I (development investment 1 )

i=l

n = number of automated detective
controls + number of new controls
requiring a similar investment

n = number of employees

m 1 = number of new control activities

affecting employee i
t = period of review
n, = number of external audits during t

m = number of control activities to be
audited

e i = numher of external employees that

audit control activity i

n c, = number of hours it takes e i external

employees to audit control activity 1

hr = hourly rate external employee

n = number of preventive controls
developed

Table 26: operatiollalisation ofthe costpetfttmance measures

Remark that in case the measures of machinery investment, training investment, and development
investment are expressed as the money spent on hiring an external party (such as PwC) to respectively
automate, provide training to or instruct employees, or (co-)devclop preventive controls, they can be
calculated through a formula similar to that of the external audit cost measure.
I'urthermore, the operationalisation of the administrative costs measure needs turther spccitlcation in
order to actually be calculable, as a result of what is stated in the preceding part of this appendix with
regard to that measure.

Operationalisation ofthe qualityperformance measures:
As noted by Jansen-Vullers et al. and Loosschilder, operationalisation of the quality measures is less
straightforward th;m of those that are part of dIe previous two performance dimensions.
For some of the quality measures, definition of performance indicators on a general level is excluded
because of their situation-specificity (perfonnance, output and process conformance). In other cases,
quantitlcation might be difficult if not impossible for even a particular process, due to the very nature of
the measure (courtesy aspect of serviceability, information on application slalus, bureaucratic language
simplification, measures part of the internal quality sub-dimension, viewed from an operator perspective).
Furthermore, the relation between the individual measures and the overall concept that they together
represent is in part susceptible to personal influences. For example, individual clients may well attach
different levels of importance to a particular operating characteristic of the workflow's output, and two
employees could be equally happy with different levels of autonomy (all other things being equal).

Because of the above, Loosschilder introduces proxies for the measures belonging to the external quality
sub-dimension considered from the viewpoint of a client, and for those pertaining to the internal quality
sub-dimension, viewed from an operator perspective. These proxies are listed in tables 27 and 28 below,
together with the nature of their relation with the respective dimension of performance. A "+" denotes
that an increase in, or the introduction of, the particular system design property is expected to result in
performance improvement. A "-" naturally indicates the opposite. In addition, the proxies that are
considered to be particularly relevant in the context of the type of leO project detlned before are marked
grey. Note that since they refer to properties of the system's design, the proxies' value can be determined
directly based on the alternatives under consideration.



Table 27: proxieJ'for external qualityfrom a customerperspectilJe (adoptedfrom LooJSchilder)

Table 28: proxiesfor internal qualiry from an operatorperspective (adoptedfrom Loo-rJthildely

A numbcr of additional comments on the operationalisation of the measures that are part of each of the
sub-dimensions disccrncd bcfore arc providcd below.

Operationalisation ofthe external qualityperformance measures:
In the first place, it should in principle be possiblc to ddinc performancc indicators that reflect thc output
quality measures (from a customer viewpoint) for a spccific proccss. The lattcr is corroboratcd by thc
existence and widespread use of so-called statistical quality improvement methods, such as Six-Sigma,
since employing a suchlike method requires one to translate a certain quality characteristic into an
operational form. Among the types of quality characteristics mentioned in relation to the aforementioned
methods are the output quality measures (from a customer perspective) identified before. More
infonnation on statistical quality improvement methods, and Six-Sigma in particular, can be found in
appendix Q.

Secondly, Garvin (1984) states that the competence aspect of serviceability is reflected in the incidence of
multiple service calls to correct a single problem. Appropriate perfonnance indicators with regard to the
latter aspect could therefore be the mean and variance of the time between two such incidents.

Furthermore, the speed aspect of serviceability can be operational1y defined as the mean and variance of
both the amount of time between the moment a mistake is identified and the moment correction is started
(traditionally termed time to repair), and the amount of time it takes to correct the mistake (commonly
denoted as repair time).

Finally, the amount of time it takes to get updated on the status of a case that is being processed can
readily be measured. Therefore, the information availability measure can be represented by performance
indicators such as the mean and variance of that time across individual information requests.

Operationali-ration ofthe internal quality pelformance measures:
The information processing quality measures could be operationalised as described in table 29.

Measure I Operationalisation

C:ompleteness

Accuracy

• Mean + variance of the amount of time between two subsequent
unrecorded transactions

• Mean + variance of amount of time between two subsequent
occurrences of the same transaction being recorded twice

Mean + variance of the amonnt of time between two subsequent incorrectly



Validity

recorded transactions
~fcan + variance of the amount of timc bctwccn two subscqucnt invalid
transactions

Table 29: operationalisation ofthe information quali{y measures

Besides the frequency of different types of errors, which is expressed through the indicators in table 29,
information processing quality could be reflectcd in thc sizc of the diffcrcnt sorts of errors, in case that is
in keeping with the nature of the data clement in question. For example, the mistake of associating the
name of a supplier with the wrong supplier number when processing a paper invoice cannot be
characterised by a magnitude, because that number is either right or wrong. Yet, the error of inputting the
wrong amount of money to be paid can.
Remark that the size of a particular type of error can again be represented by its mean and variance.

Operationalisation oEdIe flexibility perEonnance meatwres:
Suggestions for translating the flexibility measures into an operational foml are presented in table 30.

Measure I Operationalisation I Conditions
J\1i..'{ flexibility resollrcc I

Mix flexibility task j

J\fi..'{ flexibility workflow

Labour flexibility resollrce i

Labour flexibility workflow, t

Routing flexibility

Yolume flexibility,

Nr. of executable case types I

n
j

I (J\1i..'{ flexibility resOllrce ,)

i=l

MIN {lvlix flexibility '.sk i }

1\r. of executable tasks I

m,

I (Nr. of available resourccs/,,)
i=!

ffi,

n,

1\r. of possible sequences

MIN{l P,.,}

1 = 1...number of resources

J = 1... number of tasks

n i = number of resources that

can be allocated to task j

J = 1...number of tasks

1 = 1... number of resources

t = period of review

n, = number of cases in t

m i = number of tasks executed

for case i

None
t = period of review

P"t = resource utilisation i,t

i = 1... number of resources

Table 30: operationalisatiotl ofthe.flexibility performance meamres (adopted.from LooJSchilder)

Note that the process modification flexibility measure is not included in the table above, since that
measure's nature prohibits its operationalisation on both a general, and a case~specific level. Instead,
Looschilder identified a number of proxies. These proxies are described in table 31, along with the way
they relate to the measure in question (expressed as either a "+" or a "-", similar to the proxies described
before).

Nr. of tasks integrated ,,;ith those of external party (-)

Presence of an exceptions sub~flow (-)

Presence of a special workflow for certain case types (-)

Nr. of outsourced tasks (-)

Table 31:proxiesjorprocm mod!/ication jlexibiliry (adopted.Ii-om LJossdJildel)

Although it is not unthinkable that the above proxies are influenced within the context of the type of leO
project identified before, they are not expected to commonly be of importance.

Decision variables:



As described at the beginning of this appendix, a redesign issue's decision variables represent the
attributes of the system that can be altered as part of the redesign, in order to impact the system's
performance. In case of the kind of ICO projects for which the redesign issue is characterised, the
performance of the system under consideration is primarily influenced by the manner in which risks
related to the work performed as part of the particular process are controlled. The way in which risk is
mitigated is considered to be embodied by the follo'wing two aspects, which can therefore be considered
decision variables for the type of ICO project defined before:

• The control objectives that are specified for the process in question (control activity existence)
• The manner in which these control objectives are addressed (control activity design)

Furthermore, it should be remarked that the kind of ICO project defined before can also include some
redesign of elements of the process that are not directly related to risk control. However, since these
elements are not part of the project's primary focus, they are left out of consideration in the decision
variables definition.
In addition, note that no decision constraints can be identified on a general level.



Appendix N: Further information on the ways to study a system

Within figure 4 in section 7.2, experimenting with the actual system refers to f:trstly measuring the
performance of the system when operating under the current design, and subsequently changing the
system physically according to the alternative designs that are to be compared, and measuring
performance for those designs as well.

Alternatively, the system can be represented by a model, which acts its surrogate in examining the effects
of the decision variable alterations in question. In that case, each of the system designs under
consideration is mirrored by a variant of the latter model. Goossenaerts and Pels define a model as "an
abJtract representation ifreality in a'!Yform ... to preJent a certain aJpect if that realityjOr answeling the questionJ studied"
(page 19). Using a model in the examination of a system's behaviour introduces the issue of model
validity, which pertains to whether the model accurately reflects the system for the purposes of the
decisions to be rnade.

Furthennore, two different types of models can potentially be used to mirror a particular system: physical
models, and mathematical models. A physical model embodies a real-world, tangible reflection of the
system in question, such as a clay car that is used in a ~':ind tunnel to study the aerodynamic aspects of the
actual car. Mathematical models, on the other hand, represent a system '~n termr if logical and quanfifafi7Je
relationrhipJ that are then manipulated and changed to see hOJV the model reactr, and thur hOJJJ tJJe ryrtem Ivould react, if the
mathematical model ir a valid one" (Law and Kelton, page 5). An example of a mathematical model is the
relation x =v x t, in which "x" refers to the distance travelled, "v" represents travelling speed, and "t"
denotes the travelling time.

In addition, performance computation for a particular mathematical model can possibly be performed
through applying either analytical techniques or simulation 2(' • Analytical techniques yield exact solutions.
Examples of this type of techniques are spreadsheet analysis and linear pWj,.,lTanuning. Conversely,
simulation refers to "numerically exerci.ring the modelfor the inputJ in quertion to Jee how they aiftct the output meamreJ
olpeljormalzce" (Law and Kelton, page 5) and therefore is an approximation technique.

21l In this report, the term simulation interpreted as what Coossenaerts and Pels call computer simulation, i.e. simulation
where the model is a computer program.



Appendix 0: Example of the use of Bayes' theorem

Imagine a junior employee of a particular organisation's administrative department who enters the
information on paper invoices that are received by mail into the company's information system, in order
for those invoices to be paid. Every once in a while, the junior employee misreads the amount to be paid
or makes a typographic error when inputting the amount to the system, which is considered an initiating
event.
In accordance with the 'probability of frequency' consLrucL introduced in subsection 7.3.2, it is assumed
that tllls initiating evem's probability of occurrence (denoted 'p') is conSlant every time the information on
a paper invoice is input. Furthermore, p is taken to equal the proportion between the number of times the
particular initiating e"ent occurs and the number of times the activity performed by the junior employee is
observed, in case the latter of the two is (hypothetically) approaches infinity.

In order to be able to appropriately model the initiating event in the simulation model that is developed in
the context of applying the quantification instrument, we now want to specify a probability distribution
over p, so as to express parameter uncertainty.

To that end, the entering of the amount to be paid depicted on a paper invoice into the information
system by the junior employee is checked on correctness ten times in a row 21 . The result of the ith check
is represented by the variable Xi, which equals 0 in case the invoice was input correctly, and 1 if the junior
employee made a mistake. Therefore, the data collected on the system is captured by the vector ~ = [Xl X2

X3 X4 Xs XG X7 Xs Xy X1OJ. As a result of the initiating event's constant probability of occurrence, which follows
from the 'probability of frequency' construct, the Xi'S represent samples from a so-called Bernoulli
distribution ,-,,1.th parameter p. Suppose the follO\ving values were recorded: [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 OJ.

As described in subsection 7.3.2, the determining of a probability distribution that characterises the
parameter uncertainty, given the set of system data, is performed through applying Bayes' theorem:

Remark that the vector of uncertain parameters fl. in this case equals [PJ and is therefore simply denoted p.

However, before the posterior distribution fCP I~) can be calculated, a prior distribution fCP) must be
developed. In the context of this example it is assumed that we are completely ignorant of the possible
value of p, prior to collecting the system data. l\S indicated by Bedford and Cooke, total ignorance can be
represented by a uniform distribution over p. IIence, the prior distribution is defined as follows:

fCP) = { ~
for 0::::; p::::; 1

otherwise

Note that the above prior distribution is proper (in terms of Bedford and Cooke), since its integral equals
1, and complies with the requirement for a suchlike non-informative distribution to be used (according to
Bedford and Cooke), namely that the parameter has a physical interpretation.
Although Bedford and Cooke advise against using suchlike distibutions, in tllls case, the non-informative
prior distribution is used so as to keep the example relatively straightforward.

Given the above-described prior distribution and vector of system data, the posterior distribution IS

calculated as follows:

f(p I~) == I f(~ Ip)fCP)

ff(~ Ip)fCP)dp

(l-p)Yxpxl
1

f(1- p) 9 X P x 1dp
(

21 Nore that the measurements taken are taken to have no influence on the employee's performance.
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In order to compute the integral in the denominator, let u = (1 ~p), which implies: du = ~dp. Consequently,
the integral evaluates to:

u=O OIl II ( )9 9 10 9 10 1 10 1 11 1 1 1
fu x(l-u)du=- f(u -u )du= f(u -u )du= -:-u --u = -:--- -0=-

u=1 1 0 10 11 () 10 11 110

Therefore: f(p I~) = 110 x (1- p/ x p

As a conclusion to this appendix, the shift in the expected value of p based on the system data collected is
computed below.

The expected value of p according to the prior distribution f(P) can easily be computed as follows:

1 1 [1] 1
E(P)pnor = fp x f(P) dp = fp x 1dp = ;p2

() 0 - 0

The expected value of p according to the posterior distribution fCP I~) is calculated as follows:
1 1 1

F(P)poslcriur = fp x f(p I~) dp = fp x 110 x (1- p)9 x P dp = 110 S(1- p)9 x p
2
dp

000

Again, let u = (1-p), implying: du = -dp. As a result, the integral evaluates to:

U=SIl 9 2 (f' 9 2 IS 9 lei II 1 11 II' 2 II 1 12] I
-110

U

=lu x(l-u) du=-110
1

u x(1-2u+u )du=110
0

(1l -2u +ll )cll=11O
L10

1J -11 11 + 12 u II

2 .
Hence, based on the system data collected, the expected value of p changed by 66-..(~/o.



Appendix P: Illustration of the first version of the quantification instrument

In accordance with what is stated in subsection 7.3.3, this appendix is concerned with illustrating the use
of the first outline of the quantification instrument presented in section 7.3 in case simulation according to
the BMA-simple approach is to be employed. To that end, the first version of the instrument is applied to
the redesign of a control activity covering a single risk within a fictive process. Note that the parts of the
process that are not related to the control activity are not considered, in order not to make case study too
time consuming and to ensure it is relatively straightforward. Consequently, quantifying the effects of
changes to the set of control activities that ought to mitigate risks related to the work performed as parr of
a real-world process through employing the instrument will be far more complex.
Prior to the illustration itself, a short description of the case is provided below. This description is largely
shaped according to the qualitative TCO project method that embodies the instrument's application
context (refer to subsection 3.0.6 and subsection 7.3.1).

Suppose PwC conducted a SOX compliance project at a particular customer and identified opportunities
for improvement in the process that is concerned '.'lith the processing and subsequent payment of invoices
that are received by mail. Furthermore, assume that after a number of meetings, PwC and the client in
question agree to start an rco project that aims to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of control
within the latter process. Subsequently, steps 2 through 5 out of the qualitative rco project method (refer
to subsection 3.0.6 and subsection 7.3.1) are performed. The results of completing these steps are briefly
described below. Remark that the execution of steps 2 through 4 would draw heavily from the earlier
conducted SOX compliance project in practice.

Qualitative lCO project method "tep 2: Determille i'olltrolJ' i'urrellt "tate
As part of the aforementioned process, a junior employee of the organisation's administrative department
enters the information on paper invoices that are received by mail into the entity's information system, in
order for those invoices to be paid. This is a regular process activity.
Subsequently, the entering of every invoice for which the amount to be paid equals or exceeds 800 euros
is verified by a senior administrative employee before it is actually saved into the organisation's databases.
In case the amount to be paid on the paper invoice does not correspond with the amount that is input by
the Junior employee, the paper invoice is marked by the senior employee and sent back to the junior
employee to be reprocessed. This is a control activity with the following control objective: ensuring the
accuracy 22 of the entering of information on paper invoices into the organisation's information system.

Qualitative lCO prqjei't method Jtep 3: COllduct riJk aJSeJ'.'mellt
Every once in a while, the junior employee misreads the amount to be paid or makes a typographic error
when inputting the amount to the system, which is an initiating event. Taking into account the potential
consequences of a suchlike mistake, PwC assesses the severity of the inherent risk with which the latter
event is associated as being 'high'.

Qualitative lCO prqject method step 4: Map riJkJ alld (I)IIt1"ols
Naturally, the control activity identified at step 2 out of dIe qualitative rco project method aims to reduce
the risk described at step 3 out of that same medlOd. Yet, during the previously conducted SOX
compliance project, PwC determined that the aforementioned control activity does not always function
properly. Occasionally, errors in the amount to be paid that are made by the junior employee are not
detected by the senior member of staff, due to the fact that the latter employee is rather busy. This can be
considered an additional event. Thus, according to the definition of the concept of risk provided in
subsection 3.0.1, this situation actually exhibits two risks. One's materialisation relates to the sole
occurrence of the initiating event, the other's to the occurrence of the initiating event and the subsequent
occurrence of the additional event.
Considering the above, PwC assesses the severity of the residual risk as being 'moderate'.

22 Remark that in reality, ensuring the accuracy of the entering of information on paper invoices into an organisation's
information system would probably not be limited to the amount to be paid. In fact, a control activity with a suchlike
objective might well be additionally focussed on the validity of the information that is input. Yct, in order to keep the
case study relatively straightforward, the latter is left out of consideration.



Qualitative leO project method step 5: Provide controls rationalisation recommendations
Based on the best practices that it developed and on the particular information system that is used by the
entity, PwC advises the organisation to replace the manual control activity with an automated application
control activity termed three-way matching. The latter control activity would compare - among other
things - the amount to be paid that is entered by the junior employee with dle purchasing order amount,
which is naturally input to the system prior to dle invoice data 23. In case of a discrepancy that is outside
some predefined tolerance limits, the system alerts the junior employee and blocks the invoice for
payment until the difference is resolved. Hence, if a deviation is within these tolerance limits, that
deviation is not detected by the automated application control. This constitutes the additional event in
case the system is redesigned.
It is expected that the above change will improve both the effectiveness and efficiency of control of the
risk that solely relates to the initiating event.

Based on the proposed change that follows from dle completion of step 5 out of the qualitative ICO
project method, the quantification instrument is applied in order to quantify the effects of the latter
alteration. The execution of each of the quantification instrument steps and sub-steps presented in section
7.3 is concisely described below.

Step 1: Define the project
As indicated in section 7.3, this first step is itself composed of three sub-steps, each of which is succincdy
considered below.

Sub-step 1.1: List system designs to be considered
In tbis case, two system designs are to be considered:

• The current system design, which includes the manual control activity

• The proposed alternative systerll. design, in which the manual control activity is replaced by the
automated application control activity.

Sub-step 1.2: Develop decision frame
The following performance measures out of dle generalised decision frame presented in appendix Mare
expected to be affected in dle ways described below as a result of changing from the current to the
altemative system design:

Operation.r-dependent l7IetlJure.l':

• The throughput time of the activity performed by the junior employee might increase due to the fact
that more cases ",-ill be reprocessed, which results in a higher waiting time at that activity.

• The lead-titlle of cases through the system will decrease because of the deletion of the manual control
activity, which is associated with a relatively high waiting titne.

• Inventory costs could decrease because of the fact that the lead-time of cases through the system is
reduced.

• The resource utilisation of the junior employee might slightly increase due to the increase in
dltoughput titlle of the activity performed by that employee.

• The resource utilisation of the senior employee will decrease because of me fact that the activity that
is executed by that employee is deleted.

• The conformance of me process to the requirements imposed by SOX might increase, because of the
expected rise in control effectiveness.

• The accuracy of information processing will increase, because of the expected rise in control
effectiveness.

Note that three-way matching also covers other risks to a certain degree, such as that related to a supplier sending
an invoice that is incorrect in some way. In order for the analysis to be sound, the effect of implementing three-way
matching on these other risks should also be taken into account. IIowever, for the sake of lucidity, they are not
considered in the case study.



• The volume flexibility of the process might slightly increase as a result of the increase in the junior
employee's utilisation rate.

OperationJ-independent mea.rures:

• A machinery investment will be required because of the introduction of the automated application
control activity.

• A training investment will be required because of the introduction of the automated application
control activity.

• The yearly external audit costs will decrease as a result of the fact that a manual control activity is
replaced by an automated one.

Because of time constraints and in order to keep the case study relatively simple, only the lead-time of
cases through the system, the resource utilisation of the junior employee, the accuracy of information
processing, and all of the operations-independent performance measures are considered. These measures
are operationalised as described below. Remark that only averages are used for the fIrst and last of the
operations-dependent performance measures, and that the magnitude of errors is not taken into account
for the last measure, again because of time constraints.

Operations-dependentpeifOrmance indicators:

• Lead-time: average lead-time of cases through the system.

• Resource utiljsation junior employee: expected proportion between the amount of time that the junior
employee actually spends on processing invoices (i.e. busy time), and the amount of time the
employee is available for processing (i.e. available time).

• Accuracy of information processing: average time between two invoices that are incorrectly recorded
in the organisation's databases.

Operations-independentpelformance indimtors:

• TvIachinery investment: money spent on hiring Pwf: to develop the automated application control
activity, calculated based on a formula similar to that of the external audit cost measure described in
appendix M. Thus, it is assumed that the organisation's information system merely needs to be
reconfIgured, i.e. that no new software and accompanying licenses need to be acquired.

• Training investment: money spent on hiring PWC to instruct the junior employee, calculated based on
a formula similar to that of the external audit cost measure described in appendix M.

• External audit cost: this nteasure is operationalised for both designs according to the formula
described in appendix M.

Finally, the decision variable for the redesign issue under consideration relates to the way in which the
previollsly identified control objective of 'ensuring the accuracy of the entering of information on paper
invoices into the organisation's information system'is addressed.

Sub-step 1.3: Explicate study objectives
The research question that is to be answered through conducting the simulation study reads as follows:

IFhat are the ~ffects '!f changingfrom the current s}Stem design to the proposed alternatizJe one on the operationJ-dependent
performance indicators identijied at sub-step 1.2?

Step 2: Design the study
As indicated in section 7.3, the above step is constituted by two sub-steps, which are consecutively
described below.

Sub-step 2.1: Develop black-box representation
The black-box representation for the redesign issue under consideration is depicted below.



Sub-step 2.2: Establish scope and level ofdetail
The activities of the senior employee other than performing the correctness check are not taken to be part
of the system's scope. As a result, only the total throughput time of checking an invoice is measured and
modelled, rather than just the service time of the senior employee (refer to the environmental variables
out of the black box representation depicted at the previous sub-step).
In addition, the following assumptions are made:

• Invoices that need to be reprocessed by the junior employee are not given priority over invoices that
are to be processed for the ftrst time.

• The probability distribution over the service time of the junior employee with respect to the entering
of invoice data is not affected by whether the invoice is new or needs to be reprocessed.

• The probability of occurrence of both the initiating event and the additional event is, in accordance
'with the 'probability of frequency' construct, constant through time. Furthermore, that probability of
occurrence is not influenced by whether the invoice is new or needs to be reprocessed.

• The occurrence of the initiating event does not affect the probability of occurrence of the additional
event and vice versa (both event's aleatory occurrence-related uncertainties arc independent).

• The fact that the initiating event's probability of occurrence equals a particular vallie does not affect
our degree of belief in the different possible values of the additional event's probability of occurrence
and vice versa (both event's epistemic occurrence-related uncertainties are independent).

• Invoices 'with an amount to be paid that equals or is higher than 800 euros are always sent to the
senior member of staff.

• The probability distribution over the inter-arrival time of invoices at the system is not affected by the
change from the current system design to the proposed alternative one.

• The probability distribution over invoice amount to be paid is not influenced by the change from the
current system design to the proposed alternative one.

• The probability distribution over the service time of the junior employee with respect to the entering
of invoice data is not affected by the change from the current system design to the proposed
alternative one.

• The initiating event's probability of occurrence is not influenced by the change from the current
system design to the proposed alternative one.

• Our degree of belief in the different possible values of the initiating event's probability of occurrence
is not affected by the change from the current system design to the proposed alteulative one.



• The execution of the automated application control activity under the alternative system design takes
no time.

• In case the junior employee makes a mistake and that mistake is detected by the automated
application control activity under the new system design, the error is always successfully corrected
immediately thereafter, because detection takes place directly after the mistake was made.

Step 3: Construct conceptual models
Because of the fact that the case-shldy is relatively straightforward, and considering the extensive
experience of the modeller 'W1.th the simulation software that will be used, the conceptual models that are
constructed for the system designs in question are informal in nature, i.e. are not expressed in a formal
conceptual modelling language. It should be noted that especially for complex systems, the construction
of formal conceptual models is highly recommendable (confer Goossenaerts and Pels).
The infonnal conceptual models representing the system according to its current and proposed alternative
designs are depicted in figures 22 and 23 below.
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Step 4: Collect and analyse relevant data
Suppose that data are collected - as far as possible - on the environmental variables described at sub-step
2.1, and that their analysis results in the following:



• The inter-arrival time of invoices at the system follows an exponential distribution with a mean of 7
minutes.

• The invoice amount to be paid follows a continuous uniform distribution with a minimum of 5 euros,
and a maximum of 10.000 euros

• The service time of the junior employee with respect to the entering of invoice data follows an
exponential distribution with a mean of 6 minutes.

• The total throughput time of invoices at the senior employee follows an exponential distribution \vith
a mean of 4 hours, i.e. half a working day. This relatively high expected value results from the fact that
the senior employee resides in a higher rank of the organisational hierarchy than does the junior
employee, and is therefore occupied with a lot of other activities besides checking invoices on
correctness.

Furthermore, data can naturally not be collected on the service time of the junior employee 'with respect to
the correcting of mistakes under the proposed alternative system design. It is assumed however, that prior
experience shows that this service time can be appropriately characterised by an exponential distribution
with a mean of 2 minutes.

Tn addition, since the 'probability of frequency' construct is adopted to capture the event's occurrence
related uncertainty, the occurrence (or not) of the initiaLing event and of the additional events (under both
system designs) when the respective activities are performed is modelled by a Bernoulli distribution. The
parameter of the latter distribution represents the probability of occurrence of the event in question. \'Vith
respect to that parameter, epistemic uncertainty exists.
Because the simulation study is conducted according to the BlvLi\-simple approach, the epistemic
uncertainties regarding the event's probabilities of occurrence ought to be captured by a probability
distribution through Bayesian inference.
The latter ftrsdy requires the specification of prior probability distribution functions over the parameters
in question. Suppose the following prior distribution functions are specified:

• For the epistemic uncertamty with respect to the probability of occurrence of the initiating event: a
continuous uniform distribution with a minimum of 1/40, and a maximum of 3/40.

• For the epistemic uncertainty with respect to the probability of occurrence of the additional event
under the current system design (i.e. in case the senior employee does not detect incorrectly input
invoice data): a continuous unif01"m distribution with a minimum of 1/20 and a maximum of 3/20.

• For the epistemic uncertainty with respect to the probability of occurrence of the additional event
under the proposed alternative system design (i.e. in case the magnitude of a mistake falls within the
predefined tolerance limits): a continuous unitorm distribution with a minimum of 1/20 and a
maximum of 1/10.

In practice, suchlike prior distribution functions would need to be updated based on data that is collected
on the associated environmental variables through Bayes' theorem. Yet, this is not done for this case
study, because tl1e sin1ulation software that will be used does not allow for sampling from the resulting
posterior distribution function. Therefore, the above-described prior distribution functions are used
instead. For an illustration of the aforementioned updating of prior distribution functions, refer to
appendix O.

Step 5: Construct and verify executable models
The executable models representing the system according to its current and proposed alternative designs
were created using simulation software called CPN Tools (version 2.2.0), which is based on Coloured Petri
Net notation. The graphical parts of both models are depicted in figures 24 and 25 on page 134 The
specification of the accompanying colour sets, constants, variables, and functions is not described in this
report. A brief explanation of both executable models is provided below.

Exectttable mode! oftbe system according to it., cttrrent de.rign:
In the first place, invoices are represented in the model by tokens having three attributes: an identification
number, the time of arrival at the system, and the invoice amount to be paid, which is sampled from the
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Therefore, it is decided to let the simulation experiments for both executable models consist of the
number of replications at which the estimates of the population variances seem to be approximately
independent of that number of replications. That number is estimated to be 50, and required considerable
arrlOunts of computation tUne to be established.

Step 8: Perform the actual production runs
This step refers to performing the actual simulation experiments for each simulation model. As described
before, these experiments are conducted according to the B.MA-simple approach (refer to the
accompanying simulation algorithm presented in subsection 7.3.2), which implies that the probability
distributions representing epistemic uncertainty are sampled once at the start of every replication.

Step 9: Compare alternative system designs
As follows from section 7.3, this step is composed of three sub-steps, each of which is described below.

Sub-step 9.1: Conduct simulation output analysis
Because of time constraints, confidence intervals will only be computed for the separate values of the
performance indicators for each of the system designs under consideration, rather than for the difference
between those values. This implies that six interval statements are to be made. Assume we want to obtain
an overall confidence level of 95%. The confidence level for each of the individual intervals can then be
calculated according to the Bonferroni inequality (confer Law and Kelton, page 542) as follows: 100 x (1 
(1-0,95)/6) ;;::; 99%.
The 99% confidence intervals for the values of the three performance indicators under both system
designs are included in table 32 below. Remark that average lead-time and average inter-arrival time of
incorrectly recorded invoices are expressed in hours, and all values are rounded to four decimals.

Performance indicator I Model variant I Upper 99% I Lower 99% I Average

Lead-time
Current 311,1250 283,5439 297,3344

Redesign 52,2873 43,8969 48,0921

Utilisation rate
Current 0,9075 0,8~80 0,8977

Redesign 0,8807 0,8672 0,8739

Inter-arrival time errors
Current 1054,9663 749,6699 902,3181

Redesign 3068,3720 1732,4676 2400,4198

Table 32: simulation output results

Sub-step 9.2: Calculate operations-independent output indicators
Recall that the following operations-independent indicators are to be taken into account: machinery
investment, training investment, and external audit cost. Their calculation is performed below. Note that
since machinery investment and training investment result from the change from the current to the
proposed alternative design, they can naturally not be calculated for both designs.

• Machinery investment:
The machinery investment is calculated according to the following formula (see appendix 11):
e x ne x hr, in which:
e number of PwC employees that will reconfigure the system
ne = number of hours it takes e employees to reconfigure the system
hr = hourly rate of one PwC employee
Assume thaI e = 1, ne is estimated to be 8 hours, and hr = 150 euros per hour. Then the machinery
investment equals: 1 x 8 x 150 = 1200 euros.

• Training investment:
The training investment is computed according formula introduced above. In this case:
e number of PwC employees that will instruct the junior employee
ne number of hours it takes e employees to instruct the junior employee
hr hourly rate of one PwC employee



Assume that e = 1, n e is estimated to be 4 hours, and hr = 150 euros per hour. Then the training
investment equals: 1 x 4 x 150 = 600 euros.

• External audit costs for the system under consideration according to its current design:
External audit costs are calculated according the following fonnula (confer appendix J'vI):

111

n, x L(e; x neix hr) , in which:
i=l

period of review
n, number of external audits during t

m number of control activities to be audited

e; number of PwC employees that audit control activity i

n e, number of hours it takes e; PwC employees to audit control activity i

hr hourly rate of one PwC employee

Tn this case: m = 1. Furthennore, assume that t = 1 year, n ,= 1, e 1 =1, n e
1
is estimated to be 3 hours,

and hr = 150 euros per hour. Then the yearly external audit cost for the system under consideration
according to its current design equal: 1 x (1 x 3 x 150) = 450 euros per year.

• External audit costs for the system under consideration according to its proposed alternative design:
External audit costs are computed according to the formula introduced above.

In this case: m = 1. Furthennore, assume that t = 1 year, n t = 1, e 1 = 1, n", is estimated to be '/2 hour,

and hr = 150 euros per hour. Then the yearly external audit cost for the system under consideration
according to its proposed alternative design equal: 1 x (1 x 117 x 150) = 75 euros per year.

Sub-step 9.3: Compare design variants
\v'hen comparing the two system designs under consideration based on the information gathered as part
of the preceding 1:\vo sub-steps, the following can be said:

• \Xle are approximately 95% confident that:
Changing from the current to the proposed alternatiye system design will reduce the average lcad
time of invoices through the system
Changing from the current to the proposed alternative system design will reduce the junior
employee's utilisation rate. Remark that this contrasts with the initial hypothesis.
Changing from the current to the proposed alternative system design will increase the ayerage
inter-arrival time (and thus decrease the frequency) of invoices that are incorrectly saved in the
organisation's databases.

• Changing from the current to the proposed alternative system design will cost 1200 + 600 = 1800
euros.

• Changing from the current to the proposed alternative system design will decrease the annual external
auditing cost associated with the system under consideration with 450 - 75 = 375 euros.
Hence, the required investment is - potential additional costs and cost savings resulting from the
operations-dependent measures left aside - approximately compensated after 1800 / 375 = 4,8 years.

Step 10: Draw conclusions and report results
The comparisons nude as part of sub-step 9.3 obviously lead to the conclusion that the proposed change
should be implemented.



Appendix Q: Literature review of the Six-Sigma concept

As described in section 7.4, this appendix contains a literature review of the Six-Sigma concept, which was
conducted at the early stages of the graduation project that is described in this report.

Section Q.l: Introduction
The objective of this literature study can be considered twofold:

• In the Erst place, it should eliminate - to as large an extent as possible (considering available time and
resources) - hiatuses in my knowledge of the research Eelds that are relevant within the context of my
graduation assignment.

• Secondly, it is intended as an exercise in independent, science-oriented research (as described in the
handout "GuidelinesfOr the Literature Rellin}! (Bfjzondere Opdrach~ ').

Furthermore, the review could aid the further delineation of the graduation project through its resulting
research opportunities and serve as a basis for the theoretical underpinning of the main conclusions
following from the accompanying in-depth examination. However, these goals are of a relatively indirect
nature due to the fact that the project currently resides in a phase in which results are primarily attained
through use of organisation-speeiEc information, which in turn partly results from the nature of the
problem that underlies the graduation project as a whole.
Therefore, the literature study is predominantly focused on achieving the two aforementioned sub
objectives.

The sub-objective mentioned ftrst logically requires a description of the research fields on which the most
important lacunae exist, to act as a starting point for its realisation. Therefore, section 1.1 (Research areas,
reJearch questions, and delilJerableJ) contains an exposition of those most relevant research fields (and thereby
hiatuses), the resulting research questions that underlie the literature study, and the review's desired
outcome, which follows from the latter research questions.

Furthermore, realisation of the second sub-objective is more or less inherent to can-ying out the research.
On the other hand, the degree to which the study can be considered independent and science-oriented is
not Exed a priori and mainly depends on the method used to generate and report results. An explication
of the approach to Ending relevant literature is provided in section 1.2 (Search method).

Finally, remark that the report's structure is not yet presented in this introductory chapter, because this
structure relates to a basis of comparison which' development should be considered part of the
examination. Hence, both the basis of con'lparison and the report's structure (on a general level) are
covered in a separate chapter (refer to chapter 2 (TiJtabli.rhing a ha.riJ ifcompariJon)).

Subsection Q1.1: Research areas, research questions, and deliverables
Two core theoretical concepts can be distilled from my graduation project at PricewaterhouseCoopers,
namely Six-Sigma and process simulation. In order to facilitate the reading of the remainder of this report,
each of them is briefly expounded below.

According to De Koning and De Mast (2006), Six-Sigma is .~ now widely applied programme fOr compaf!-ywide
quality improvement" (page 766). It originated in industry more than twenty years ago and was popularised
through its adoption by several large companies during the last decade of the twentieth century. Among its
most salient properties are a focus on the customer, centrality of processes, an emphasis on data driven
decision making and a resulting reliance on statistical techniques, and priority on bottom-line results.

Kettinger, Teng, and Guha (1997) identify process simulation as a technique that is commonly used in the
context of business process reengineering (abbreviated BPR in the remainder of this report). Vullers
Jansen and Netjes (2006) adopt the latter principle and note that process simulation "provides quantitative
estimates of the impact that a process design is like/) to hazy on process peljonnance" (page 77), on the basis of which
"a quantitatillefy supported rhoirejor the best design can be made" (page 77).



Since it is highly probable that the graduation project ",111 require these constructs to be related (to some
degree), understanding each of them as well as being able to place the concepts with regard to one another
are crucial elements of the knowledgebase that should underpin the project.

The most relevant hiatus in my knowledge ,,'ith respect the above concerns the concept of Six-Sigma,
which also implies that it is impossible for me to grasp the two constructs' relative meaning. In addition,
the existent literature does not seem to directly provide clarity in the latter matter. Therefore, the
following two research questions are chosen to act as basis for the literature review, thereby providing a
foundation for the achievement of the former of the two direct sub-objectives mentioned in the
introduction to this chapter:

1. In zvhat wqy could the con.rtruds qfSix-Sigma andproceS.l simulation be adequately compared?
2. What is Six-Sigma?

Note that the establishing of the concepts' relative meaning itself is not defined as a being part of the
research, because an examination of a suchlike nature would - and has proven to - require an amount of
time that largely exceeds the normative amount that is associated widl a literature review of a nature as
described in the introduction to this chapter. However, answering the aforementioned research questions
should provide a solid basis for doing so in the future.

Considering the above, the literature review's desired result is naturally comprised of tbe following two
deliverables:

• A basis for the future comparison of the constructs of SL'{-Sigma and process simulation

• }, description of the concept of Six-Sigma according to the latter basis

Subsection Ql.2: Search method
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, this section covers the method that was employed in order to
find relevant literature. A concise explanation of the latter method is provided below.

In the first place, a selection of the most relevant search databases (out of the ones that can be accessed
through the university's library) was made on the basis of two things. On the one hand, an initial subject
classification sinillar, but not entirely equal, to the one expounded in chapter 2 (Establishing a basi.r qf
comparison). On the other hand, information on the specific research areas covered by the different
databases. Naturally, in the process of the structure - according to which the different concepts were to
be described and compared (confer chapter 2 (Establishing a basis qf comparison)) - taking a more definitive
shape, the initial database selection was reconsidered multiple times. Eventually, the following databases
were consulted most: ABI/Inform, Inspec, MCB Emerald, Google Scholar, and the library's digital
catalogue Vubis (although the latter two do not incorporate the more sophisticated search mechanisms).

Secondly, each individual element being part of the initial subject classification was dissected into a small
number of keywords, for which as many synonyms as possible were identified subsequently. Again, this
part of the method was of an iterative nature due to the shaping of the report's structure in the course of
time. The same basically applies to the other stages of the search process as well, so further remarks in this
regard are not made in the remainder of this section.

In the third place, the latter keywords and synonyms were translated into so-called controlled or thesaurus
terms per database - wherever possible - so as to increase chances of the search results aligning closely
with what was searched for.

l'urthermore, the different databases were searched based on combinations of the aforementioned
controlled terms and - if necessary - uncontrolled terms through use of so-called Boolean operators.
Every single attempt at searching started with just one tenn and was subsequently particularised to an
increasing degree by means of adding other terms or specifying aspects such as document type (e.g.
literature reviews or case studies) or date of publication, to the point were around 50 to 100 search results
remained. Possible synonyms were combined by applying the Boolean operator OR (if available).



Finally, the resulting 50 to 100 articles were screened on their relevance 'with respect to the literature
review's principal research question on the basis of their abstract and - in some cases - skimming through
the document's entire content. Moreover, specific and recurring notions as well as certain seemingly
important authors - with respect to the research topic in question - that were identified while skipping
through or reading papers were naturally used from the second step onwards, emphasising the iterative
character of the search process once more. Besides, the Science Citation Index was employed to search
for articles which cited papers that seemed important in light of the basic research question, and
potentially relevant references were retrieved and subsequently screened as in the search method's final
step.

Section Q.2: Establishing a basis of comparison
As described in subsection Q1.1, the definitions of both Six-Sigma and the concept of process simulation,
as well as a comparison of those definitions so as to establish the constructs' relative meaning together
constitute an important part of the knowledgebase that should underpin the graduation project. In order
for tbe definitions to be well-organised and therefore relatively clear and comparable, a stmcture by which
to describe and - as a result - compare the theoretical constmcts needs to be developed. The latter is
performed below. The contents of this chapter therefore pertain to the answering of the former of the
two research questions that are defined in section 1.1 (ReJearch areaJ, reJean·h que.rtion.r, and deliIJerableJ), and
thus logically embody the former of the two deliverables that are listed in that same section.

An interesting observation in light of the need for a basis of comparison is the fact that in literature, Six
Sigma is often typified as a method or a methodology, while the construct of process simulation if
commonly characterised as a technique or a tool (refer to the defmition that is provided in section 1.1
(Rmarch areaJ, reJearch queJtionJ, and deliverableJ)). An example of an article that relates these notions is that of
Hackathorn and Karimi (1988).
The latter authors developed a framework for comparing information engineering methods, which
consists of two dimensions: breadth and depth. The breadth dimension concerns the degree to which the
different phases from an extended version of the traditional information systems life cycle model are
supported by the method, and hence is subject-specific. The depth dimension, however, deals with the
nature of the support, ranging from conceptual to practical and therefore pertains to all methods in
principle. A method's conceptual depth can - according to Hackathorn and Karimi - be expressed in
terms of three distinct levels, namely methodology, technique and tool. The notion of a method is
considered to refer to any combination of these levels. Furthermore, the authors adopt (one of) the
Webster New World Dictionary's 1981 (and 2007) definition(s) of a methodology, namely "the analyJiJ of
the principleJ... if inquiry in apartimlarjieJd" (page 207). The terms technique and tool are in turn defined as
respectively "a procedure fOr accompliJhing a de.rired outcome" (page 208) and "an in.rtrument for peljo17ning a
procedure" (page 208). In order to illustrate the aforementioned classification, tlle paper provides the
following example that relates to the so-called stmctured design method:

'The principleJ qfJtrudured deJign are delJoted to attaining moduleJ that have three important propertieJ: (a) module.r are
relatively independent,· (b) exi.rting dependendeJ tan be eaJij; uflder.rtood; (i) there are no hidden or unfore.reen interactionJ
between module.r. Strudured deJign a/Jo provideJ a .ret if tedmiqueJ for attaining module.r with the above propertie.r. A Jet if
guideline.r iJ alJo providedjor diJtinguirhiftg a "poor" and a "good" deJign. However, the Jtructured deJign doe.r not ptYJtJZ'de
automated toolJ jor creating a -!)I.rtem if moduleJ with the Jpecifted propertieJ from the -!)I.rtem requirement specification.
Therefore, the Jtructured deJign coverJ an area within the methodolo!!Ji and technique range... "

The appropriateness of both the dimension and the accompanying scale (as described above) for
conceptualising a method (as defined by Hackathorn and Karimi) is - to a certain extent - corroborated
by their seemingly extensive use to the latter end in academic literature. However, the question is whether
consistency exists within the notions of the different extents of abstraction across different articles and
authors. Therefore, a number of similar conceptualisations is considered below and are mapped to one
another (including Hackathorn and Karimi's) in order to fmd communalities and thereby establish a
theoretically grounded foundation for the stmcture of this report.
Note however, that the papers which are discussed in this paragraph do not necessarily constitute a
representative sample of literature that deals with the conceptualisation of methods (as defined by
Hackathorn and Karimi), due to the limited amount of time available for carrying out the literature study,



and the fact that developing a sound basis of definition and comparison is merely a part of the review. In
addition, the number of publications that specifically address the latter topic seems to be rather small.
Therefore, the development of the framework that serves as the structure of the report is not completely
optimal from a scientific-methodological perspective.

In the first place, Kettinger, Teng, and Guha utilise the dimension and scale to describe the concept of
BPR. Ddinitions of the notions involved differ slightly from those employed by Hackathorn and Karimi.
Kettinger, Teng, and Guha define a methodology as ''a colledion ofproblem-Jolving method.I governed f::y a Jet of
plincipleJ and a common philoJop~) jor Jolving targeted problem.r" (page 58), while technique and tool are
considered as, respectively, '~Jet o/preciJefy demibed pro,rdureJ jor achiel1ing a Jtandard taJk" (page 58) and "a
computer Joftware package to mpport one or more technique.r" (page 58).
Although the methodology definition overlaps 'W'ith the one provided by IIackathorn and Karimi
regarding the principles, it does not meet the scientific standard of exactness (as defined by De Koning
and De Mast (2005), page 267), since the term method is not defined and the concepts of methodology
and method seem to be used interchangeably throughout the paper. Furthermore, Kettinger, Teng and
Guha acknowledge Hackathorn and Karimi's definitions of a technique and a tool as being commonly
understood and typical. Therefore, differences on these two levels are rather small.
In addition, the paper contains an example, purported to demonstrate the three levels of abstraction, albeit
that they are not defined completely unambiguously. This example is formulated as follows:

'The Gate7J!ay methodology con.riJtJ of .rix .rtage.r: Preparation, Identification, l/i.rion, Solution: technical deJign, Solution:
Jocial deJign, and Tran{fOrmation. Tf/Tithin each Jtage, thm are mat!)' JjJei~/ic activitieJ. A.r a part of the Virion Jtage, fir
in.rtance, one of the m1ivitieJ ir ''identify lJalue-adding actil!itieJ. " To accompliJh thiJ attivity ejftctilJefy, a technique mlled
adil'it} baJed cOJting ?/lBC). .. can be llJed, and a .rojt7J!are tool {wailable to peiform thiJ technique iJ Eary ABC-PluJ ~y

COJt Technology 1m:"

From this example, it can be inferred that the notion of a method in the methodology definition most
probably refers to some sort of stepwise procedure (in this case comprised of stages and activities), that
specifies what should be done, as opposed to a technique, which seems to rather pertain to the question
how results are to be attained. A suchlike step'W'ise procedure is extraneous to Hackathorn and Karimi's
description of a methodology.
Incidentally, note that the example above does not go into the governing principles or common
philosophy, which both are part of the methodology definition.

Secondly, the three degrees of concepmal depth are represented in Dean and Bowen's (1994) definition of
Total Quality (page 394):

'~ philoJoplJ)! or an approach to management that can be characteliJed f::y itJ pnncipleJ, practiceJ and techniqueJ. It.I three
main primipleJ are cUJtomerjocuJ, continuouJ improvement, and teamwork .. .Each pnmiple iJ implemented through a Jet 0/
pradi('eJ, which are .rimpfy adillitie.r Juch aJ mlleding cu.rtomer injo17nation or anafy:dngproceJJeJ. Fhe practiceJ are, in tUn!,
Jupported 0' a 7vide arr'!y ~r techniqueJ (i.e. Jpecijic Jtep-f::y-.rtep methodr intended to make the pradireJ ef!ectilJe...) ';

Sousa and Voss (2002) adopt the definition as well as the classification of the characterising elements and
refer to practices as "the ob.rervable facet ofQuality Management" (page 92) and to tools and techniques as Hrore
elementJ" (page 100).
It should be noted that neither Sousa and Voss nor Dean and Bowen explicitly distinguish between tools
and techniques, in contrast with Hackathorn and Karimi, and KeUinger, Teng, and Guha. Furthermore,
the combination of '~philo.rop/!} or an approach if) managemeni that can be I:haraden.red 0; it.rprimiple.r" and the
concept of practices corresponds to the methodology definition of Kettinger, Teng, and Guha (and
therefore partly to that of Hackathorn and Karimi). In addition, the notion of a technique is shared by all
authors.

In the third place, De Koning and De Mast (2006) refer to the methodological aspects of the Six-Sigma
programme as its Breaktllrough Cookbook and state that methodologies such as Six-Sigma's
Breakthrough Cookbook consist of four classes of elements: a business context, a stepwise strategy, tools
and techniques, and concepts and classifications.



The business context is described as follows: "At the backgroulId olthe Six-Sigma programme is a philosophy that
presents a busillesJ strate!!). This philosophy protides the motivatioll for implemelltil1;~ the programme by specifyil1;g which
bemfits it is daimed to hazle, alld. .. the type olobjettitles that call be pursued Jvith the metJJodology" (page 768).
The stepwise strategy is referred to as a stepwise procedure that serves as a means to put the
aforementioned strategy into practice. In case of Six-Sigma, it is considered to consist of the phases
Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, and Control, which each group together a number of steps. An
example of a step is: "Idmtifj alld map relevalltproceJ'ses" (page 775).
Tools and techniques, which are again not distinguished between explieitly, are defined as procedures that
are intended to assist the project leader in attaining intermediate results.
The concepts and classifications category denotes methodology-specific concepts and classifications,
intended to communicate the clements above, and is therefore (in De Koning and De Mast's (2006)
definition of Six-Sigma) intertwined with those preceding classes.
Comparing the above to the other authors' contributions, it appears that the step'N'ise strategy exactly
corresponds with the notion of a method in Kettinger, Teng and Guha's definition of a methodology and
to the practices identified by Dean and Bowen, and Sousa and Voss.
Furthermore, the defll1ition of a technique is analogous to the preceding ones.
Moreover, the concepts and classifications element is not identified explicitly in the other articles, but it
does not represent a level of conceptual deptll and can logically be assumed to be part of the other
conceptualisations as well, albeit implicitly.
In addition, Similar to Kettinger, Teng am] Guha, Dean and Bowen, and Sousa and Voss, De Koning and
De Mast (2006) consider a philosophy to be at the background of the object of description (in this case
the Six-Sigma programme). However, unlike Dean and Bowen, and Sousa and Voss, this philosophy is
characterised by the benefits the object is claimed to have and the type of objectives that can be pursued,
rather than by a set of principles. Roughly speaking, one could presume that benefits and objectives relate
to the rationale for using the object (the why behind the what), while principles express what should
focussed on - in general terms - in order to attain the benetits and objectives (refer to Dean and Bowen's
defll1ition of Quality Management).

Finally, synthesis on the aforementioned issue is embodied by Evari, Hirschheim, and I<lein's (2000-2001)
dynamic framework for classifying and understanding the myriad of information systems development
methodologies that have been proposed in literature. This framework discerns four distinct levels of
conceptual depth, named paradigms, approaches, methodologies and techniques. The notion of method
and methodology are used interchangeably.
Paradigms are contended to represent the highest level of abstraction and are shared by different research
communities. Each paradigm derives its identity from its values on the four characterising attributes of
ontology, epistemology, research methodology, and ethics. Because of the notion's rather philosophical
(highly abstract) nature and the limited amount of time available for conducting the literature study and
the graduation project, the concept of paradigm is not considered to be within scope of the defll1ition that
is to be provided in the remainder of this report and of the future additional definition and accompanying
comparison, and is therefore not elaborated on any further.
The authors state the following \vith respect to an information systems development approach
(abbreviated ISDA): "an ISDA ... is illterpreted as a das.r of specific informatioll s]Jtem det1elopment methodologies
(abbreviated ISDMs) that share a lIumber of common features. More !pecificalfy, Jve define all ISDA as a set of related
features that drive illtelpretations and attioll,r ill information J]I,rtems development" (page 186). Furthermore, the
following four features are proposed: goals, guiding principles and beliefs, fundamental eoncepts and
principles for the intormation systems development (abbreviated ISD) process. Iinri, Hirschheim and
I<lein comment on these features as follows: "the goal Jpecifies the gelleral pUlpose ~l the lSDA" (page 186),
"guiding principles alld beliiffimn the common philo,r0P0', whidJ elWires that its lSDlvf ill,rtallces jim?l coherent wholes"
(page 186), :'fundamental concepts largejy define "the nature ofan information J]lstem implicit ill the approach - the focu,r
and unit ofanajysi,r in ISD" (page 186), and "prillciples ofthe ISD procesJ expres,r e,r,rential a.rpects ofthe ISD procesJ in
the ISDA" (page 168). In addition, the so-called Structured Analysis / Structured Design (SA/SD)
approach is used to illustrate those characterising features of ISDAs. An example of a goal related to
SA/SD is formulated as: "to provide maintaillable ,roftware" (page 187); 'The de.rign if module,r with high cohe,rion
and lveak coupling" (page 187) is considered one of its guiding principles; a dataflow and cohesion are
mentioned as two of its fundamental concepts; and "to applY a .rifuafion-dependent prore.r.r model" (page 187) is
asserted to represent one of the principles of the ISD process.



Besides, the authors indicate the existence of a classification structure within the concephlal layer of
approaches, consisting of sub- and super-classes, in which each sub-class inherits the feahlres of its super
class(es) and super-classes are therefore characterised by a subset of their sub-class' or sub-classes'
fearures.
Furthermore, an ISDM is defined as "a codified set ofj!,oal-oriented 'procedures', which are intended to j!,uide the work
and cooperation of the various parties (J·takeholdm) involved in the building of an information n!stems application" (page
186). The ISDM(s) belonging to a specific class of ISDAs are assumed to share the specific goals, guiding
principles, fundamental concepts and principles of the ISD process by which the particular class is
typified. Every ISDA may include, zero, one or more ISDMs as its instances.
Moreover, a technique is claimed to be constiruted by "a Jvell-dejined sequence ofe!emClZtary operations that more or
Iw' guarantee the achievement !!f certain outcomeJ if executed cormt/) " (page 186). Each of the aforementioned
procedures (part of the definition of an ISDM) is supported by a set of techniques and tools. Therefore,
methodologies integrate these techniques - more or less successfully - into more coherent wholes. The
concept of a tool is not amplified on in the article.
Finally, the authors provide a procedure for accommodating and assinlllating new ISDMs in the
framework. Based on an abstraction of the new ISDM's main fearures, it is either added to and existing
class or classes of ISDA(s), or the classification strucrure is altered to allow for the ISDM to become part
of the framework. Noticeably and logically, the latter procedure requires a considerable amount of human
judgement and hence is not deterministic.

The observations that result [rom mapping the conceptualisation proposed by Tivari, Hirschheim, and
I<Jein to the ones that were put forth in the preceding papers are presented below.
In the first place, as noted before, Iivari, Hirschheim and Klein provide synthesis on the terms
philosophy, principles and objectives that were introduced previously, by stating that the common
philosophy is comprised of a set of guiding principles and beliefs, and defining the (second) highest level
of abstraction as being characterised by both these guiding principles and beliefs, and the approach's main
objective(s) (among other things). In fact, this can be considered the most precise description of a
methodology's (second) highest degree of concephlal depth of all.
Secondly, the ISDA fundamental concepts fearure is comparable to the concepts and classifications
element identified by De Koning and De Mast (2006), since they both refer to the same notion. However,
Evari, Hirschheim, and I<Jein consider the attribute to be a characterising element of the underlying
approach and therefore possibly of multiple methods, while De Koning and De Mast (2006) typify the
construct as potentially consisting on all levels of abstraction. On the other hand, Evari, Hirschheim, and
I<Jein's view still leaves room for method-specific concepts, but these are then regarded as being less
fundamental, because a method's essence is caprured by the approach to which it pertains.
In the third place, the fact that Evari, Hirschheim, and I<Jein distinguish between two types of principles
in their typification of an ISDA might seem a bit confusing at first sight, and it is important to determine
how they relate to one another to ensure that it is justified to discern them as two distinct features. Based
on the definitions that are cited above, and the example descriptions of eleven ISDAs on pages 192
through 194 of the article, the follo\\~ng can be stated in light of the relation between the two notions:
Guiding principles and beliefs concern focal points (principles) or axioms (beliefs) that should be obeyed
in order for the objective(s) to be achieved. Principles for the ISD process denote general properties of
the methodes) (in this case ISDM(s» that belong to the particular approach, which should ensue from the
guiding principles and beliefs.
Considering the above, the identification of the two aforementioned constructs as separate attributes
seems to be righteous.
I'urthermore, Evari, IIirschheim, and I<Jein, in contrast "'-tth any of the odler authors, identify a degree of
conceprual depth that is even higher than that of an approach (or sinlllar notions named differendy by dle
others), indicate the existence of a hierarchical classification within the approach layer and explicate a
procedure for accommodating and assimilating new ISDMs in dle framework. All three are a consequence
of the - with respect to most o[ the other papers - anomalous nature o[ dle article in that it attempts to
establish a comprehensive framework as a basis for comparing and understanding different ISDMs rather
than go into a specific method or approach. Only Hackathorn and Karimi's paper can be considered
sinlllar in the latter respect, but this article covers the depth dimension far less thoroughly, the definition
of the depth dimension leaves relatively litde room for nuance, and the framework therefore disregards
the potentially shared essence of different methods.



Moreover, the definition of a methodology (leaving out the part that relates to the specific domain of ISO)
seems to correspond well to the notion of a method identified by Kettinger, Teng, and Guha, the concept
of practices put forth by Dean and Bowen, and Sousa and Voss, and the construct of step"'ise strategy
proposed by De Koning and De Mast (2006). In particular, consider De Koning and De Mast's (2006)
typification of the Breakthrough Cookbook in relation to Iivari, Hirschheim, and Klein's definition of a
methodology presented above: 'The Breakthrottgh Cookbook can be charaiterised as a system of prestripti01lS:
gttideiines that tell a project leader what to do in order to reach a certain goal" (page 768).
Finally, it is obvious that Evari, Hirschheim, and Klein's definition of a technique is similar to those of the
other authors.

Considering the comparisons of the different conceptualisations that are presented above, it appears
justified to state that they exhibit enough resemblance to regard them as variations of a single framework.
In fact, the large degree of similarity could be interpreted as an indication of the literature sample being
somewhat representative after all.
Furthermore, the fact that the Six-Sigma method, and the construct of process simulation can be
appropriately described and compared using the type of conceptualisation discussed in this paragraph, is
supported by accounts of the latter nature in the articles by De Koning and De :'viast (2006) and Kettinger,
Teng, and Guha.
Moreover, as stated before, the paper by Evari, Hirschheim, and Klein provides synthesis on a particular
issue that arose from the comparison of the other papers, contains the most elaborate and precise
framework of all, and is therefore considered to represent the shared essence of the conceptualisations
best and to a sufficient extent. Therefore, the latter framework - with definitions of the terms involved
abstracted away from the area of lSD, which is rather trivial - is chosen as a foundation for the remainder
of the report. Note that in accordance with Iivari, Hirschheim, and Klein, the distinction between tools
and techniques is not regarded as being relevant in light of the literature review.

The description of Six-Sigma that is pan of the succeeding section consists - in addition to the elements
that follow from Tivari, Hirschheim and Klein's framework - of the construct's history, its strengths and
weaknesses, and a category called other aspects. The latter category is introduced to facilitate the inclusion
of some salient aspects that cannot properly be assigned to the other classes. As a whole, the
aforementioned sections serve to establish a more complete definition and thereby provide a basis for a
more comprehensive comparison in the future.
Finally, a complementary section is incorporated, which - as a conclusion to the report - summarises the
examination's main findings, identifies opportunities for future research, discusses the review's limitations
and explicates my learning experiences in conducting the research.

Section Q.3: Six-Sigma
As follows from the two preceding chapters, this chapter contains a definition of the Six-Sigma
methodology that is structured on the basis of the framework explained in chapter 2 (Establishing a basis of
comparison). Therefore, it relates to the latter of the two research questions defined in section 1.1 (Research
areas, research qttestions, and deliverableJ), and thus logically embodies the latter of the two deliverables that are
described in that same section.

Chapter 3 (Six-Sigma) is - in accordance with the preceding chapter's contents - organised as follows:
Firstly, section 3.1 (Introdttition) introduces the notion of Six-Sigma and discusses with which level or levels
of conceptual depth it is directly associated.
In the second place, section 3.2 (HistoD0 contains an overview of Six-Sigma's history in terms of the
events or developments from which it eventually originated.
Thirdly, section 3.3 (Approach) discusses the highest (relevant) level of abstraction (the approach),
conveyed in terms of its four main features.
In the fourth place, Six-Sigma's intermediate level of conceptual depth (the method(s» is (are) expounded
in section 3.4 (l\1ethod(J).
Fifthly, section 3.5 (Tools and techniqttes) contains an overview and characterisation of the tools and
techniques that are frequently employed while unplementing the concept. As noted before, tools and
techniques are not explicitly distinguished between Ul this chapter.
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Furthermore, a number of remarkable aspects related to Six-Sigma, which could not be adequately
assigned to any of the other categories, is described in section 3.6 (Other aspect(s)).
Finally, section 3.7 (Strength(J) and weakneJJ(r!J)) concerns the strength(s) and weakness(es) of Six-Sigma that
are reported on in academic literature.

Subsection Q3.1: Introduction
In literature, Six-Sigma is frequently referred to as 'the Si.x-Sigma methodology' or 'the Six-Sigma method',
as remarked in chapter 2 (Ertablishinp, a basis ofcompariJ"On). Although notions of the terms methodology and
method diverge to some degree (as described in chapter 2 (EstabliJhin)!, a baJiJ of compariJon)), the
aforementioned fact is indicative of the extent of conceptual depth the construct is commonly associated
with directly, namely the intermediate level of a method. Put into other words, the concept of Six-Sigma
relates to merely one distinct method, which is supported by a collection of tools and techniques, and
shares its essence embodied by an approach with - possibly - several other methods.
The fact that Six-Sigma can be characterised (meaning uniquely identified) by the extent of abstraction of
a method, is supported by De Koning and De Mast (2006). They conduct a so-called rational
reconstruction of Six-Sigma's methodological aspects (represented by the type of objectives that can be
pursued, a stepwise procedure, a collection of tools and techniques and specific concepts and
classifications), with a descriptive impetus. Although the type of goals that can be strived for and the
concepts and classifications could be argued to partly pertain to the underlying approach, rather than to
the method, the object of reconstruction primarily relates to the method (stepwise procedure) and
supporting tools and techniques. De Koning and De Mast (2005) state the following with respect to
rational reconstruction:
'~ rational recon.rtruction pre.rents a given problematic mmplex (the oiject of reconJtruction) in a Jimilar but more preciJe
and more conJiJtent jomJUlation (the product ~f reconJtruction). .. The gillen problematic mmplex i.r !)picalfy intuitive, tacit
knowledge. The simpleJt form of rational motlstrmtion iJ explication: the fomJUlation ~f exact d~finitions jor 100se!J; d¢ned
amcept.r" (page 267).
Furthermore, rational reconstruction can bc conducted with both a dcscriptive, and a prescriptive
impetus. In descriptive reconstruction, the emphasis is on "making the of:ject 'more equal to itJe(f' f:y extracting
eJJential elementJ and rifmmulating and reJtrudul7'ng them" (De Koning and De Mast (2005), page 267), while
prescriptive reconstruction mainly attempts to critically examine and - if necessary - correct the original
material on the basis of external formal criteria such as logic.
Based on an extensive literature survey and the aforementioned rational reconstruction "rith a descriptive
impetus, De Koning and De Mast (2006) conclude that the variations found are superficial rather than
essential and that Six-Sigma is therefore appropriately described by the collection of objectives that can be
pursued, the single procedure consisting of a number of phases and steps, and the set of tools and
techniques, as presented in their article.
The aforementioned objectives correspond to those identified by Brady and Allen (2006). However, they
regard these goals to be related to the concept of Quality Management and consider Six-Sigma to be one
of a certain number of practices within the latter field. Furthermore, while Six-Sigma might be contended
to (also) extract its identity from its collection of supportive tools and techniques, De Koning and De
Mast (2006) as well as many other authors (e.g. Brady and Allen) note that these tools and techniques were
not developed for Six-Sigma, but borrowed from other areas. In addition, a set of techniques and tools is
considered to relate to the level of a method, as brought up in chapter 2 (Establishi~g a basiJ oj"comparison).
The above logically results in the conclusion that Six-Sigma is uniquely identified by the degree of
conceptual depth of a method, as mentioned above, assuming that it is not merely a fad in the sense of an
empty concept. This could either mean that Six-Sigma in fact relates to a method and a collection of tools
and techniques. or that it additionally represents a certain subclass of approach to which only the
particular method belongs. In both cases, the level of method is a characterising element. Whether the
former or the latter situation applies is determined by whether or not Six-Sigma's method level
comprehends certain fundamental principles or concepts that are not shared by any other (class of)
approach. The aforementioned issue is elaborated on further in section 3.3 (-L4pproach).

Subsection Q3.2: History
Some authors argue that Six-Sigma eventually originated from a series of developments and events ranging
as far back as the eighteenth century. For example, Quinn (2003) mentions the establishment of the



rationale for specialisation in manufacturing by Adam Smith in 1776, while Folaron and Morgan (2003)
credit Eli Whitney for the introduction of his revolutionary uniformity system, which was based on
interchangeable parts, therefore allowed random selection of parts in the assembly stage and - as a
consequence - radically improved efficiency of the manufacturing process as a whole. The latter authors
continue to state that the nineteenth century's main contributions to the evolution of Six-Sigma included
the invention and use of go- and no go-gages, which were applied to determine compliance 'W1th minimum
respectively maximum dimensions of the component in question, therefore actually represented minimum
and maximum tolerance limits, thereby embodying one of the first means towards identifying defects
objectively.

Furthermore, the end of the nineteenth century marked the invention of the mass fabrication paradigm in
the United States of America, characterised by its economic focus on volume and productivity. As noted
by De Mast and Does (2006), the diseiplines of industrial statistics and quality engineering, with which Six
Sigma is commonly and logically associated, emerged in parallel and interwoven with the development of
mass fabrication. The latter authors define the field of industrial statistics as ''the discipline IJJhich del/elops
quantitative methods and paradigms jor inquiry and routine dedsion making in iltdustry" (page 275). The notion of
quality engineering is not explicated, but could be assumed - based on a general understanding of the term
engineering - to relate to the development of systems that provide quality assurance or quality
management within organisations. The concept of quality is dealt with further on, in section 3.3
(/Jpproach).

Of particular importance to the (combination of the) aforementioned disciplines from the beginning of
the twentieth century to the eml of the Second \'{;'orld War were Talyor's Scientific Management, Ford's
moving assembly line, and the research performed by Walter A. Shewart and Harold Dodge, each of
which is concisely considered below.
Tn the first place, the introduction of the mass fabrication paradigm stimulated the development of the
field of management from an art into a more professional and more scientific discipline (confer De :Mast
and Does). Tn particular, techniques developed by Fredrick \\1. Taylor, which became known as scientific
management, made work tangible and measurable through the analysis, fragmentation and subsequent
standardisation of manufacturing processes. In addition, - according to Taylor - a managerial system
should be in place to control the work, thereby separating planning and execution, which comprised a
central theme in his system.
Secondly, Hemy Ford's own observations in combination with Taylor's ideas and his complementary
research at the company resulted in the first moving assembly line used for large-scale manufacturing (of
the Ford Modell) in 1913. The latter type of assembly process - as remarked by Folaron and Morgan
further increased the need for predetermined part consistency, for the line should not be stopped or
slowed down in order to function as planned. Furthermore, according to Quinn, Ford's early methods are
a foundation of a number of contemporarily applied concepts in the field of quality engineering
In the third place, \X/alter Shewart's scientific study of quality controlled him to introduce the notions of
assignable cause and chance cause of variation in process measurements, as well as an easy-to-use tool that
assisted operators in distinguishing between the latter two, called the control chart, thereby laying a basis
for the concept named statistical process control (abbreviated sPq, which still represents a standard
practice in the area of quality control. However, despite Shewart's focus on process control, quality
inspection continued to be the primary way to ensure quality (confer De Mast and Does, but note that
Folaron and Morgan do speak of an increased focus on monitoring process stability over identifying and
sorting defective products at this stage). Yet, the ever increasing production volumes - resulting from the
adoption of the mass production paradigm and the industrial revolution - resulted in the individual testing
of each product to become too costly, too time-consuming, or simply impossible due to adverse effects on
the production output. This situation sparked off research into quality inspection by means of samples, in
which Harold Dodge had a prominent role. He is regarded as one of the initiators of the movement that
came to be known as Statistical Quality Control. Furthermore, the need for refined quality assurance and
control - against the background of the growing complexity and size of production lots - gave rise to
large quality control departments \vitl1in organisations.

After the Second \X/odd \XTar the use of statistics initially grew, at least in the United States, and
government imposed statistically based levels of product quality on its vendors. Yet, the trend of
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establishing large, separate quality functions within organisations that had set in before, isolated the
responsibility for quality from the operators that actually produced the product or service, creating an
unfavourable mentality among the latter employees, as remarked by Folaron and Tvforgan. Furthermore,
Western companies continued to work in the traditional mass fabrication paradigm, thus focussing on
productivity, volume and market share, and not on quality, as noted by De Mast and Does, and Folaron
and Morgan. There was, however, no acute need to do so, as post-war customer affluence resulted in
constantly increasing demand and an apparent tolerance for relatively high percentages of defective
products.

The Japanese, on the other hand, regarded statistics as the secret weapon that had helped the Allies 'Yin
the war. The post-war rebuilding of Japanese industry was considered a unique opportunity to deal with
the prevalent inferiority of Japanese products regarding quality, which made them uncompetitive.
Therefore, \vestern experts on the theory of statistics and quality management -- such as William Deming,
Joseph Juran, and Armand Feigenbaum - were hired to transfer their knowledge on the aforementioned
fields, which had been largely ignored in the West, as remarked by De Mast and Does. The main
contributions of each are briefly discussed below.
Firstly, Deming promoted solid problem solving methods and statistical techniques, such as his plan-do
check-act (abbreviated PDCA) cycle of continuous improvement, which was later changed mto the plan
do-study-act (abbreviated PDSA) cycle.
In the second place, Juran introduced the quality trilogy consisting of quality planning, quality control and
quality in.1.provement, which were considered as three complementary (but integrated) elements of quality
management. I'urthermore, he stressed the need for active participation of top management in quality
activities, emphasised ongoing quality improvement in a project-by-project fashion and associated quality
with customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The whole of its efforts was mainly directed at integrating
quality initiatives throughout all layers in organisations (confer De Mast and Does, and Folaron and
Morgan).
Thirdly, Armand Feigenbaum was most renowned for his concept of 'total Ljm.1ity control' or 'total
quality', which he defined as: ''an effecti1Je .ryJfe771 fo enrUle produdirJrl and JerJJice af fbe 77lOJf eaJJlo771irallezleLI' fhaf

allow (uJfomer Jafirfaction" (Quinn, page 7). Total quality control later evolved into the well-known Total
Quality Management (abbreviated TQM).
Japanese companies were eager to learn from the Western experts and invested heavily in training their
employees in simple statistical and problem-solving tools. Furthermore, they established the project
concept of quality improvement and instituted annual programs to the latter end. The production systems
that Japanese firms developed - with the Toyota Production system being the most well-known example
in the West - were economically focussed on low inventory levels, speed and flexibility. This required
optimized changeovers, aggressive defect reduction, partnerships with suppliers and delegation of the
authority to intervene in case of problems to the shop-floor workers. In addition, these employees
participated in problem-solving superseding their daily routine in the form of so-called quality circles,
making them the source of process improvement, and not management. \XTestern organisational
structures, on the other hand, were basically derived from Ford's command-and-control structure.

In 1973, the oil embargo caused a shift in conswner attitude in the \XTestern world. Motivated by fear of
future fuel shortages, rising oil prices and resulting general inflation, product quality suddenly became
central to the purchasing decision. Due to their focus on quality and statistics over the last few decades,
the Japanese were able to respond quickly to the changing customer needs and offer products similar to
those of the Western companies, but at lower cost, ,-,1.th less defects and superior reliability and durability
(and more fuel efficlent in case of the automobiles), as stated by De Mast and Does, and Folaron and
Morgan. The latter developments caused the Western industries to be in a state of recession.
Initially, Japanese success was mistakenly attributed to cheap labour, low quality and imitation. Once the
\X:Test realised that it was dealing with an entirely different and clearly superior manufacturing paradigm,
the ftrst reactions were "unfo(Used, rash and cot!fimd" (De Mast and Does, page 273). A wave of quality gurus
washed into the Western business world within a couple of years, and a large number of quality
engineering and industrial statistics initiatives were introduced at monthly frequencies. However, some of
these concepts proved to be merely fads. On the other hand, the majority had its valuable aspects, but did
not endure due ro a lack of comprehensiveness. Therefore, one attempted to integrate these valuable ideas
into more generic theories, partly forced by the economic developments in many industries that were



labelled 'hypercompetition' (confer De Mast and Does), and referred to an ever increasing competition on
higher and higher levels of guality and efficiency, resulting in profit margins being highly pressurised. As
noted by De Mast and Does, hypercompetition continued throughout the last decades of the twentieth
century.
Furthermore, as opposed to United States based manufacturing companies, Japanese firms believed in
exchanging best practices on a national level, causing the former to continue to lose ground on the latter.
In order to promote best practice sharing and provide a benchmark for guality systems that centred on
customer satisfaction as a primary driver of business results, the United States' government introduced the
Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award in 1987, an initiative that has been replicated by many countries.
The first company to win the Baldridge Award was Motorola, for the data-driven, process centric program
towards guality improvement that they designed in response to the abovementioned economic
developments. Essentially, the latter program represents one of the integration efforts noted before, but 
according to De Mast and Does, is probably the most comprehensive of all. Motorola termed it Six-Sigma,
because the concept aimed to achieve defect levels of only two in a billion, reguiring twelve standard
deviations of the output to be within specification limits (six on each side of dle mean in case of
symrlletrical distribution and a symmetrical definition of specification limits widl respect to the mean),
which is conunented on in subsection 3.3.1 (Ol!fective(s)).
Winning the I3aldrigde Award compelled Motorola to share Six-Sigma with others, and the concept gaineJ
considerable momentum after its adoption by several large companies, such as General Electric in 1995,
and the enormous savings that were reported as a result.
Finally, Quinn distinguishes between a first generation (the late eighties and early nineties) and a second
generation (from the mid nineties onward) of Six-Sigma applications. The latter author claims that the
second generation exhibited much stronger top leadership support and involvement, and put more
emphasis on customer focus, as embodied by the addition and specific content of the Define phase.
Quinn considers the beginning of the second generation to be marked by the implementation of Six
Sigma at AlliedSignal in 1994.

Subsection Q3.3: Approach
As noted by De Koning and De Mast (2006) and Linderman et al. (2003), a consistent and crystallised
exposition of Six-Sigma's methodology and philosophy is yet to be developed. According to the former
authors, present accounts of the concept do not meet scientific standards of precision and consistency.
Although their 2006 article attempts to provide a suchlike description, it is principally focused on the
method, and tools and technigue levels of abstraction, and does not cover the underlying approach to the
extent of its four main features (as identified in chapter 2 (Estabiishin/!, a basis ofcomparison)).
The absence of a scientifically sound definition of Six-Sigma has proven to be an obstacle to scientific
research of the concept (confer De Koning and De Mast (2006)). Linderman et al. remark in the latter
respect that: 'While Six-Sigma has made a big impact on industry, the academic community lags behind in its
tl7lderstanding ofSix-S~f',Jna"(page 193), an assertion which is supported by Hendry and Nonthaleerak (2005).
Brady and Allen state: "in genera!, too much reJearch has been focused on descriptions ~fpractice rather than on theo~J!

development that is of use to man~gers and scholar!' (page 348). In addition, their literature review points out a
gradual shift from the authorship of Six-Sigma articles being industry dominated to becoming dominated
by the academic community, which has set in fairly recendy (around the year 2000).

The relative immaturity of research into the philosophy that underpins Six-Sigma, as described above,
severely complicates the exposition of the approach that is to be presented in this paragraph. Naturally,
there are fragments of literature that focus on the latter topic, but no comprehensive, scientific research
has been conducted to provide reconstruction of and thereby possibly synthesis on the aforementioned
fragments.
Since a suchlike reconstruction does not fit with the intended depth of and available time for the
examination that resulted in this report, dle contents of this paragraph are unavoidably based on scraps of
literature that are extracted from a selection of articles too small to be considered fully representative.
Therefore, similar to the design of the report's structure in chapter 2 (Establishing a basis ~f comparison), the
definition of the approach underlying Six-Sigma provided below cannot be considered optimal from a
scientific-methodological point of view.



In the first place, Six-Sigma appears to be commonly associated with quality improvement (confer, among
others, De Koning and De Mast (2005 and 2006), Folaron and Morgan, and Hendry and Nonthaleerak),
which is defined - very succinctly - by De Mast (2004) as: "the !ystematic andproactilJe pursuit of improtJement
opportunitie.r in produt1ion proceJ',res to iniTease the quality to unprecedented lezlels (,breakthrough')" (page 256). This
definition shows that the term quality improvement (naturally) refers to tlle conceptual level of an
approach, since the four features that were introduced in chapter 2 (EJ'tablishin,2, a ba,ris of comparison) seem
to represent a suitable means of characterisation.
Furthermore, as was noted previously, quality improvement is traditionally regarded as one of three
processes - along with quality planning and quality control - that together constitute the notion of quality
management, as remarked by - among others - De Mast (2003 and 2004), Dean and Bowen, and Quinn.
The fact that quality management is adequately typified by the degree of abstraction of an approach
follows naturally from its - fairly general - defmition, developed by Dean and Bowen (and adopted by
Sousa and Voss), as cited in chapter 2 (bstablishing a basis ~lcomparison). Furthermore, the (indirect) relation
between Six-Sigma and quality management is contirmed by Brady and Allen, and Klefsjo, Wiklund, and
Edgeman (2001). The former - as stated before - regard Six-Sigma as one of certain number of quality
management practices, while the latter consider the concept a methodology \\~thin the larger context of
quality management (or Total Quality Management). Moreover, De Mast (2006) states: 'TraditionallY, Si:>-:
Sigma is claued among initiatit'esfor quality improlJemerzt and total quality management" (page 456).
In addition, the aforementioned author (2003 and 2004) identifies a class of approaches to quality
improvement which depends on statisLical methods (consisting of a number of so-called statistical
improvement strategies) and contends Six-Sigma to pertain to this type of approach. Moreover, the latter
author describes a number of specific concepts and principles that are related to staListical quality
improvement.

As can be concluded from the above, Six-Sigma seems to be part of the hierarchy of approach classes
consisting of (from higher-level to lower-level): quality management, quality improvement and statistical
qualir-y improvement. In accordance with suchlike classifications' points of departure (as described in
chapter 2 (Establishing a basis of compari.ron)) , Six-Sigma ought to inherit all of these classes' features, which
should be encompassed by the lowest level class of statistical quality improvement. As noted before, De
Mast (2003 and 2004) denotes a number of specific concepts and principles that the latter class exhibits.
However, these concepts and principles mainly refer to the class-specific aspects of statistical quality
improvement and not to the inherited ones. Therefore, the description of the four main features that
characterise the approach underpinning Six-Sigma, which is presented below, is based on an amalgamation
of aspects pertaining - according to literature - to quality management, quality improvement, and
statistical quality improvement.
Furthermore - as stated before -, it is possible that SL"'{-Sigma (by itself) belongs to a class that can be
subsumed under statistical quality improvement, which depends on whether Six-Sigma exhibits one or
more fundamental features that distinguishes the method from other methods that are part of the
statistical quality improvement class. This is additionally discussed in the remainder of this paragraph.

Subsection Q3.3.1: Objective(s)
As can be inferred from the articles by Dc Mast (2003 and 2004), the approach class statistical quality
improvement primarily discerns itself from the super-class of quality improvement by the manner in
which the desired result is to be attained ((method) principlc(s)), and a number of accompanying
fundamental concepts, rather than by the desired result, i.e. objective, itself. Furthermore, the approach
classes of quality management and quality improvement do not seem to be related sinlliarly, since the
notions of quality planning, quality improvement and quality control are considered to be complementary
(but integrated) aspects of quality management (confer De Mast and Does), meaning that it is impossible
to fully achieve quality management's objective without reaching each of the latter three classes' aims. This
implies that the quality improvement approach class differs from the quality management one with respect
to goal.
Therefore, Six-Sigma is considered to indirectly inherit its objecLive from the approach class of quality
improvement, which is defined by De Mast (2003) as: "to increaJe qualif], to unprecedented lelJelr ('breakthrough')"
(page 256).
Note however, that it is questionable whether a relation between approach classes such as the one
between quality management and quality improvement considered above is allowed within the framework



designed by Iivari, Hirschheim, and Klein. After all, all of the approach classes 'within the latter framework
directly pertain to the area of information systems development, while quality management and quality
improvement - although clearly related - partly refer to different things. Including both in one framework
could therefore require the introduction of a new type of relationship between approach classes. Yet, as
Six-Sigma is - as remarked before - commonly associated with both quality management and quality
improvement, the aforementioned issue is taken for granted and not discussed into more depth.

Six-Sigma's goal is also frequently referred to in literature as reducing defects (see, among others,
Linderman et a1., Raisinghani et a1. (2005), and Hendry and Nonthaleerak). In particular, Raisinghani et a1.
state: "the immediate goal of Six-Sigma is to reduce deftcts. Reducing d~ftcts leads to .yield improvement. Higher]ields
improve customer satl~faction. The ultimate goal is enhanced net inrome" (page 499).
Although this citation appropriately distinguishes between an immediate and an ultimate goal (after all,
quality improvement is not performed for the sake of the improvement itself), it is based on a rather
narrow interpretation of the quality concept, which does not do justice to prevalent notions of quality. A
more elaborate definition of the quality construct is provided by De Koning and De Mast (2006), which is
incorporated into section 3.3.3 (fiundamental concept(s)), together with the thereon dependent distinction
between direct and indirect objectives. The specific relation between the latter two types of objectives
could be argued to eorrespond to a similar connection between approach classes. However, since section
3.3 is principally focussed on establishing Six-Sigma's essence, the aforementioned discussion is
considered of secondary importance and therefore not elaborated on further.
In addition, remark that the fact that Six-Sigma inherits its aim from the quality improvement approach
class logically implies that it does not differ fundamentally from any of the other (statistical) quality
improvement methods in terms of its objective.

As a conclusion to (his subsection, note that Six-Sigma took its name from its supposed aim of achieving
defect levels of only two in a billion, requiring twelve standard deviations of the output (0 be within
specification limits, as mentioned in section 3.1 (Rz:rtory). This could result in the conclusion that Six
Sigma represents, in addition to a method and a collection of tools and techniques, a separate approach
class because none of the approach classes that were discussed thus far are characterised by an objective
that is that specific. However, De Koning and De J'vfast (2005) state that brining each process on the Six
Sigma level of quality seems untenable from an economical point of view. Therefore, they conclude that
''it is questionable JJJhether the majori[y ofSix-Sigma projeels realb aim at this objecliz'f" (page 269). In addition, the
latter authors point out that enormous sample sizes would be required in order to test whether these
defect levels are actually achieved.
Considering the above, there is insufficient evidence to revise the previously drawn conclusion that Six
Sigma indirectly its target from the approach class of quality improvement.

Subsection Q3.3.2: Guiding principle(s) and belief(s)
Since Six-Sigma belongs to the approach class of statistical quality improvement, which is in turn
hierarchically encompassed by respectively the quality improvement and quality management classes, it
inherits all of these classes' guiding principles and beliefs, the most relevant of which are described - per
class - below.

Quality Alan~gemfnt

The article by Dean and Bowen centres on the concept of Total Quality. The fact that Sousa and Voss
adopt Dean and Bowen's definition of Total Quality and equate it \vith the concept of quality
management supports the supposition tlIat both refer to the same notion. However, Dean and Bowen,
and Sousa and Voss consider their concepts to pertain to the whole of an approach, methods, and tools
and techniques (according to the definitions provided by Evari, Hirschheim, and Klein), while quality
management is regarded as merely an approach in this report. Quality management is therefore - in the
context of this literature study - assumed to relate to the approach class of Dean and Bowen's Total
Quality concept, and thereby to Sousa and Voss' quality management construct.
According tot Dean and Bowen, the quality management approach embodies the three primary principles
of customer focus, continuous improvement and teamwork.
Pirstly, customer focus pertains to attaching paramount importance to providing products and services
that fulfil customer needs, because of the belief that customer satisfaction is the most important



requirement for long-term success. Furthermore, this principle requires the entirety of an organisation to
be directed at its custom.ers.
In the second place, the principle of continuous improvement is based on the belief that customer
satisfaction is only achieved through persistent improvement of ~)()th technical and administrative)
processes that create the products or services. The backdrop of this principle is embodied by the notion
of an organisation as a system of interlinked processes.
Thirdly, teamwork refers to collaboration between managers and non-managers (thereby empowering
hwer-level employees), cross-functional cooperation (thereby stimulating process-oriented thinking) and
working together with customers and suppliers (thereby exploiting perceived benefits such as synergy and
loyalty).

The principles explicated above are largely confirmed by Helsten and Klefsjo (2000), Rungtusanatham,
Ogden and Wu (2003), and West (2000), which - in case of the first two papers - provides additional
evidence of quality management, Total Quality and TQM referring to the same notions in essence (in
addition, TQM and quality management are used interchangeable within Rungtusanatham, Ogden and
Wu's article). It should be noted however, that the theory of TQM presented in the latter paper has been
extracted specifically from the so-called Deming management method, which most probably is a method
belonging to the quality management approach class. Furthermore, although Dean and Bowen's principles
recur in each of the other articles, albeit in a slightly different form in several cases, a number of additional
focal points arc identitled, each of which is briefly considered below.
In the first place, Rungtusanatham, Ogden and Wu, and West mention leadership or visionary leadership
as a guiding principle, which concerns management's ability to lead an organisation based on a long-term
vision that rests on changing customer requirements, and to establish and maintain an internal
environment that stimulates employee involvement in achieving the organisation's objectives. l\lthough
this notion is not discerned by Helsten and Klefsjo, those authors do ITlention the related element of top
management commitment.
Secondly, all authors emphasise the need for a process-focus. Although Dean and Bowen do not present
the latter as a primary principle, it is - more or less - implicated by their second and third principles (as
noted above).
Thirdly, Helsten and Klefsjo, and West identify decision making based on facts (data and information) as a
focal point.
Furthermore, Rllnglllsanatham, Ogden and \Vu, and West introduce employee related principles that are
not covered by Dean and Rowen. The former regard employee fulfilment, i.e. the extent to which
employees feel that their needs are satisfied, as a focal point, whereas the latter stresses involvement of
people from all organisational layers (which could be contended to be encompassed by Dean and Bowen's
third principle).
In addition, \~Test denote a system approach to management, that is, "identifjJing, understanding, and managing a
rystem ~f interrelated processes for a gizlen objectiz,e" (page 80). This element seems to correspond to the notion
underlying Dean and Bowen's second principle.
Moreover, Rungtusanatham, Ogden and \Vu, identify learning - described as: "tbe m;ganiJational capabili!J to
recoj!,nise and mll1ure tbe development ofit.r skills, abilities, and knOlvledge base" (page 927) as a focal point.

As a conclusion to this part of subsection 3.3.2 (Guidi1l)!, principles and be!iefi), note the assertion made by
Helsten and Klefsjo that quality management's guiding principles and beliefs (termed values in the article
in question), as well as their interpretation is likely to change in the course of time.

Qualit)' Improt'ement
The foremost guiding principle relating to the approach class of quality improvement that was found in
literature concerned the axiom that quality improvement should be conducted in a project-by-project
fashion. Thc latter principle is mentioned by e.g. De Mast (2003 and 2004) and Van Den Heuvel, Docs,
and Vcrmaat (2004). The lattcr authors state in the aforemcntioncd respect: "CIJronic problems wi/I linger
unless tbl!Y are put on tbe agenda and J'tbeduled as pro/ectsjor improvement by upper management" (page 420).
Furthermore, De Mast (2003 and 2004) and Van Den Heuvcl, Does, and Vermaat (2004) notc that quality
improvement ought to be performed systematically, which - according to the latter authors - is a
necessary condition for making sustained progress.



Finally, De Mast (2003 and 2004) remarks that quality improvement is proactive rather than reactive in
nature, i.e. improvement opportunities should be actively pursued.

StatisticalQuality improvement
De Mast (2003) provides a general description of the approach class of statistical quality improvement.
According to the latter author, the particular approach class' guiding principle is the fact that quality
improvement should be based on empirical inquiry. De Mast (2003) considers the function of empirical
inquiry to be the explanation, and - based thereon - the prediction and control, of empirical phenomena
through the testing of conjectures to empirical evidence. Thus, quality improvement based on empirical
inquiry implies the use of statistics.
As a consequence, in order for quality improvement to be based on empirical enquiry, it should - in the
aforementioned author's view - comply with the following two conditions:
In the fIrst place: ''it is aimed at tbe discovery Ilf relations between tbe quality cbarade/istic under stuc!Y and influence
fmtors in tbeprocess; improvement actions are detivedfrom tbese relations" (page 257).
Secondly: '~'ol!jedured relations are tested against empirical data before tb~y are accepted as tme" (page 257).

Finally, as a conclusion to this subsection, note that Six-Sigma might be argued to pertain to - besides a
method - a separate approach class because of the fact that a number of authors (e.g. Brady and Allen, De
1Vfast (2006), and Hendry and Nonthaleerak) appear to consider a priority on bottom-line results (both in
the initiation of projects and as a whole) to embody one of Six-Sigma's fundamental principles. As can be
inferred from the above, the latter principle is not explicitly mentioned as one the previously considered
approach classes' guiding principles or beliefs. However, it could be asserted to follow from the notion of
quality which seems to underlie all of the aforementioned classes. As remarked before, the concept of
quality is described in section 3.3.3 (Fundamental COJ7Cept(J)).
Furthermore, Brady and Allen consider "training of non-statisticians in tbe vocational use of statistical tools 21Jitb
minimal tbeory" (page 336) to be a guiding principle related to Six-Sigma. Yet, the latter could just as well be
contended to pertain to the approach class of statistical quality improvement.

Subsection Q3.3.3: Fundamental concept(s)
The concepts that are fundamental to the approach class of statistical quality improvement - to which Six
Sigma is considered to relate most directly - concern on the one hand the notion of quality, which is
shared by all of the approach classes considered above, and on the other a number of concepts that are 
according to De Mast (2003) - specifIc for the class of statistical quality improvement. Both are described
in turn below.

In the first place, the concept of quality is discussed in detail in De Koning and De Mast (2006). Figure
33, which is presented below and is copied from the latter article (page 771), provides an overview of their
definition of the concept, as well as the consequences of improving on quality by means of e.g. the Six
Sigma method.
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Figure 28: the concept ofqualifY and arguments for improving on qualit!' (copiedjrom De Koning and De Mast (2006))

Note that the phra~e~ 'The alxtartler xtatirJadiun argument': 'The coxt rlpoor qualiFy argument" and ':fhowUlxes"
within the above figure refer to the three per~pective~ from which the u~eflliness of Six-Sigma i~ argued in
literature, according to De Koning and De Mast (2006).

As can be inferred from figure 28, the concept of quality can pertain to either product quality or process
quality.
De Koning and De Mast (2006) define product cluality as the extent to which custOlTler demands with
respect to the product characteristics listed in figure 28 are met. Furthermore, process quality refers to
process attributes, rather than individual product properties. It is defined by the latter authors as reflecting
the demands of internal customers, and "comes dmvn to ejftctiz'enefS (the extent to which a promx prolJides required

.features) and efftcienq (beinj!, ef(ectil1e at lmv cost)" (page 771). The dimensions of process quality are considered
to be process capability (the degree to which a process produces products that are free from defects), cycle
time, yield and production costs not related to defects.
As described in figure 28, improvements in product quality are asserted to result in increased customer
satisfaction, which in tum is contended to either lead to an increase in market share or to higher protit
margins, which both ought to have a direct positive influence on an organisation's bottom-line results.
On the other hand, the improvement of process quality is deemed to benefit an organisation's cost
structure because of a decrease in the extra activities that are needed as a result of non-conformance (non
conformance to the internal customers' demand with respect to the process quality attributes mentioned
above). The latter should again result in a rise of bottom line results.

Note that Dc Koning and Dc Mast (2006) provide the above defInitions in the context of their rational
reconstruction of Six-Sigma's methodological aspects. However, the fact that this notion of quality as well
as the rationale behind quality improvement applies to all of the approach classes discussed before is
supported by the explication of a similar conceptualisation by Brady and Allen, and Sousa and Voss in the
context of quality management.

Secondly, as remarked before, De Mast (2003) provides a characterisation of the approach class of
statistical quality improvement, which includes a number of concepts which are presented as being
specific to the latter class. These fundamental concepts are discussed below.

In the fir~t place, following from the conditions that are ~pecified in ~ection 3.3.2 (Guiding primiple(i) and
belief(i)), the result of any ~tati~ticalquality improvement project is embodied by an explanatory network of
causal relations "betJveen jar/on in the production proceJJ and the quali(y characteristic under Jtud)" (De Mast (2003),
page 257). The knots in a suchlike network are of two types, critieal-to-quality characteristic (abbreviated
CTQ), and influence factor.



CTQs refer to dimensions of product or process quality (as listed above) that are the subject of an
improvement project, '~'n the sense that the quali!y problem can be tram'lated in thiJform: one or a fe2v CTQs do not
meet their requirementJ" (De Mast (2003), page 257).
Influence factors are 'jattor.r in the procm that cauJal/y affict the probabilistic properties of a CTQ" (De Mast
(2003), page 257). In addition, the vital few influence factors are considered to pertain to "the )!,roup offattors
2IJhoJe efjectJ dominate the effictJ- ofall otherfattors (the tri/lial many)" (De Koning and De :I'vIast (2006), page 772).

Furthermore, three distinct types of influence factors can be distinguished between, namely control
variables, nuisance variables, and disturbances. An influence factor's type largely determines "how it should
be diJcovered, itJ effed tested and )JJhich role it plqYJ in imprOl)ement adion/' (De Mast (2003), page 258). Definitions
of, and some additional information on each type is provided by De Mast (2003), and presented below.

• Control variables: 'hmtinuouJ, difcrete or wen binaD' !JariahleJ lIJhidl are the expelimenter:f imtrument to
manipulate the CTQ. Thil implie.r that it i.r po.l.lible and fla.rihle to Jet a amtml variable to a deyired value" (page
258).

• Nuisance variables: (~'ontinuous, diJcrete, or even binaD' variableJ which are sources ofunwanted variation that have
to be eliminated or compensatedfor. It is not necessarily impossiblejor the experimenter to exert influence on their value,
but eJpecialjy duringproduction it is either notfeasible or umvanted to control their valtie " (page 258).

• Disturbances: "ellents that have an undesired conJeqtlencefir the crQ" (page 258).

Subsection Q3.3.4: Methodprinciple(s)
The principles that should apply to any method pertaining to the approach class of statistical lluality
improvement are again discussed in De Mast (2003) and briefly expounded below.

Firstly, De Mast (2003) notes that all methods that share the aforementioned characteristic should in
essence be comprised of the following five phases:
1. Operationalisation, which concerns the development of an operational definition of the quality

problem.
2. Exploration, in which the potential influence factors are identified. The work that is performed in this

stage is of a speculative, non-methodical nature.
3. Elaboration, which pertains to the ordering and explication, i.e. the establishing of operational

definitions, of the potential influence factors that are identified during the preceding phase.
4. Confirmation, in which the effects of the influence factors are experimentally verified. This stage

therefore ensures objectivity.
5. Conclusion, which refers to the specification of improvement actions based on the discovered

relations, as well as to updating the quality control system in order to make these improvements
sustainable.

In the second place, De Mast (2003) remarks that the operational definition of a quality problem should
be constituted by the following elements (paraphrased):
1. A definition of the unit that is measured, i.e. the 'thing' of which the CTQ is a property. Furthermore,

De Mast (2003) remarks that "the collection of all tlmts is called the poptllation" (page 259) and that "the
population can be defined by demibing the process thatgenerates the unit.r" (page 259).

2. The association of the CTQ with a (reliable) measurement procedure that attributes a value to each
unit.

3. The explication of the requirements on the CTQ 111 terms of the defined measurement scale.
4. The assessment of the current magnitude of the quality problem through the subsequent collection of

a sample of units, determination of their CTQ value, and comparison \vith the previously stated
requirements. "The remit can be e::..pressed as a percentage qf dqfective units, in the form qf a capability index
(allowable process spread divided by actual process spread), or aJ a mean and a short- and long-term .rpread"
(page 259).

5. A specification of when the quality problem is considered solved.

Thirdly, although the activities that are perfonned within the exploration phase are non-methodical in
nature, De ]\fast (2003) mentions a number of heuristics for the identification of potential influence
factors that are provided by literature, and which should ideally be supported by the methods pertaining to
the approach class of statistical lluali ty improvement:



• Zooming-in strategy: "the .'Pace OfpoJJible inflttencefadorJ zs Jttbdivided into ciaJm (e.g. ciamJ oftypeJ of
t'ariation). Identifj'ing charactenstic behaviottr ofthe CTQ the experimenter eliminateJ entire ciaJJeJ ofinflttentefactorJ,
thttJ zooming-in on the relevant ciaJJeJ" (page 259).

• Thinking in standard categories: '~n.flttena:fa,1orJ ((}ttld be Jearched in Jtandard categorieJ, Jttch aJ Man, 171,Ja{hine,
,\fetholl, A1eaJttrement and T]mJimnment" (page 259).

• Assignable causes in data: "the e~'1!erimenter Jearcher!or patternJ in data, thtt.r identibing potential inflttence
factorJ" (page 259).

• Thinking in analogies: '~npttence.factorJ thatplqy a role in comparable problemJ mttld be tranJlated to the problem
at hand" (page 259).

Furthermore, according to the ]'vfast (2003) the improvements actions that are defined based on a
statistical quality improvement method correspond to a number of standard patterns, which should
therefore be incorporated into suchlike methods. The latter patterns are described below.

• Adjustment of the mean: "one or more mntrol vanableJ are ad:ittJ'ted to bn'ng the CTQ'J mean cio.rer to it.r deJired
valtte"(page 259).

• Robust design: "one or more &YJntmllJariahleJ are arJ;it.rted to make the pma:.r.r le.r.r .ren.ritive to .rottrte.r ~f variation
,mill ax nttiJance lJariahle.r" (page 260).

• Tolerance design: "the variation in a nttiJante variable iJ redttced or eliminated" (page 260).

• Feedforward control: ''a control vatiable ir continttoHJ1Y arJ;it.rted to compenJate fir the variation if a nHiJante
llatiable" (page 260).

• Feedback control: ''a control llariable i.r continHozlJl)' adjztJted to mmpenJate for une.'1!lained driftJ in the procm"
(page 260).

• l'vIistake proofing: ''the OCCHmnce oldiJturbanceJ iJprellented or their dfed on the ClQ reduced" (page 260).

Pinally, De Mast (2003) notes that the methods relating to the approach class of statistical quality
improvenlent ought to emphasise the iterative nature of a statistical quality improvement project. In fact,
the continuous alternation of the development of conjectures and their verification through empirical
observation (i.e. of the Exploration and Conf1tmation phases) embodies - according to the latter author
the core of suchlike projects.

Subsection Q3.4: Method(s)
Although De Mast (2003 and 2004) note that multiple examples of methods that pertain to the approach
class of statistical quality improvement exist, this section is logically focussed on the Six-Sigma method.

As is clear from chapter 2 (EJtablzshing a baJiJ ~f mmpariJOn), a method is defined as a codified set of goal
oriented 'procedures', which are intended to guide the work and cooperation of the various parties
(stakeholders) involved in - in this case - conducting a quality improvement project.
Furthermore, De Koning and De Mast (2006) - as mentioned before - present a rational reconstruction
of Six-Sigma's methodological aspects, among which a stepwise procedure for tackling projects, i.e. the
Six-Sigma method. Since the description of the Six-Sigma method that the latter authors present is
therefore based on a meticulous comparison of descriptions stemming from a large collection of scientitlc
literature and they additionally conclude that the variations found are supertlcial rather than essential, the
description provided in their article is considered to represent the Six-Sigma method best. A summary of
the latter description is provided in table 1 below. Its contents are largely copied from the aforementioned
article. Remark that the activities relating to a particular phase are in fact an operationalisation of its
functionality.



Phase name Functionality Activities

Dl: Identify and map relevant processes

Problem selection and benefit
D2: Identify targeted stakeholders

Define
analysis D3: Determine and prioritise stakeholder needs

and requirements
D4: Make a business case for the project

M1: Select one or more CTQs
Translation of the problem M2: Determine operational definitions for CTQs

Measure
into a measurable form, and and requirements
measurement of the current M3: Validate measurement system of CTQs
situation M4: Assess the current process capability

M5: Define objectives

Identitlcation of influence A1: Identify potential influence factors
Analyse factors that determine the /\2: Select the vital few influence [actors (termed

CTQ's behaviour Xs)

Design and implementation of
11: Quantify relationship between Xs and CTQs

adjustment to dle process to 12: Design actions to moillfy ilie process or
Improve

improve dle performance of settings of influence factors in such a way

the CTQ's that CTQs are optimised
13: Conduct pilot test of improvement actions

Adjustment of the process C1: Determine the new process capability

Control management and control C2: Implement control plans
system in order that
improvements are sustainable

Table 33: the Six-Sigma method (adoptedfrom De Koning and De Mast (2006))

Subsection Q3.5: Tools and techniques
An overview of the tools and techniques that are commonly associated 'with Six-Sigma, as well as their
functionality and the Six-Sigma phase(s) in which iliey are applied is provided by De Koning and De Mast
(2006).

On ilie basis of table 3, De Koning and De Mast (2006) rerllark that the collection of tools and techniques
dlat is used within Six-Sigma encompasses almost all of the tools and techniques that have been
developed in the field of statistical quality control (or industrial statistics and quality engineering). A
similar statem.ent is m.ade by De Mast (2004). Purthermore, De Koning and De Mast (2006) state that
these statistically oriented tools and techniques are supplemented with relatively straight-forward problem
solving and process analysis tools, whose utilisation was widely promoted by the Japanese, such as:
process maps, the cause and effect matrix, the pareto chart and the five why's. Tn addition, the lauer
authors mention the incorporation o[ a number of techniques which are borrowed from marketing, such
as focus groups, customer interviews, and survey studies. These techniques mainly serve to provide
support during Six-Sigma's Define phase.

As is clear from the above and was remarked before, the tools and techniques that are applied in the
execution of Six-Sigma projects seem to not have developed especially to that end, but rather concern
existing ones that stem from illfferent fields. This is supported by Brady and Allen, who state the
following: 'The mqjorl(y of all types of articles (on Six-Sigma), ez'en those on tools and techniques, mntained no new
techniques but rather standard techniques adapted to the mntext ofSix-Sigma projects" (page 340).

Subsection Q3.6: Other aspect(s)
As described in the introduction to this chapter, this subsection considers a number of salient aspects
related to Six-Sigma that could not be adequately subsumed under any of the other sections. Each of these
aspects is briefly commented on below.



In the first place, while this literature review is focussed on Six-Sigma in its traditional form, variants on
that traditional form exist, the most prominent of which appears to be Design For Six-Sigma (abbreviated
DFSS). DPSS, as noted by Kwak and Anbari (2006), and Mortimer (2006), is used to design new
processes and products at SL"'(-Sigma quality levels, rather than to improve on existing ones. According to
both, DFSS is comprised of the phases Define, Measure, Analyse, Design, and Verify. The concept of
DFSS is not elaborated on further in this report, because it is not relevant in the context of my graduation
project.

Secondly, the execution of Six-Sigma projects is facilitated by a standardised organisational stmcture,
consisting of Champions, Master Black Belts, Black Belts, Green Belts, and Yellow Belts which each have
a fixed role. Furthermore, as might be clear from the obvious analogy with a certain collection of martial
arts, every role including the term Belt is associated with a different level of Six-Sigma training and thus
Six-Sigma related competencies and experience. Notably, \~'alters (2005) considers Six-Sigma training to
be more intensive, more focussed and better equipped than that of other quality improvement initiatives.
In addition, Linderman notes that intensive and differentiated training is an integral part of the method.

In the third place, the Six-Sigma method originated from a manufacturing environment, which raises the
question whether if it can be employed equally well in non-manufacturing settings. Van Den Heuvel, Does
and Vermaat remark in the latter respect that while Six-Sigma has been predominantly used to improve
manufacturing processes in the past, it is now increasingly applied to a wide variety of non-manufacturing
processes. In addition, Brady and Allen observe a trend in Six-Sigma literature which concerns the
divcrsification of research topics from primarily manufacturing focussed to more general in nature. The
lattcr trend is - according to those authors - characterised by an increascd emphasis on gcneric issucs and
on service-related busincss sectors. On the other hand, Hendry (2005) concludcs that "the literature has
conflicting evide1lce regarding the applicabili(), of Six Sigma to non-manujacturing settittgs and therefore there is a need to
investigate this issue fUl1hd' (page 8). Howevcr, De Koning and De Mast (2006) note that the fact that
present accounts of the method do not meet scientific eriteria of precision and consistency has provcn an
obstacle to scientific research of the method in general and of its applicability in non-manufacturing
environments.

Finally, it is noteworthy that while Six-Sigma itself has a project-level focus, termed meso-level by Brady
and Allen, implementing the concept as a method for continuous improvement within organisations
requires it to be encompassed by an embracing coordination mechanism. Prom that perspective, several
authors - e.g. De Koning and De Mast (2005 and 2(06) and De Mast (2004) - mention the distinction
between outer Measure Analyse Tmprove and Control (abbreviated ]\vlAIC) loops and inner J'vrAIC loops.
Tn the latter case, the outer J\lATC loop serves the strategic coordination of improvement projects, which
are represented by inner MATC loops.

Subsection Q3.7: Strength(s) and weakness(es)
As follows from the introduction to this chapter, subsection 3.7 (Stre1lgth(s) and JlJeakness(es)) covers Six
Sigma's main strengths and weaknesses. Both are considered in tum below.

Firstly, part of the argued rationale for adopting the Six-Sigma method is already described in subsection
3.3.3 (Fundamental concepts). After all, its aim is to increase quality levels to unprecedented levels, and by
doing so improving on an organisation's bottom line by either (or both) increasing customer satisfaction
or improving the firm's cost structure.

Furthermore, according to Antony (2004), the objectivity of decision making that is - at least theoretically
- ensured by Six-Sigma's reliance on the concept of empirical inquiry (refer to subsection 3.3.2 (Guiding
principle(.rj and beliefs)) is one of the aspects that is not accentuated in previous quality initiatives. Yet, the
latter statement seems to contradict with De Mast (2003), who identified two other statistical
improvement methods besides Six-Sigma, which should - according to the statistic improvement
approach class' fundamental principles expoundcd in subsection 3.3.2 (Guidingprinciple(s) and beli~f(s)) - also
be bascd on empirical inquiry. On the other hand, De Mast (2004) acknowledges Six-Sigma as the most
complete statistical improvement method of the three. Furthermore, it could stilllikcly outperform quality



performance initiatives that are not related to the approach class of statistical quality improvement \vith
respect to objectivity.

In addition, Antony considers the fact that Six-Sigma entails a large collection of \vell-proven tools and
techniques to be one of the method's strengths.

Finally, De Mast (2006) contends that the application of Six-Sigma adds a whole range of new capabilities
and skills to an organisation as a result of the method's reliance on the concept of empirical inquiry. The
latter author describes these skills as: "scientific and disciplined problem solving and decision making behaviour, and
effective dlstn'butlon of Infimnatlon over the m:ganlsatlon" (page 463). Raisinghani extends the latter strength
beyond merely the capabilities of the organisations' employees by stating that "the success of this methodology
wltbln an organisation bas slgnijicant momentum that can onfy lead to jimdamC1ltal ot:ganlsatlonal cultural trans/onnation"
(page 491). Note, however, that Dc Mast (2006) also mentions a process of "embedding tbe Jix Jigma attitude
and pbilosopl?;' in tbe m:ganlsatlon" (page 463), which could be asserted to relate to the statement made by
Raisinghani.

In addition to the abovementioned strengths, Six-Sigma is also considered to exhibit certain weaknesses,
the most important of which are presented below.

In the first place, a number of weaknesses pertaining to the concept of Six-Sigma, as well as to the way
that it is commonly applied are described by Goh (2002), a selection of which is proviclecl- poin t by poin t
- below.

• "relle,r on tbe mea.rttrable (lvitb a tendC1lcy to atloid the tmquantlfiable In project ,relectlon)" (page 407). This
weakness is conftrmed by Antony.

• "attentionpaid to repetitille output (wltb lack o/methodologyjor innovative or Irregular outcomes)" (page 407).

• Jotftsed on errorprevention (notgains jrom creatllilly or imagination) .... (page 407).

• '~·tudles onfy current, static C1Q (with little reftrC1la; to vaned customer e:Apettatlons or lije,rlyles; not anticipative oj
technological, ,rocial, or buslneJJ changes)" (page 407).

• ''uJualfy ba.red on one CTQ (I.e. Jingle rather than multiple or balanted CTQ In agll!en prqject) " (page 407), which
is supported by Antony, who notes a lack of research on Six-Sigma projects aimed at the optimisation
of multiple CTQs.

• "practical!y no empba,r/,r on selflearning or fittun: knmvledge acquisition in personnel training" (page 407). This
seems to somewhat contradict with Antony, who observes a lack of research on the rclationship
between Six-Sigma and learning, which could imply that statements on the latter relationship cannot
be justifiably made.

• ''unsuitable for creathle or interpretil}e work (e.g. anhltedural de.!ign; artt:rticpeifrmnance) " (page 407).

• "not a means to promote intelled, mativlty, passion, enterpJise, or selfrenelval" (page 407).

• '~mpba,rize,rpJioJities ~f tbe ot:ganiJation (ver.rtts growtb ofpeople, e.g. talent development or mntlnuous learning on tbe
pal1 ofBla,k Belt,r and Green Belt,r;per,ronnel mechanicalfy das,rified in tmn,r oftmnlnal qualification,~ " (page 407).

• "tend, to be preoccupied lvith internalobjedil'eJ' {J}!itb no reftrence to ,ratial mi,r,rion or re.rponsibtli!YJ·'

Secondly, in relation to the eighth and ninth of the weaknesses that are explicated above, :McAdam and
Lafferty (2004) assert that Six-Sigma's language and rhetoric is that of command and control. According
to the latter authors the term "Six-Sigma" is symptomatic for the perceived superiority of technical and
rational knowledge. The resulting dependency of employees on that knowledge is contended to lead to
hierarchies (through an increased susceptibility to direct orders), and a lack of empowerment.
Furthermore, Six-Sigma might get an organisation to impose rules on its employees, thereby diminishing
opportunities for creativity and innovation (refer to the eighth of the weaknesses described above), which
are considered to be key aspects of empowerment. In addition, Six-Sigma's belt structure is viewed as
another manifestation of the construct's reliance on control (confer the ninth of the weaknesses described
above).
Besides, the case studies that were conducted in the aforementioned article revealed a general lack of
emphasis on people-related aspects such as empowerment, communication, and reward and recognition in
the implementation of Six-Sigma.



Note that the lack of employee empowerment that McAdam and Lafferty state to accompany Six-Sigma's
deployment is inconsistent with one of the quality management principles identified in subsection 3.3.2
(Guidingprinciple(s) and beliif(J)) that Six-Sigma is claimed to inherit. However, the latter authors distinguish
between mechanised TQM and organic TQM, and argue Six-Sigma to pertain to the former, while the
people oriented principles are captured by the latter. This might lead one to conclude that mechanised
TQM and organic TQM should be recognised as two new approach classes. Yet, since these concepts do
not seem to be widely adopted in literature, the aforementioned issue is not elaborated on further.

Thirdly, Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park (2006) state that Six-Sigma underemphasises the understanding of
the human factor in general, i.e. the question of how to develop the company culture that is necessary for
the method to be successfully implemented. This is supported by Antony, who claims that the relation
between Six-Sigma and organisational culture is not adequately addressed in literature. Yet, note the
remark made by Raisinghani, which is included in the description of Six-Sigma's strengths. The latter
author considers the success of Six-Sigma within an organisation to automatically result in fundamental
organisational cultural transformation. However this raises the question as to what extent the adoption of
Six-Sigma requires the organisational culture to exhibit certain properties in order to be successful in the
first place. As stated before, this issue seems to embody a research gap and is therefore underemphasised
in the current accounts on the method.

Furthermore, Antony mentions the significant investments that are required for the institutionalisation of
Six-Sigma into an organisation. According to this author, the latter could prove an obstacle for the
adoption of Six-Sigma as a standard method for quality improvement by small and medium-size
organisations.

In addition, De Mast (2003 and 2004) notes that Six-Sigma does not stress the iterative nature of a quality
improvement project, but rather presents the method of which it consists as a recipe that guides the
experimenter to a solution in a straight line. De Mast (2004) formulates the latter as follows: "The suggeJtir!n
is aroused that the experimenter's decisions should be pe~fed at once, lvherea.r experimenter:r .rhould he taught afalliMe and
adlJenturous attitude that is open for nell) insight.r·' (page 211). Considering this quote, the latter argument could
be considered to pertain to the creativity related weaknesses that are identified above.

Finally, De Mast (2003 and 2004) concludes that the guidance that the Six-Sigma method provides for the
identification of potential influence factors lacks a clear structure and coherence, meaning that a large
collection of tools and techniques are available for performing this step, but they are not placed in a
strategy or heuristic.

Section Q4: Conclusions
As described in chapter 2 (Establishin;; a basi.. ofcomparison), this chapter is purported as a conclusion to the
report, and is organised as follows:
In the first place, a summarisation of the literature review's main findings is provided in section 4.1 (Alajor
findingJ).
Secondly, section 4.2 (Future meareh) identifies a number of directions for potential future research.
Furthermore, a concise explanation of the examination's principal limitations is included in section 4.3
(Limitation..).
Finally, section 4.4 (Learning e>.petientl:(J)) explicates what 1 have learned from conducting the literature
review that is described in this report.

Subsection Q4.1: Major findings
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, this section contains the research's main findings, which are
listed below.

Tn the first place, part of the characterisation of the relation between the constructs of Six-Sigma and
process simulation appears to be embodied by the level of conceptual depth that each of them directly
pertains to. The framework that explicates and relates the different degrees of conceptual depth that is
discllssed in chapter 2 (ErtabEdJing a basi.. ifcompari.ron) therefore adequately captures the latter element of
characterisation, thereby providing a basis for the comparison of the concepts with respect to the contents



of the different levels of abstraction that are associated with each. l'ote that a precondition for the latter
comparison to make sense is the fact that both hierarchies of approach classes, methods, and tools and
techniques should share a high-level theme. In this case, that latter theme seems to be appropriately
defined as business improvement.

Secondly, the concept of Si.'I:-Sigma appears to be uniquely identified by the extent of abstraction of a
method and the accompanying collection of tools and techniques. The whole of its essence is captured by
the approach class of statistical quality improvement, to which at least two other methods pertain. Yet,
Six-Sigma is considered to be the most complete of the three.
The objective of the Six-Sigma method is to increase quality to unp1'ecedented levels, where quality can
refer to both product and process quality. This is argued to ultimately lead to an improvement of the
organisation's bottom line results.
In doing so, the method draws heavily from the concept of empirical inquiry, which means that it is
focussed on the discovery and empirical verification of causal patterns between influence factors and the
quality characteristic under study, and that improvement actions are directly derived from these causal
relations. This reliance on empirical enquiry implies the use of statistics. The objectivity of decision
making that is - theoretically - ensured by the testing of conjectures against empirical data is con1ffionly
considered to comprise one of the 1Tlethod's key strengths.
On the other hand, the method appears to be commonly criticised for its supposed lack of attention for
people- and organisational culture-related aspects, while these could prove to be decisive for the
successfulness of the concept's implementation as a standard quality improventent method within an
organisation.

Subsection Q4.2: Future research
The literature review that is described in this report is considered to result in two opportunities for future
research.

Firstly, the framework that is discussed in chapter 2 (EJtabliJhing a baJiJ of compariJon) provides a basis for
developing a comprehensive description of the construct of process simulation, which could subsequently
be conveniently compared 'W1.th the description of the Six-Sigma method that is expounded in chapter 3
(Six-Sigma). The latter research opportunity can however be considered rather evident, since the literature
review was explicitly designed to create it (confer section 1.1 (RtJearch areaJ, reJean:h queJtions and
deliverables)).

Furthermore, actually conducting the research concerning the comparison of the two concepts could
provide a basis to further examine to what extent and (possibly) in which manner Six-Sigma and process
simulation could be combined. Prcliminary indications for the feasibility of a suchlike combination are
rathcr strong. Consider, for example, the following statcmcnt made by Kettinger, Tcng, and Guha, who
identify process simulation as a technique that is commonly used 'W1.thin BPR (as notcd in section 1.1
(Research areaJ, reJearch que.rtionJ and deliverableJ)):
"BPR prqjects !ypimlfy indude attemptJ to tran{form the organizational.rubSYJtefnJ ofmanagement (J'ryle, IJalueJ, measureJ),

people (jobs, Jkill.r, culture), itif(J1711ation technology, and organizational Jtructures, induding team and coordination
mechanij"fJlJ". ChangeJ to theJe JubDlJtems are viewed through the anafytic lellJ qfthe bUJilZeJJ proit:JJ (intrajimctional, iTOJJ

functional, interOl:ganizationa~. The goal qfproceJS tran.rfoJ71Jation IS improved proceJs productJ and JenJices mea.rured ill
teJ71u ifcost, qualiry, customer JatiJfaction, or shareholder value" (page 56).

The abovementioned seems to exhibit a significant overlap with that of Six-Sigma (taking into the account
the definition of quality that is expounded in subsection 3.3 (Fundamental COnit:pt(J)). I'urthermore, both
appear to share a focus on processes. In addition, the categories of organisational subsystems listed by
Kettinger, Teng, and Guha, could correspond - to some degree - to the standard categories of innuence
factors that are mentioned by De Mast (2003) in the context of heuristics for the identification of poten tial
influence factors (refer to subsection 3.3.4 (Methodprimiple(J)).

Subsection Q4.3: Limitation(s)
The literamre review's main limitations concern two aspects, which are explicated below. Both are already
included in preceding sections of this report.



Tn the first place, the relative immalurity of research into the philosophy that underpins Six-Sigma severely
complicated the exposition of its approach. Tn order (0 develop a crystallised, well-founded description of
the hierarchy of approach classes to which Six-Sigma pertains, a comprehensive examination of a large
collection of fragments of literahlre on the latter topic should be conducted, in order to provide
reconstruction of and thereby possibly synthesis on these fragments. However, a suchlike reconstruction
does not fit \vith the intended depth of and available time for the research that resulted in this report.
Therefore, section 3.3 (Approach) is unavoidably based on scraps of literarnre that are extracted from a
collection of articles that is probably too small to be considered fully representative.

Secondly, the description of the approach classes of quality management and quality improvement
revealed that a new type of relation between approach classes might need to be introduced into the
framework that serves as a basis of comparison, in order for both of the aforementioned classes to be
incorporated. The latter seems to be necessary considering the fact that Six-Sigma is commonly associated
with both quality management and quality improvement in literarure.

Subsection Q4.4: Learning experience(s)
First of all, conducting this literarure review has again showed that it is necessary for me to find a way to
be able to control my rather extreme tcndcncy towards pcrfcctionism, as this always causcs me to want to
spend more time on things than there is available, which in rurn results in a lot of strcss and frustration.

furthermore, I logically gained additional knowledge on the research's main topics, e.g. Six-Sigma.

Finally, in my experience, it is very useful to write down directly after reading an article, the manners in
which this article could contribute to the examination using just a couple of sentences. This facilitates
maintaining an overview of how the different papers relate to each other in the context of the literarnre
revIew.
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